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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Model Description 
We consider the following time series model. 
Yt = ^t-1 + (11) 
h + Vt-1 + • • • + Vt-P ^  ®t + ^l®t-l + • • • + Vt-q' * l'2,...,n, 
where y^, t = 0,1,...,n, are the observations, {z^} is an autoregressive moving 
average process of order (p,q) for some nonnegative integers p and q, and {e^} is a 
sequence of iid (0,a ) random variables. We shall be interested in estimation of the 
parameter 
(P t  ® }  0  ) ~  (Pt  ^2* ^2'""' ^q' 
given a sample of n+1 observations on y^. We let 
A(m) = mP + + • • • + ap_^m + (1.2) 
and 
B(m) = m^ + + ... + (1.3) 
be the characteristic equations associated with {z^}. We assume stationarity for 
process {z^.}. Here we define stationarity of a sequence of random variables. A 
2 
sequence of random variable {x^} is said to be covariance stationary if for every 
positive integers t and h 
E(xj.) = E(x^) 
and 
Cov(xt'*t+h) = ^^<Vl+h)-
Throughout this book we use the terminology 'stationary' for 'covariance 
stationary'. The process {z^} defined in the second line of (1.1) is stationary if all 
the roots of the characteristic equation A(m) = 0 in (1.2) lie inside the unit circle. 
Next we define invertibility of the process {z^}. The process {z^} in the second line 
of (1.1) is said to be invertible if all the roots of the characteristic equation B(m) = 
0 in (1.3) lie inside the unit circle. If {z^.} is invertible there is an absolutely 
summable sequence {dj} such that 
QD 
Gi ~ S d'Zi • claS* 
* j=o J 
We investigate the limiting behavior of estimators under the stationarity and 
invertibility condition on {z^}, an identifiability condition of 0, and the assumption 
that p=l. When p=l, the process {y^} is nonstationary. 
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1.2. Idteiatnie Review 
1.2.1. Literature on the Consistency in a Stationary Model 
A number of results on the consistency and limiting distribution of 
estimators of the parameters of the stationary and invertible autoregressive moving 
average process 
h + "l^t-1 + • • ' + Vt-P ®t + ^iVl + • • • + Vt-q 
can be found in the literature. In model (1.4), is observation. Hannan 
(1973) considered model (1.4) under the assumptions that {e^} is an uncorrected 
(0,a ) sequence and {z^.} is stationary and invertible. He obtained the strong 
consistency and the limiting distribution of the least squares estimator and of the 
maximum likelihood estimator of 0'= (a^, ...,0:^, 0^,..., 0^. His proof is based on a 
frequency domain approximation of where Z = (z^, ..., z^)% and r^((?) 
= Var{(zj,..., z^)'}. The results of Hannan are well described in the book by 
BrockweU and Davis (1987, pp. 365—386). Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976), using a 
method similar to that of Hannan (1973), generalized Hannan's result to the 
multivariate autoregressive moving average process. Rissanen and Gaines (1979) 
considered a stationary and invertible multivariate autoregressive moving average 
process with multivariate normal innovation {e^}. They gave a Kalman filter type 
recurrence equation for the least squares prediction errors {e^} used to approximate 
—1 * {e^}. They approximated ZT^ {0)Z  using {e^}. With this approximation, they 
showed the strong consistency of the maximum likelihood estimator. 
1.2.2. Idteratuie on the Unit Root Test Problem 
In recent years, testing for a unit root in an autoregressive process has 
attracted much interest. Dickey and Fuller (1979) considered the autoregressive 
model 
yt = , t = 1,2,...n, (1.5) 
0 
where yg = 0 and {e^} is an iid (0,(7 ) sequence. They derived the limiting 
distribution of the ordinary least squares estimator 
for the model when the true value of p is one. The limiting distribution of p is 
n(p -1) => 2"^r"\T2 -1), (1.7) 
where => denote convergence in distribution, 
r = ,S T?C?. T=S2l/%C.. T, = 
1=1 i=l 
and 
{Cj} is an iid N(0,1) sequence. 
Utilizing expression (1.7) for the limiting distribution. Dickey and Fuller prepared 
5 
a set of tables of the percentiles of the distribution by Monte Carlo simulation. One 
version of the table can be found in Fuller (1976, p. 371). White (1958), at the end 
of his paper, mentioned briefly a different form of the limiting distribution of n(/? — 
1) given by 
-1} / f W^Wdr, (1.8) 
JQ 
where W(*) is the standard Brownian motion on [0,1]. In fact we can show directly 
that the two limiting distributions are same by expanding the Brownian motion by 
the reproducing kernel method 
m «3/2 
W(r) = E sin{(i - l/2)m:} Cj, r € [0,1], 
i=l (2i-l) 
where {C|} is a sequence of iid N(0,1) random variables. (For details see Chan and 
Wei (1988, p. 382)). 
Fuller (1976, pp. 373 — 381) considered a p—th order autoregressive model 
yt + ^"/t-j = ®t' * = P+1, P+2, •••• 
where p — 1 roots of the characteristic equation A(m) = 0 are inside the unit circle 
and the remaining root is one. Fuller rewrote his model 
yt = ^l^t-l + + ®t' * = P+2. • 
J—^ 
6 
He regresses (y^ - y^.j) on y^_^, (y^.^ - y^.j) (^t-p+l " ^t-p) *0 S^t {ip^ -
1), ..., ^p, the least squares estimator of •••> • Be showed that, for c = 
(1 + + • • • + ûfp)~^ > 0, nc(^2 — 1) has the limiting distribution (1.7). 
Dickey and Fuller (1981) also considered the model 
y^ = /i + tf(t -1 - n/2) + + e^., t = 1,2,... n. 
They derived the limiting distribution of the likelihood ratio statistics for testing 
the hypotheses {n,6,p) = (0,0,1), {ii,6,p) = (At,0,l). They also prepared a set of tables 
of percentiles for the distributions of the test statistics. 
Dickey, Hasza, and Fuller (1984) considered a seasonal autoregressive time 
series model 
^t ~ ®d^t-d ®t' * ~ 
where d is a fixed positive integer, yg are fixed values, and {e^.} is a 
sequence of an iid(0,o- ) random variables, and = 1. They investigated the 
limiting distribution of 
and showed that 
-1) => 2-ld( L rrt Ï (T? -1)}, j=l •' j=l •' 
where 
7 
Y J 7i<ij, T. =J 7i = 2(-l)'+V{(2i-l)jr}, 
and {(jj} is an iid N(0,1) double array. They gave a set of tables of percentiles of 
the limiting distributions of a^, or^g-
Said and Dickey (1984) suggested an estimation procedure for the parameters 
in the model 
yt = wt_i + h-
h + Vt-i + • • • + Vt^ ° + • • • + Vw 
They assumed the usual stationarity and invertibility condition on the process {z^} 
m 
and assumed {e^} be an iid(0,a ) sequence. They considered p = 1 as a null 
hypothesis. They approximated the process by a k—th order autoregression and 
obtained an estimator {p — 1) of {p —1) as the first coefficient in the regression of 
Yt-^t-l ^t-l' yt-l~yt-2' -'yt-k'^t-k-l* assumed n"^/^k -» 0 as n -» œ 
and that ck > n^/' for some c> 0, r > 0. They showed that the limiting 
distribution of their estimator is the same as that of Dickey and Fuller (1979) up to 
a scalar multiple. That is, 
(1 + aj + . • • + Oprtl + /3j + ... + n(^ -1) => -1). 
Said and Dickey (1985) studied a finite step Gauss—Newton procedure of 
obtaining an estimator of the parameters in the model 
8 
h = ^ t-1 + h' 
Vl + • • • + Vt-P ®t + ^l®t-l + • • • + 
when p  =  l  and {z^} is stationary and invertible. The limiting distribution of n{p  — 
1) is same as that of Dickey and Fuller. For the initialization of the Gauss—Newton 
procedure, they used one for the initial value of p and a method of moment 
estimator for the initial value of (&Because of the initial values, the power 
1 q 
function of the suggested test is not monotone as p moves away from one. 
Phillips (1987) generalized the Dickey and Fuller (1979) estimator (1.6) to a 
more general innovation case. The model is 
yt = ffl^t-l + t = l,2,...n, (1.9) 
where /> = 1 and {u^} is a strong alpha—mixing process satisfying 
(a) E(u^) = 0, for all t, 
(b) sup E|uJ ^ < OD for some f > 2, 
1 u o (c) lim E[n ( E y.) ] exists and is positive. 
n-»oo t=l 
g 
(d) The mixing coefficients {«(m)} satisfy E 0((m)^ < m. 
m=l 
For the definition of strong alpha—mixing see Definition A. 14 in Appendix A. The 
limiting distribution of the ordinary least squares estimator p of (1.6) for model 
(l.g) is closely related to the limiting distribution of Dickey and Fuller (ig7g). 
Phillips showed 
where 
aJ=limn"^E E(uJ) 
n-»(D t=l 
and 
= lim n~^ E(u, + • • • + u )^. 
n-*m 
0 0 n n 
Phillips suggested an estimator (s^ , k ) of x ) and showed that 
n(; -1) - 2-'(k2 - y?_l) => 2"^r-l(T2 -1). 
However, simulations showed that the test statistics converged to the limit very 
slowly and that the test has poor power. 
Phillips and Perron (igss) generalized Dickey and Fuller (igsi) procedures 
to the strong mixing innovation {u^} case described in (a) — (d) above. Their 
statistics are a simple adjustment of those of Dickey and Fuller (igSl). 
10 
Hasza and Fuller (1979) discussed the second order autoregressive model 
yt = ^i^t-l + Vt-2 + ®t' * = l»2,...,n, yg = 71 = 0, 
O 
where {e^} is an iid (0,(r ) sequence. The corresponding characteristic equation is 
assumed to have two unit roots. They reparametrized the model 
and obtained the limiting distribution of the least squares estimator of (ck,/?). Let (a, 
0) be the regression coefGdents in the regression of on and 
Then 
[n^(â-l), n(j9-l)] =>E-\ 
where H is a 2x2 matrix and h is a 2—dimensional vector whose elements are 
O D  0 0  n I D  q  C D  ^  I D  g m O O  
linear functions of E 7. A, E 7. C;, E 7; C;, S 7. C, E 7; C; , S 7.^C; 
i=l ^ M=1 ^ ^i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ ^ i=l ' ^ i=i ^ ^ 
for an iid N(0,1) sequence {(.}. 
Chan and Wei (1988) generalized the results of Dickey and Fuller (1979) to 
the model 
Yt + Vt-1 + • • • + Vt-P = ®t '* = 1,2,...,n. 
They assumed that {e^} is a martingale difference sequence with respect to an 
11 
increasing sequence of a-field {F^} such that 
E{et|Ft_i} = l a.8., 
sup E{IejI F^_^} < 00 a.s. for some f > 0. 
The roots of the characteristic equation m^ + a^m^^ + • • • 4- = 0 are 
assumed to be on or inside the unit circle. The number of roots on the unit circle 
can be greater than two. Chan and Wd derived the limiting distribution of the least 
squares estimator of a= (a^,..., Their representation of the limiting 
distribution is a functional of standard Wiener process. 
Fountis and Dickey (1989) studied the unit root problem for multivariate 
autoregressive time series. They considered the k—variate autoregressive process 
Yj — AY^ + e^, t — 1,2,...,n, 
where {e^,} is a k—variate iid(0,S) sequence. They showed that A^, the largest 
absolute value of eigenvalue of 
has the same limiting distribution as that of p of (1.6) as given by Dickey and 
Fuller (1979). They assumed that A has one eigenvalue of one and that the rest of 
12 
k—1 
the eigenvalues are less than one in magnitude.They also assumed that E 
i=0 
A^S(aV is of full rank. 
1.3. Assumptions and Definitions of Estimators 
We consider model defined in (1.1) and (1.4). We define 
0— (Of'j fi')' = (0(ji ^2'"'' » 
(y^j 72» •••> ~ (ygi ^n—l^'* ^ ~ (^1» ^2' ^n^ * 
e = (ep eg,..., ej% rjtf) = Var(Z) = E(ZZ'). 
The formal assumptions about model (1.1) are given in Assumption 1.1. 
Assumption 1.1. In model (1.1), {e^ is an iid (0, a ) sequence. The observations 
are yQ,yp...,y^. We denote by (^, p^, a°) the true value of (0, p, a). The true p° is 
assumed to be 1. Also is assumed to be positive. We assume that the parameter 
space is such that for all $, the equation A(m) = 0 and B(m) =0 have roots with 
absolute value not greater than 1 - rj for some tj > 0 independent of 0. Also for any 
roo t  m^  o fA(m)  =  0  and  any  roo t  m^  o fB(m)  =  Owe assume  |  m^ -  >1-7) .  
Denote the set of all those 6 satisfying the above conditions by 0. 
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The condition | | > 1 - j/ is a kind of identifiability condition for ft 
Let m^,nip be the roots of A(m) = 0 and mj^, be the roots of B(m) = 0. 
Since the map (m^^,mp, m^,m^) -• ft is continuous (see Brockwell and Davis 
1987, p. 366, remark 3), the set 8 in Assumption 1.1 is compact. 
In addition to considering the estimation problem for model (1.1) we also 
show the strong consistency of several types of estimators for the stationary and 
invertible process given in (1.4). Assumptions about model (1.4) are given in 
assumption 1.2 
Assumption 1.2. In model (1.4), {e^} » an iid (0, a ) sequence. The observations 
are We denote by (6^, <t°) the true value of(0, a). We assume that <t° is 
positive. We assume that the parameter space is such that for aU 6, the equations 
A(m) = 0 and B(m) =0 have roots with absolute value not greater than 1 - r} for 
some Ti > 0 independent ofO. Also for any root m^ of A(m) = 0 and any root m^ of 
B(m) = Owe assume | m^ - m^\ > 1 - r}. 
The set of all those ft satisfying the above conditions is the set 8 given in 
Assumption 1.1. We now define several types of estimators for model (1.1) 
DefiniUon l.S. The least squares estimator (0, p) is defined to be the (0, p) which 
minimizes 
qJW = (Y-^Yj)'r-'(^(Y-^Yj) (1.12) 
= + 2(1 -f)Y;r-\«)z + (i--p:r'Y;i'-i(«)Y, 
14 
"S 2 
over (0 f The least squares estimator a of a is 
^ (113) 
Under the assumption of normal innovations {e^}, the conditional likelihood 
function of Y given jtq is 
(2T<72)-"'/2[detr^(fl)-l/2 »p[-QJW/2,T^|. (1.14) 
Maximizing (1.14) is equivalent to minimizing the negative of the logarithm of 
(1.14). Therefore, it is equivalent to minimizing 
+ log det r^(^ + 2nlogo-. (1.15) 
Note that = 0 gives 
da 
(7 — n Qg( 0,p) — (s&y)' 
Therefore, for every {0 ,p )  6 6 x R, we have 
= n-nlogn + nlog{[det 
It follows that L^(0,/7,cr) can be minimized by minimizing 
15 
[det (118) 
Definition 1.4. The maximum likelihood estimator (0, p) ia the (0, p) which 
* A 2 
minimizes (1.16) over 6 x Ot and the maximum likelihood estimator a of a is 
? = n-'QJM. 
Note that the maximum likelihood estimator is, in fact, conditional on yg. For 
convenience, we use the terminology 'maximum likelihood estimator' instead of 
using the terminology 'conditional maximum likelihood estimator'. 
Finally we define the ordinary least squares estimator (0 , p) .  Since in (1.1) 
the process {z^} is invertible, we can find a sequence {dj(6)} such that 
00 
e. = S d.(<^ z._. for all t =...,—1,0,1,.... (1.17) j=0 •' 
Given (y^, y^,..., y^), let 
t—1 t—1 
©{(Y;^,/») = S d'(ff)z..= S d.(^ (yx • — pyx J •), t=l,2,...,n. (118) j=0 •' j=0 J J J 
The e^(Y;0,p) are obtained from (1.17) by truncating the series at t-1. 
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Definition 1.5. The ordinary least squares estimator (0, p) is the ($, p) which 
minimizes, over B x IR, 
SJ«.rt= s (1.19) 
t.— 1 
~2 S The ordinary least squares estimator a of a is 
f f  =n , p).  
1.4. Sumiiiaiy of Main Results 
In Chapter 2, we derive uniform boundedness properties for the matrix norms 
of r^(fi) and and for the matrix norms of the partial derivatives of 
and In Chapter 3, we establish the strong consistency of the least squares 
estimator, the maximum likelihood estimator, and the ordinary least squares 
estimator under Assumption 1.1. We also obtain a new proof of the strong 
consistency of the three estimators for the stationary model (1.4) under Assumption 
1.2. In Chapter 4, the limiting distributions of the three estimators are established. 
One of the most interesting results is that the limiting distribution of the least 
squares estimator p, the maximum likelihood estimator p, and the ordinary least 
squares estimator p are same as that of Dickey and Fuller (1979). Therefore our 
result can be used for the unit root test Hg :p== 1 using their table. The test will 
be a good candidate test for a unit root even under unknown p, q. The case of 
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unknown (p,q) is discussed by Said and Dickey (1984), and Phillips and Perron 
(1985). In Chapter 5, model (1.1) is extended to the model with intercept 
7i=fi + (1.20) 
h + «iVl + • • • + Vt-P = ®t + ^ l®t-l + • • • + Vt-q' * " 
The weak consistency of the least squares estimator, the maximum likelihood 
estimator, and the ordinary least squares estimator is established for {p, fi) = (1, 0). 
Also the limiting distribution of the estimators of p, n, a, and P is derived. In 
Chapter 6, a Monte Carlo simulation is conducted. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1. Literatnie on the Properties of 
The functions , p), , /?), , /?, or) which define the ordinary 
least squares estimator, the least squares estimator, and the maximum likelihood 
estimator contain the terms and det(r^), where is the n x n covariance 
matrix of Z defined in (1.10). There has been a lot of effort to evaluate and 
characterize r~^ and det r„. 
n n 
Shaman (1969) obtained an exact expression for r~^= r~^(/?j^) for p=0 and 
q=l. He showed 
He also gave two more different expressions for r~^(/?2)-
Shaman (1973) found an exact expression of r~^(^ for p = 0 and q = 2. The 
expression is complicated and is not given here. He also suggested techniques which 
can be used to construct the inverse of the covariance matrix of the process with p 
= 0 and general q. 
Murthy (1974) proposed a different way of obtaining for p = 0 and q = 
1. First he obtained the inverse of an approximate matrix F^ (0^) whose (1,1) and 
(n,n) elements are 1 instead of 1 4-/3j and the remaining elements are the same as 
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that of The inverse of is given by 
,-1/ Next Murthy adjusted the inverse to obtain the exact inverse of (P^) 
Galbraith and Galbraith (1974) gave a general formula for Let 
They considered the following transformation of Z and Zq, 
z° + KZ° 
z° 0 I 
= Z + 
e , »n 
(2.1) 
where Z = (z^, Zg,e = (e^, eg,e^), D^is an n x n matrix, is an n 
X (p+q) matrix, and 0 is (p+q) dimensional column vector of zeros. From this 
transformation, they derived the marginal probability density of Z, 
P(Z| 0,a) = (2T(T^)-^/^^[detC]^/^[det(K/CK)]-^/^ 
X exp{ =^ 5 [LZ - K(K' CK)~\k' CL)] ' C[LZ - K(K' CK)"\k' CL)]}, 
2(7 
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where C = diag (A, I^), A.= a ^Var(Z°). Comparing this equation with (1.14), 
where Y — is replaced by Z in Q{9,p), they derived 
1^1 = (2.2) 
detr^ = del(A).det(A-l+ 
where B is a (p+q) x (p+q) matrix such that A = B'B. They also showed that 
the matrix is lower triangular with (i,j) element d|._j| satisfying 
dj + 1 + ^qdj_q = fj» j = 0>l»"-> (2 3) 
where dj = 0 for j < 0, dg = Oq = 1, and a. = 0 for j > p. They showed that the 
elements of the columns of satisfy the difference equation (2.3) with different 
starting values. Writing m- for the (i,j) element of M^, we have 
™ij + ^l™i-l,j + • • • + ^q™i-q,j = 0, i = q, q+1,..., j = l,2,...,p+q. (2.4) 
Newbold (1974) presented almost the same results as that given by Galbraith 
and Galbraith (1974). 
For later use, we give expressions for and in terms of dj's and 
have 
n-max(i,j) 
l®n®Jij= ^k^|i-j|+k k=0 
and 
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See 8.1.1 in Appendix B. Note that from (1.18), we have 
S„(W= £ eJ(Y;M = (Y-(>Yi) 'DiDj(Y-/.Yi).  
t—1 
Shaman (1975) discussed an approximation to the inverse of the covariance 
matrices of moving average and autoregressive processes. He observed that the 
inverse of the covariance matrix of an autoregressive process of order q is 
identical to the covariance matrix of a moving average process of order q with 
the same coefficients up to a multiplication, except for the q x q submatrices in 
the upper left and lower right comers. Using this observation he showed that the 
matrix a — I has 2q positive eigenvalues for a stationay autoregressive 
process(or for an invertible moving average process). 
Anderson (1976a), observing the similarity between and F^^, and 
following the approach due to Murthy (1974), proposed a method for getting F^^ 
from an adjustment of F^^^. Anderson (1976b), following Anderson (1976a), gave a 
method of deriving F"^ for general p and q. 
Eltinge (1990) discussed the inversion of the covariance matrix of a 
multivariate autoregressive moving average process. He gave multivariate versions 
of (2.2) and (2.3). He also discussed the exponentially declining properties of the 
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off-diagonal elements of the inverse of the covariance matrix. 
2.2. Properties of 
In this section, we investigate the properties of F~^ and det F^. Under a mild 
regularity condition, uniform boundedness of matrix norms of F^, F~^, derivatives 
of r_, and derivatives of F'^ are established. Also the uniform boundedness of det 
n' n 
F^ is given. In the treatment of F~^ and det F^, we heavily use the results (2.2) 
and (2.3) of Galbraith and Galbraith (1974). 
We begin with a representation of F^. In (1.1), since {z^} is stationary and 
invertible, we can find sequences {dj} and {vj} such that 
n - ^ft-3 
and 
od 
0 YH" (2.6) 
The sequences {dj} and {vj} satisfy the difference equations 
and 
yj+OiVj_j + ... + «j,Tj_j, = 0 
dj + + • • • + /^dj_q = 0, j > max (p,q) 
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with some starting values of Vj and dj, j = 0,l,...,max(p,q)—1. Those starting values 
are polynomials in 0 = {of, fi')'. See Fuller (1976, pp. 68 — 70). For the definition 
of polynomials of multiple variables see Definition 2.2 below. Note that the (i,j) 
element r( | i—j | ) of is 
r( I i-jI ) = E(zjzj) = ^vj^vI I (2.7) 
Note that the quantities dj, Vj, r(j), D^, M^, and A are functions of 0. Henceforth, 
for the convenience of notation, we omit writing the 0 dependency for those terms 
and other f-dependent terms that will appear later. The sequences {dj}, {vj}, {r(j)} 
and many sequences that will appear later decline exponentially to 0 as j increases 
to OD. To be more precise we give the definition of exponential decline. 
Definition 2.1. A sequence of red functions {aj(0)} ofOei is said to be declining 
exponentially in j uniformly in 0 € 6 if there exist finite positive real numbers M and 
A € (0,1) such thatf for allj = 0,1,..., 
sup |a.(^| < M A^. 
0E8 J 
Also a sequence of real numbers {6^ w said to he declining exponentially in j if there 
exist finite positive real numbers M and A G (0,1) such that for ail j= 0,1,... 
|bj| <MAj. 
The terms M and A are called the coefficients of exponential decline. 
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Now we define the polynomial of multiple variables. 
Definition 2.2. Let m and k he nonnegative integers and let S he the space of all mx 
m real matrices.  A function / ;  5 -» R is said to he a polynomial in x = (xp 
xj 6 5* if there are real numbers {o,- • }, = 0,...,k such that 
f(x) = y - 4' "s--- "k-
For fixed j, d- and v. are polynomials in $. Also partial derivatives of 
2 0 ___ I A(m) I = A(m)A(m) and | B(m) | = B(m)B(m) are polynomials in 0, where m is 
the complex conjugete of m. The fixed order derivatives of as will be given 
in (2.18), are polynomials in (r^(6), 
For the exponentially declining properties of dj and Vj in (2.6), we need 
Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 on difference equations. 
Theorem 2.3. Consider the difference equation 
Wj + a^Wj_]^ + • • • + aj.Wj_j. = 0, j = 0,1 
where r is a fixed nonnegative integer, Wj = 0 for j < 0, and Wq = 1. Assume the 
roots m^, mg;..., m^ of the equation 
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.r—1 m' + aj^m^ + • • • + + a^ = 0 
have absolute value less than one. Then the unique solution Wj to the difference 
equation is given by 
W; = > • • • m^'" 
J k,+...+kr = j ^ 2 ' 
where the summation is understood to be taken over all possible nonncgative integer 
combinations of (ki.kj kr) with ki + • • • + kr = j. 
Proof. Let 
bj = 0 for j # 0 
= 1 for j = 0. 
Let B be the back shift operator, that is, Bx^ = Then 
(1 -m^B). • •(! - m^B)Wj = bj, j = ...,-1,0,1, 
Therefore, 
Wj = [(1 -nij^ B) • • • (1 - m^  B)] ^  bj 
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The result of Theorem 2.3 holds regardless of the magnitude of m^, mg,..., m^. 
However, the proof for the general case is more complicated and, hence, is not given 
here. 
Theorem 2.4. Let 0 be defined in Assumption 1.1. Let r be a fixed nonnegative 
integer and let € 6. Consider the difference equation 
Vj + a^(0Vj_^ + • • • + aj.(^Vj_j. = 0, j = r, r+l,... (2.8) 
with starting values 
^0 ~ ^1 ~ ^r—1 ~ (^'^) 
Assume that for all 0£ 6, the roots m^ ..., m^ of the characteristic equation 
m'^ + a^(^m'^~^ + • • • + a^_]^(^m + a^(6) = 0 
have absolute value less than 1 — 6 for some e > 0 independent of 0. Also assume 
that there is C < m such that sup|c,(6)| < C for all i = l,...,r. Then v- declines $ J 
exponentially in j uniformly in ^ 6 0. 
Proof. For notational convenience we omit writing Bin the expressions for the c^'s 
and a/s. Let Wj be defined in Theorem 2.3 and let 
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0 i lo (2.10) 
We show that v. given in (2.10) satisfy the difference equation (2.8) with initial J 
condition (2.9). For 0 < j < r — 1, we know that Vj in (2.10) satisfy 
= iio + "I'H-I + '"+ = "j-
Therefore Vj in (2.10) satisfy the initial condition (2.9). For j > r, note that Vj in 
(2.10) satisfy 
jo " 8=0 k=0 wo - k=0 i=0 
Therefore Vj in (2.10) satisfy the difference equation (2.8). By the uniqueness of the 
solution of difference equation (2.8) with initial condition (2.9), Vj in (2.10) is the 
unique solution to (2.8). By Theorem 2.3 we know that, for some < œ and A 6 
(1-c, 1), 
sup IW; I = sup I > m^' mo^ • • • m^*"! 
e i 0 ki+...+kr = j r 
< > (1 - c)j < (j + 1)^(1 - c)j < M, AJ. 
k 1+ • • • +JCr = j 
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Also by the assumption that 8up|c.(6) | < C for all i = l,...,r, we can find M» < m 
0 
such that 
8up|Cjj + ®l®k-l + • * • + ^ ^2' Gvery k = 0,1,...,r. 
Therefore, 
supjvjl < M^MgrA^, j = 0,1,... i 
Corollary 2.5. Let B be given in Assumption 1.1. Consider the difference equation 
+ • * • + = 0, j = q,q+l,.... 
where fj = 0 for j < 0. Suppose the starting values fg, f^,..., fq_j are bounded 
functions of $. We assume that the roots m^, nig,..., m^ of the characteristic 
equat ion have absolute  value less  than 1  — e  for  some o  0 independent  of  6= {a ' ,  
0'). Also assume that the starting values of fg, fj^,..., f^ ^ have bounded 
derivatives with respective to 0. Let 
fj fj, i — 1,2,..., p + q, j — 0,1,2,... . 
30^ J 
Then, for all i = l,2,...,p+q, f- declines exponentially in j uniformly in ^ e B. 
Proof! First let i e {1,2,...,p}. Then noting that {0^^ 0^, —>^p) = «g» •••jûîp), 
we have 
^i,j + Vi,j-1 + • • • + Vi,j-q q+l,--
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From Theorem 2.4 the result follows for 1 < i < p. Next, fix i 6 {p+l,...,p+q}. 
Noting that 0^^^) = 0^), we have 
+ • • • + Vi,j-q "in+P' j 
Let 
fj = 0 for j < 0, 
= (^ j + + • • • + Vi,j-q) j = o.i.-.q-i. 
= - ^j^+p for j = q, q+1» 
where f- = 0 for j < 0. Then 
^i,j + Vi,j-1 + • • • + Vi,j-q " j ~ -
Therefore, by the method used in the proof of Theorem 2.3, 
= ^mJ'm^2...mJif9_j^^ kq' 
where 
K= {(ki,...,kq) ; kg = 0,1,..., s = 1,2 q, ki+-• •+kq < j}. 
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Note that fj is exponentially declining in j uniformly in ^ € 0. Therefore for some A 
6 (0,1), Mj, Mg < 00, and Aj^ e (A,l), we have 
|^j |< |Z mX' .  
< E A^^+' • ^ < Mj(j + 1)^ AJ < MjA}. 
K 
Therefore, f- declines exponentially in j uniformly in 0 E 0. • 
In Theorem 2.6, we establish a characterization for the column vectors of D_ 
' n 
and M„ of (2.1). We also show that elements of the column vectors of and M„ n ^ ^ n n 
are uniformly exponentially declining. 
Theorem 2.6. Let 0 be the parameter space defined in Assumption 1.1. The matrix 
of equation (2.1) is lower triangular with (i,j) element d._j satisfying 
dj + + • • • + ^qdj-q = "ji J = (211) 
where dj = 0 for j < 0, dg = ttg = 1, and cy = 0 for j > p. The (j,k) element, mj^, 
of the matrix M„ satisfies 
n 
™j,k "*• ^l™j-l,k + • • • + ^q™j-q,k = 0, j = q, q+1,..., k = l,2,...,p+q. (2.12) 
The elements dj in (2.11), mjj,....,mj in (2.12), Vj in (2.6), and the derivatives 
of them are exponentially declining uniformly-in ^ G 0. Also r(j), j > 0, is 
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exponentially declining in j uniformly in ^ G 0, where r(j) is the element of 
defined in (2.7). 
ProolL Equation (2.11) and (2.12) are estabilished by Galbraith and Galbraith 
(1974). The conclusions about dj, mjj^,..., mj are consequences of Theorem 2.4 
and Corollary 2.5. For the uniformly exponentially declining property of r(j), note 
that by (2.7), 
sup |r(j)| < I (1-A^)"^ a^X^, 
$ k=0 
where M and A 6 (0,1) are the coefficients of exponential decline of {vj}. • 
2.3. The Matrix Norm 
In deriving our results properties of the matrix norm are used frequently. We 
define the matrix norm in Definition 2.7. 
Définition 2.7. For an mxn matrix A, the matrix norm ||i4|| of A is defined by 
\\A\\ = sup{\Ax\; III =1, x€ R"}, 
where | • | is the Euclidean norm. 
We summarize several properties of the matrix norm || • ||. Let A be an mxn 
matrix, let B be an mxn matrix, and let C be an n x k matrix. Then 
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(i) ||A + B|| < ||A|| + ||B||, 
(u) IIACII < ||A|| lldl, 
(iii) |Ax| < ||A|| |x|, for allx 6 IR'^, 
(iT) ||A|P <tr(AA'). 
Let A be an m x m nonnegative definite symmetric matrix. Then 
(v) ||A|| is the maximum eigenvalue of A. 
In Lemma 2.8, we show the uniform boundedness of ||(A ^ 
Lemma 2.8. Let B be given in Assumption 1.1. Let be given by the 
representation e = D^Z + in (2.1) and A = Var(Z°). Then 
8up||(A-l + M;M^rl||<.. 
Proof. First we show sup ||A|| < x .  Noting that 
nj 
a A — Var(Z®) — Var{(z2^_p,...,ZQ,ej^_^,e2_q,...,eQ)'}, 
we have 
a, 2 
tr(A) = q + po" Var(zQ) = q + p E Vj 
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Let M < m and A 6 (0,1) be the coe£5dent8 of exponential decline of {vj}. Since A is 
nonnegative definite, ||A|| < sum of eigenvalues of A = ti(A). Therefore, 
sup ||A|| < sup tr(A) < q + p E M < m. 
0 e j=o 
Let f/Q be the smallest eigenvalue of A"\ Then i/q = ||A||~^. Since any real 
symmetric matrix is diagonalizable, we can find an orthonormal matrix P such that 
P(A ^ + M^MJP' = diag(i/j,...,i/p^q), 
where ... < ''p+q are the eigenvalues of (A~^ + Let x = 
(1,0,0,...,0)' be the unit vector in By the nonnegative definiteness of M^M^, 
i/j = x'P(A~^ + M;MJ^)P'x > x'PA~^P'x 
> i/qX'PP'x = i/q (see Rao 1973, p. 74). 
Therefore, 
sup ||(A~^ + M'M )~^|| = sup < sup = sup ||A|| < m. • 
n,6 n,g ^ 6 "  9 
Notice that, in the notation sup and sup used in the proof of Lemma 2.8, the range 
6 n,6 
of 0)S B which is defined in Assumption 1.1. We use this convention throughout. 
The following Gershgorin's theorem tells us that all the eigenvalues of a 
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square matrix are located in some disk centered at a diagonal element of a 
particular row with radius not greater than sum of all absolute values of elements 
of the row elements. See Kreyszig (1978, p. 313). 
Theorem 2.9. (Gershgoiin) Let A = [aj^] be an nxn square matrix. Let v be any 
eigenvalue of A. Then for some j € {l,2,..,n}, 
-k=i 
k f j  
Using Gershgorin's theorem, we can show the uniform boundedness of matrix 
norms of D^D^, and 
Theorem 2.10. Let 6 be given in Assumption 1.1. Let = r^(6) be the covariance 
matrix of Z given in (1.10) and be given by (2.1). Then 
sup ||r II < <D, sup ||D^D II < OD, sup ||r"^|| < CD. 
n , g  "  n , t f  "  "  n , ^  "  
Proof. Let y be an eigenvalue of F^. Let M < m and A € (0,1) be the maximums of 
the coefficients of exponential decline of {vj} and the coefficients of uniform 
exponential decline of {dj} and {mj^},..., {mj p+q}- Then, by Gershgorin's 
theorem, 
8up|i/ |<2 E sup|r(h) |=2 S E sup|v.v,. ,  i , |a^ 
n, 0 h=0 0 h=0 j=0 0 ^ ^ 
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< M E E Aj+j+^ = Ma2(i_A)-l(l-A2)-l < .. 
h=0 j=0 
Since ||rj| is the largest eigenvalue of r^, we have sup ||r^|| < od. 
n, 9 
To show that sup ||D^D^|| < <"> let v' be an eigenvalue of D^D^. Then by 
n,tf 
Geshgorin and (2.15), we have 
qd qd a 
sup|i/ ' |<2 E E supld.djii ,!  0" < m. 
n,9 h=0j=0 /  
Since l|D^D^II is the largest eigenvalue of D^D^, we have sup||D^D^|| < m. 
-1 Finally, to show that sup ||r || < od, observe that 
n,^ 
9 p+q n n—i „ 
sup IID/M^II < sup tr(D^M^M/Dj = ,E^ ,E^( sup|^|) 
P"t"Q n i o 9 0 1 
< E E (MAT^M-^Cp+qKl-AX <œ-j=l i=l 
Now we use (2.2) and Lemma 2.8 to get 
sup ||r/|| < sup ||D;D^|| + sup IID^M^II^ sup ||(A ^ ^|| <m. • 
n, V n, 0 n, ff n, 0 
In the following theorem, some properties of detP^ are given. 
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Theorem 2.11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.10, we have 
(i) sup det r < OD, 
n.ff 
(ii) det > 1 for all n = 1,2,..., and all 8, 
(iii) lim[detr =1 for aU ^6 8. 
n-»od 
Proof! Proofs of ii) and iii) are found in Brockwell and Davis (1987, p. 374). Hence 
we give only a proof of i). Let bjj^ be the (i,k) element of B given in (2.2), i = 
l,2,...,p+q, k = l,2,...,p+q. We show that the b^^'s are bounded in A Let M < od 
and A € (0,1) be given in the proof of Lemma 2.8. Then we have 
p+qp+q o 0 1 
E S bf, = tr(B'B) = tr(A) < {q + pM(l - A^)~^}. 
i=lk=l 
Therefore, 
8up|bjj^| < {q + pM(l - = bg, say. 
Let and € (0,1) be the maximums of the coefficients of uniform exponential 
decline of {m.^}, {m.g},..., then 
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< M^bQ(p + q)®(l - A^) for every n = 1,2,.., 6 0. 
Therefore the eigenvalues of (Ip^q + are bounded by 1 + M^bQ(p + 
q)®(l — A^)~^ uniformly in n and 0. Since det is the product of (p + q) 
eigenvalues of (Ip+q + B^M^M^B), it is bounded by [1 + M^bQ(p + q)^(l -
Ijp+q imifonnly in n and <?€ B. Hence sup det F < w. 
n,e 
Next we consider uniformly exponentially declining property of r(h) = 
E(zizi^h) that of fixed order partial derivatives of r(h). Denote by g(w) = 
g{ur,ff) the spectral density of the process {z^}. Then 
where 
2 = e'". I AW I  ^= AWA®, IBW12 = B(z)B(i), 
and A(*) and B(-) are given in (1.2) and (1.3). The covariance function r(h) of {z^} 
is given by 
r(h) = E(zjzj j^) = [ e^^'^ g(w)dw. 
•'—TT 
Letting 
"'if 
1 1 J 1 J A 
1 1 J . 1 J 
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we have 
r^(h ) = f  e^^'^gg(w)dw, 
1 ÎT 1 
1 J "'—IT 1 J 
1 J JC •'•"TT 1 j K 
k = 1, 2,.., p+q. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.14) 
For a justification of the interchange of integration and differentiation see 8.1.2 in 
Appendix B. 
In order to show uniformly exponentially declining property of r(h) and that 
of fixed order partial derivatives of r(h), observe that, by (2.14) — (2.16), r(h) and 
the partial derivatives of r(h) are of the following form 
for some nonnegative integers SpS2 and polynomials a^(^, k = s^ of 0. In 
Lemma 2.12, we show uniformly exponentially declining property of 
<r 2 
k=-8i 
for all nonnegative integers s and h. 
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Lemma 2.12. Let A( • ) be given by (1.2). Let Assumption 1.1 hold. Then for any 
fixed nonnegative integer s and integer h 
sup 11" ''e'MA(ehr^=dw| 
9 J-TT 
is declining exponentially in h. 
Proo£ Fix *6 0. Let m^ = r^e^^l,..., m^ = r^e^^p be the roots of A(m) = 0 in 
(1.2). By Assumption 1.1 we have |rj| < 1 — j/, »/ > 0, for all j = 1,2,...,p. Noting 
that 
(z - m.)"^ = z-\l - m.z-^)~^ = z"^ 2 (m. z"^)^, 
J J k=0 •' 
we have 
(z-m.)"® = z"® S ... 3 (m.z"V>...(m.z"V''. 
J ki=0 ks=0 ^ 
By the dominated convergence theorem, together with zz = 1, and mj = rje^^j, we 
have 
[ ''e'MA(e^'^r^=dw= I" n [(z - m.)"® (i - S.)"®] dw 
J—TT J—JT j=l ^ ^ 
OD QD OD O 00 CD 
— 5) « « « 5) 5J •••  S •••••• 5) •••  5) 
kl ,  1=0 ki,g=0 kg, 1=0 kg,8=0 kjp.i^O 1^2p>8~0 
ki,i+.. .+ki,s+k2,i+.. •+k2,8 - ^3,1+* • •+^4)8 ... - k2p-i»i+* • *+k2pj8 
'^l ^2 p 
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r "" 
exp[{(—kj,i— • —ki,g+ka,i+« • • fka,,) + (—kg,!— • —k3,s+k4,i+- • • +k4,g) + • • • • 
J—IT 
+ (—kap-i;!— • •—k2p-i,8+k2p,i+» • •+k2p,s)}ia; + ihw 
+ (ki,i+' • •+ki,8—kjji— • —kzig)!^^ + • • • • 
+ (k2p.i,i+* • *+k2p.i,B-k2p,i— • •—kjpis) i(p ]dw 
_ 5j J  ki,i+« • •+ki,8+kj,i+» • •+k2,8 . J  k3,i+'• •+k4,8 ^ k2p-i,i+" • •+k2p,s 
K 1  2 P ' 
where 
K= {(ki,i,...,k2p,s) G ; (—ki,i— • •—ki,8+k2,i+' • •+k2,s) 
+ • * * + (—k2p-i,i— • •—k2p-i,8 4-k2p,i4-" • ' +k2p,g) + h = 0}. 
The above simplication is justified because for (ki,i,- • •,k2p,8) t K, the 
corresponding integral is 0. Therefore, with 7/ defined in Assumption 1.1, 
if ""e^MACe'^^r^^dwl < E (1 _*•+^^2p,8 = s, say. 
J—T K 
Let 
ti = ki,i+' • •+ki,8+k3,i+» • •+k3,8+ +k2p-iji+* • •+k2p-i)8j 
t2 = k2,l+* • •+k2,8+k4)l+* • •+k4,8+ +k2p>l+" • •+k2p,8 + h. 
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Because ti = t; on we have 
00 ti 11-k 1,1 t i-ki,r* • •—kjp-1,8-1 
S = S  S  s  s  
t2=h kl,1=0 kl,2=0 kgp-1,8=0 
t  l=t2 
tj-h tg-kg r-h tj-kj, 1—• k2p,8-r-h .t.a-to-h 
E S ••• E (1-;/)*»+'^^ 
kg, 1=0 kg,2=0 k2p,8=0 
< Ë (t i  + 1)P= (tz -  h + 1)P= (1 -  < l  (j+i)2p8(i_^)2>-h 
ts=h j=h 
ti=t2 
Now pick A € (1—J7,l) and let M' = max(j + 1)^^® [(1 — t])/X]^\ then 
j 
S < Ê (j + 1)2P® [(1 - Ti)/Xf^ A^j (1 - 7?)"^ < M' 1 A^j"^ = M'A^(1 - A^r\ j=h j=h 
Letting M = M'(l — A^), we have 
I f A(ehr28 dw| < M'A^ (2.1" 
J—5r 
Since the right hand side of (2.17) does not depend on 0 6 B, we have the desired 
declining property. 
In Theorem 2.13, uniformly exponentially declining property of r^ (h), 
r^^ (h), and g g (h) is established. 
i j i j k 
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Theorem 2.13. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.10, (h), Tq ^  (h), and 
Ù Û (h) are exponentially declining in h uniformly in 0 g 8. 
i 
Pioo£ Noting that all the partial derivatives of | A(e^^ | ^ and | B(e^^ | ^ are 
polynomials of 0, we know that all functions gg (w), g^ g (w), Zq q q (w) are of the 
i i j i j k 
following form 
k=-si 
where s^ and Sg are nonnegative integers and a|^(6),k = -s^,...,s^ are polynomials of 
0. Now the result follows from the observation that k= are bounded 
in é^and by applying Lemma 2.12. • 
Finally we discuss uniform boundedness of matrix norms of partial 
derivatives of r„ and Let 
n n 
d r_ ^T, 
^e, Z ' ^0,9, - "TTTT"' ^0,0A 
n 
dO . "i^j dO.^dO.^ "i^j^k dO.^dO^dO^ 
d r"^ &^r~^ ô^r"-
Go G. . = —4r. G - ^ 
1 
% de. '  ¥3 de.de! ¥A de.de.de, 
1 1 J 1 J * 
Note that 
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(2.18) 
'» » polynomial of T ^ ,  r,, T . ,  r ^ . ,  .  of 
I J J C  I J i C l J J K l K l J K  
Older 7. We do not give the expression for Ga a a because it is messy and the 
Yj\ 
exact form is not needed. 
Theorem 2.14. Under assumptions of Theorem 2.10, 
i) The matrix norms of , Tg q , g q , i, j, k = 1, 2,..., p+q are bounded by 
i i j i j k 
some < OD uniformly in n = 1,2,..., 06 0. 
ii) The matrix norms of g, G^ ^ ^ , i, j, k = 1, 2,..., p+q are bounded by 
i i j i j k 
some Mj^ < OD uniformly in n = 1, 2,..., OeB. 
Proof of i). The proof is same as the proof of Theorem 2.10 except Theorem 2.13 is 
used instead of sup | r(h) | < ff^MA^(l — We give only a proof of boundedness 
0 
of matrix norm of Tg . Fix i. By Theorem 2.13, r^ (h) is uniformly exponentially 
declining in h. Therefore by the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.10, 
for any eigenvalue u of , 
sup \ v\ < 00. 
n,tf 
Since ||r^ || is the largest eigenvalue of , we have 
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sup ||r. Il < ». 
n,6 "^1 
Proof of ii). This follows from (2.18), Theorem 2.10, and Theorem 2.14. We give 
only a proof of boundedness of matrix norm of . Fix i. By (2.18) 
sup IIG^JI = l|r;^r«.r;'ll < »up||r,J| s™ ||r;^ll^. 
n,tf % n,$ " "i " n,tf i n,f 
By Theorem 2.14-4), 
By Theorem 2.10, 
Therefore, 
sup ||r. || < CD. 
n, 6 "i 
sup llr^ll < m. 
n,0 
sup IIG^JI < m. 
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3. CONSISTENCY 
In this chapter we shall show that the least squares estimator { 0 ,  p  ,  o ) ,  the 
ordinary least squares estimator { 0 ,  p  a ) ,  and the maximum likelihood estimator 
(0, p , a) of {0, p , <r) in model (1.1) are all strongly consistent. We also give a new 
proof of strong consistency of the least squares estimator, the ordinary least squares 
estimator, and the maximum likelihood estimator of the vector of parameters for 
the stationary model (1.4). 
3.1. A Sufficient Condition for Strong Consistency 
Wu (1981) gave a sufficient condition for the strong consistency of an 
estimator that is obtained by a minimization of a function of data and parameter. 
Lemma 3.1. (Wu) Let be an n—dimensional random vector whose distribution 
is indexed by some parameter ( c IR^ for fixed k. Let H^(^) be a function of and 
Assume is a minimizing value of H^((). Suppose for any f > 0, 
liminfinf > 0 a.s. (3,1) 
n-»oD I g—s I >0 
Then 
ProoL If -» a.s. is not true, then there exists a 5 > 0 such that P(w: 
limsup I (^(w) — Ç I > 6) > 0. From the definition of this implies 
n-»oD 
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I\(£) - Hj(£°)l < 0} > 0. 
n-»aD |v~s 1^" 
contradicting (3.1). 
Let ( = (<?, p )  and let 1^ be the indicator function of a set A. Also let 
%„({) = q.(Wie X s> =2a(î) = vw, X ». «-d H3„({) = |d«tr(0]:/" 
Q^(f,/))lg ^ g. By verifying condition (3.1) of Lemma 3.1 for H^^((), E2^((), 
Hg^(() we can establish the strong consistency of estimators of parameters in 
model (1.1). Similarly we can establish the strong consistency of estimators in model 
(1.4). To establish the results we need several lemmas. Lemma 3.2 is a strong law 
of large numbers for a submartingale and can be found in Stout (1974, p. 153). For 
the definition of submartingale, see Definition A.6 in Appendix A. 
Lemma 3.2. (Chow) Let (T^, n > 1) be a nonnegative submartingale with 0 < 
a^ increasing and G^_j measurable for n > 1 (Gg = {^,0}). Suppose for some a > 1, 
E(T J/a J) < œ and 
J^E((T«-Tf_j)/ag<.. (3.2) 
Then 
lim T /a_ = 0 a.s. 
_ . n' n 
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In equation (3.12) in the proof of Lemma 3.6, it will be shown that ZT^Z 
n 2 
and Z'D^D^Z can be approximated by c(0) S e. for some function satisfying 
c(0°) = 1. In equation (4.24) and (4.25) in the proof of Lemma 4.3, it will be shown 
that Yir°~^Z and YiD® D®Z can be approximated by E E e. e. . In the 
In Inn i 1=113=1 
proof of those approximations. Lemma 3.3 plays an important role. 
n 
Lemma 3.3. Let A 6 (0,1) and let {e^} be an iid (0,£r ) sequence. Then 
n ^[Ale^eg+•••+e^_jej^| + A^je^Cg+• • •+ej^_2ej^| +'"+A" ^lej^e^j^j]-» 0 a.s. 
Proof: Let = Aje^eg +• • •+ e^-l^nl n > 2, Tj = 0. Let 
Gn = a(ej^,...,e^) be the a-algebra generated by e2,...,e^. From the conditional 
Jenson's inequality, we. can see that (T^, n > 1) is a nonnegative submartingale 
(see Appendix 8.2.1). Now by the Cauchy—Schwartz inequality (see Appendix 
8.2.2), 
^C^n+l -"^n) ^ + A^ + . •. + A^^) 
+ 2A^{E[| (eje2+- • • +en_ie^)(ejj_^e^^j) | 
+ I (6163+- " '  +en_2Gn)( Vn+l) I + l®n®n+l®n-l®n+ll^ 
+ ^^[Ke^eg + •.. + en-l®n)(®n-2®n+l) ' 
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+ 1(6164+-"+en_3«n)(Vii+l)l + I Vn+l^n-zVlH 
+ 
+ A"~^E[ I (e^Cg + • • • + en_l®n)(®l®n+l) I +1 ^  I + I ®n®n+l®l®n+l ' 
+ 2A® { E[|(e^eg +• • • + en_2®n)(®n-2®n+l^' 
+ I («164 + • • • + en-3®n)(®n-l®n+l) ' + ' ®n-l®n+l®n-2®n+l ' ] 
+ 
+ A^-^E[|(e^eg +• • •+ en_2en)(eien+l) I 1 ®n-l®n+l®l®n+l I 
+ 
+ E[1616^®!®!!+! I + ° + I ®2®n+l®l®n+l ' 
< 0-^(1 - aV^ + 2/(1 - Ar^l3A^(n-l)^/2 + 3A5(n_2)V2 +...+ 
Hence, 
s E{[(TJ -TJVH^] 
n=l 
< /(1-A^r^ s n~2 + ôa'^Cl-Ar^A Ê ^sV^(n-i)^/V <0. 
n=l n=l i=l 
because 
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S Ê S < S Ë < œ. 
n=l i=l i=l n=i+l i=l n=i+l 
Thus by Lemma 3.2, with a^= n and a = 2, the result follows. • 
3.2. Order with Probability One 
For notational convenience, we define order with probability one: 0^^ and 
°wp" 
Definition S.4- Let { C/^}, { be sequences of random variables such that 0 
with probability one. We use the notation U^= to denote those sequences 
of random variables such that limsup | U^W^\ < m a.8. Likewise = o (W^) 
71-» OD 
means that lim U/W„ = 0 a.s. 
n-cD ^ ^ 
It is obvious that 0^p(") zmd o^^(') have the following properties. Let 
{U^} and {W^} be sequences of positive random variables. Let {A^} and {B^} be 
sequences of random variables such that = O^p(Ujj) and Also 
let {C^} and {D^} be sequences of random variables such that = o^p(U^) and 
V. = Owp( W' 
50 
wp 
and 
V„ = o^(U„W„). (3,4) 
In Lemma 3.5, sup] Yj[D^M^| and snp|Z'D^M^| are shown to be O^p(l)-
This together with Lemma 2.8 means that terms like 
n-lz'DiM„(A-l + M; 
and 
,""lv/r»/TLr f K~^ _L Uf* ** = + M; M^pM^D^Z 
become negligible as n increases. Those terms are remainder terms when we 
approximate n~^Z'r~^Z and n~^Yjr~^Z by n"^Z'D^D^Z and n"^Y^D^D^Z. 
LcQima 3.5. Let and be given by (2.1). Then under Assumption 1.1, 
s«p|YiDiMJ=0^(l). 
and 
7iz 'W = %w-
Piool By (2.5) we have 
„ p+q n n—1 , 
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Observe that by Theorem 2.6 we have, for some M < m and A 6 (0,1), 
sup d.m.,. .| < g aV+^ = M^(1-A^)-^A^ = M.A\ say. 
0 k=0 k=0 
Therefore, 
sup|YpiMj2<'s'(j |y._j|MjAV 
U j=i 1=1 
=(p + q)M2(|jy._j|AV = 0^(l) 
because 
i=l 
n . i—1 
K i  +  b o i )  1—1 1—X JC—«A 
n—1 n 
\-l/V \k+l. < (1-^) ^ i^ki + lyol) = %(!)' 
See Example A.5 in Appendix A. Also 
8up IZ'D^M^p < (p+q)Mj |Zj| a')^ = 0^(1). 
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3.3. Strong Consisteaçy in a Stationary Model 
Wu's condition (3.1) in Lemma 3.1 for the least squares estimator and the 
ordinary least squares estimator in the stationary and invertible autoregressive 
moving average model (1.4) is verified in Lemma 3.6. 
Lemma 3.6. Consider model (1.4). Let be given by (2.1) and let Z, be given 
by (1.10). Given f > 0, let 8^= 8 : | 0—fi\ > i}.Then, under Assumption 1.2, 
for any â> 0, 
i) liminf inf{ n'^Z^D^D^ - D°'D°)Z } > 0 a.s., 
n-*aD 8^ 
ii) liminf inf{ n~^Z'(r~^ — r^^)Z } > 0 a.s., 
n-»oD 8^ 
where D° =Djf) and r° = r„(^). 
Pioof of i). Proof is established by showing that n~^Z' D^D Z can be 
_1 n 2 
approximated by c(6) n Se. for some continuous function c( (7) such that c(6P) 
i=l 
= 1 and c(Û) > c(û°) for 0^0°. By (2.5) after some algebra (see Appendix 8.2.3), 
we have 
where 
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_ n n n-max(i,j) 
Notice that {v?} is defined 9X 0— and {dj is defined at general 0, that is, J J 
Vj = Vj(^) and dj = dj(^. 
We can write 
where 
n n 
»n,ii,i3 %% + ^n' (3.7) 
n n 
R = E E a_ • . e. e. + E E a_ . . e, e, + E E a„ . . e. e, 
" ii=lij<0 ii<0i2=l ii<0i2<0 M 12 
= ^ln + ^n + ^3n' 
By Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.6 we can find < oo and A e (0,1) (see Appendix 
8.2.4) such that 
sy l^iijiJ - for il > 1 or i; > 1 
< for il < 0 and ig < 0 
From this, we conclude that suplR^^j, sup [Rg^j, and sup |Rg^| are all O^n(l)-
0 0 0 ^ 
For example, see 
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.upIRjJ < VH. |e,e,,| =Mi |e,|)(ï^^ I 
See example A.5 in Appendix A. For 1 < ii < n and 1 < ij < n, note that 
n n n-max(i,j) ^ ^ 
^n,ii,i2 g =Q ^i-ii^j-ii ^8^|i-j| +8 ~ ^iHa ^ ^n,ii,i2' 
where 
=  A .  j ! i , ' 'w . i - i ,  V iHi+ .  
=i!oj2o joiiViH+iH.i+,' 
b « —" d * * &* • • 
n,li,l2 li-i2 
For some Mg < oo and € (A, 1) we have (see Appendix 8.2.5) 
yl\ii,i2l ^ MgCn-iiXn-ij) 
Since 
Ê S (n- i , ) («- i , )  I I =  ,  g  (m_i)  |  e. |  f  
l l=l l2=l  1=1 
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= 0„p(l) 
we have 
n n 
sup IZ'D^D^Z = 0^(1). 
Note that for some Mg, < m (see Appendix 8.2.6) and E (A, 1), 
sup I a. . I < M„ Ë Ê I ;^i-ii+H2+lHl+28 < 
e 3i=ij=i3s=o 4 1 
Therefore by Lemma 3.3, 
7 ' i l l  i l l  
i i # i2  
<2M^[Aj|eje2+"-+ejj_jej|| + AjIcjOj+•••+ejj_jejj| +---+AJ '| 
= "wpW-
Hence, 
sup |Z'D^D/-ag Z «f| =0^(11). " ,2, 
Now we need another expression for ag. Note that 
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m m m 
ao= E S E v?v?d.d,. 
Consider a stationary process defined below 
zJ0)= E dA where {ê*} is an iid (0,1) sequence. j=0 J ' J 
m 
Then e^ = E VjZ^_j(fl). (Notice that dj=dj(^ and Vj=Vj(^ depend on 0). 
Define 
®t(^l>^2^ ~ Vj(^) ^t_j(^i)i ^1» ^2 ^ (®*^) 
Now note that 
Cov(z^(Û),z.(Û)) = E^ dgd|j_jj_j_g (3,10) 
and 
a„= E Ë v?v9 Cov(i.(^,z.(^) = Var( Ê y? i.(ff)) = Vsir(èJ0 (3.11) 
" i=0j=0 J J i=0 
In (3.11) interchange of the limit operations is justified by the dominated 
convergence Theorem. Therefore we have 
sup I Z-D^D^Z - Var(ê„(» /)) e? | = o^(n). (3.12) 
Thus, 
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taf{n-lz'(DiD^-Dj'D>} 
' 6  
= in{{Vat(è„(tf ;^)) - Vai(êj(^;^)) } ï e? + o^(l). (3.13) 
S 
Observe that Var(eQ(0;^)) is continuous function of ^(see Appendix 8.2.8), 8 is 
compact, and Var(eQ(tf ;iP)) > Var(eQ(^;^)) for f # 6^, ^ c 8. From this we can 
say (see Appendix 8.2.9) 
inf{Var(éQ(tf - Var(eQ(flP;^)) } > 0. (3.14) 
—1  ^ 9 A 9 However by the strong law of large numbers, n E e. -• (o- ) >0 a.s. Therefore 
i=l 
the term (3.13) converges almost surely to something positive and the result follows. 
Proof of 11). Observe that 
>E-lz'(D^D^-D»'D»)Z-n-Vp|Z'D^M„|28„p||(A-l + M^MJ-l||. 
0 n, a 
Therefore, Lemma 3.6-ii) follows &om Lemma 3.6-i), Lemma 2.8, and Lemma 3.5.0 
o 
To establish the consistency of estimators of a in model (1.1) and in model 
(1.4) we need the following Lemma. 
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Lemma 3.7. Assume the condition of Lemma 3.6. 
i)If a.8. then n"^ VT~^{e^Z -» a.s. 
ii) If -f ^ a.8. then n~^ Z'D^(6^)D^(6^)Z -, {tpf a.s. 
iii) If 0^-* ^in probability then i) and ii) are true with 'a.s.' 
replaced by 'in probability'. 
Proof. Let ; ^), 0^, ^ € 8 be defined by (3.9). Then by (3.10) — (3.12), 
n-l z'r-l(gz = Var(êg(»^;f)) e? + 0^(1) 
=fJo i!o s!o 'X «i + v«-
Letting n -» œ, by the strong law of large numbers we have 
ii: =i!o j!o .!o 'M d.(md|Hi+,(A ('f 
= = (/f. (3.16) 
In the above equation, interchange of limit operations at several stages is justified 
by the dominated convergence Theorem, by the fact that for some M < m and A G 
(0,1), 
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o d c d q d  q d g d o d * | * | | * * l  l o o  
and by the continuity of dg(^ in 9 (see Appendix 8.2.10). This establishes Lemma 
3.7-^). 
Lemma 3.7-4i) follows from Lemma 3.7-4) and the observation 
See Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 2.8. 
Proof of iii) is similar to the proof of i) and ii). 
We now give a new proof of the strong consistency of the least squares 
estimator, the ordinary least squares estimator, and the maximum likelihood 
estimator for the parameters of model (1.4). There are two different proofs of 
strong consistency in the literature. One is due to Hannan (1973) and the other is 
due to Rissanen and Caines (1979). 
n 
Hannan used a frequency domain approximation S of j=l ^ ^ 
Z'r~^Z, where I^(') is the periodogram of {z^, Zg,..., z^}, that is. 
1 n m H g 
I (Wj) = 2n {( E z.cosw.) + ( S z.sinw.) }, w- = 2?rj/n, 
J t=l •' t=l ^ J J 
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and s(ur,ff) is the spectral density of the process {z^} given in (2.13). Hannan 
-1  ^
obtained a uniform strong convergence of n S From this uniform 
j=l J J 
strong convergence, Hannan deduced the strong convergence of the least squares 
estimator and the maximum likelihood estimator. 
Rissanen and Gaines obtained Kalman filter predictor {e^(Z;^} of {e^} and 
approximated by E e^(Z;^/<r^(^, where a^(0) = var(e^(Z;^). They 
calculated —2n~^(log likelihood) by 
n~^Lj^(^,/7,o-) = n~^ E {21og detcr^(0) + e^(Z;^/(T^(6)}. 
By investigating properties of e^(Z;éf) they proved 
Trhj^0,p,ff) -» 21og det(7Q(^ + EeQ(Z,g)/<TQ(^ a.s. 
m o 
uniformly in B, where eQ(Z;^ = E dj(^Zj and <Tq(^ = var(eQ(Z;^). From the 
uniform almost sure convergence of vr^Lj^{0,p,a) they deduced the strong 
consistency of maximum likelihood estimator of $. 
However our approach is direct in the sense that we express Q^(^,/>), S^{ô,p), 
OD W 
LJO.p.a) in terms of {z.} and expand them using z. = E v^e. • and e. = E d-z. .. 
^ ^ t  t j=0 J * j=0 J 
In our proof, uniform boundedness of the matrix norms of r„,r~^, derivatives of r 
n n n 
and and the uniformly exponential declining properties of {vj} and {dj} 
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play essential roles. 
Theorem 3.8. Let model (1.4) and Assumption 1.2 hold. Let be the 
covariance matrix of Z = (zj,..., and let be given by (2.1). Let 0, 9, and 0 
be the values minimizing Z'r~^Z, Z'D^D^Z, and [detrj^/^Z'r~^Z 
respectively. Define and by n~^Z'r~^(i)Z, n"^Z^D^(^D^(%^Z, and 
rL~^Z'T'^(0)Z respectively. Then (o, tr^), (?, ?^), and {o ,(7^) converge almost 
surely to (^,(a°)^). 
- — -o ~9 
Proof. The strong consistency of 0,% a , and a follows from Lemma 3.1, Lemma 
3.6 and Lemma 3.7. To show the consistency of 0, let f > 0 be given. By Theorem 
2.10, we can find Uq > 0, independent of $, such that the eigenvalues < f/g < ...< 
of Pj^ are all greater than or equal to i/g for all n = 1,2... and ^ e 0. Therefore 
[detPj^/^ = [i/j^ i/g ... > i /q > 0 for all n = 1,2 and e 0. 
Consequently, with the notation P° = P^(^) and 0^ = {^G 0 : | (Pj > f }, 
liminf inf n"^{[detPJ^/"Z'P;^Z - [detr°]^/"Z'P^^Z} 
n-»cD 0 ^ 
> i /q liminf inf n'^lZT'^Z - Z'r°"^Z } 
n-»(D g 
+ liminfli/J/"^ - [detP°]^/^} n"^Z'P^^Z > 0 a.s., (3.17) 
n~>oD 
where we have used Lemma 3.6, Theorem 2.11, and Lemma 3.7. Hence by Lemma 
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3.1, 3 ^ a.s. The consistency of follows from the consistency of and Lemma 
3.7. • 
3.4. Orders of Quadratic Forms in Z 
We present Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.10 for use in checking condition (3.1) 
in Lenuna 3.1 for the parameters of model (1.1). Lemma 3.9 is a preliminary step for 
Lenuna 3.10. Lemma 3.10 shows that if a sequence of random variable {Aj} and a 
sequence of real number {aj} are exponentially declining in j then the orders of 
j!i Jj VjVj' ji il '.-M 
are the same as those of 
j!iil j, i, vm 
j!i ij Wk'f j!i il "'O 
where Wj^ = ej^ + • • • + ej^, k = 1, 2,..., and Wq  = 0. 
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n 
Lemma 3.9. Let {e^} be an lid (0,a ) sequence and let A G (0,1), e > 0. Then 
= l j  
Pioo£ Define 
i-1 : . 
I 's\H.e. = o^(nV2 + «). 
u. = ( S  A ^ ~ J e . ) e j  f o r i > l  j=l ^ 
= 0 for i = 0. 
Then E(Uj(ej_j,...,e^) = 0 for every i = 1,2,.... 
Therefore = Z i~^/^ ~ ^ ^i ^ martingale. Note that 
1=1 
[E|V^|]^<E(V^) =2 E(U?) = S A^^ECe^e^) 
1=1 1=1 j=l 
< E 1 ^ ^^(1—A^)((T°)^ < m for every n =1,2 (3.18) 
1=1 
Hence by the martingale convergence theorem given in A.7 in Appendix A, 
converges a.s. Consequently, by Kronecker's lemma given in A.15 in Appendix A, 
-1/2-c I u. = n-^/2-f E 's^Hee -C a.8. 
1=1 ^ 1=1 j=l 
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Lemma 3.10. Let {A-} be a sequence of random variables satisfying | A.| < M J J 
for some M < m and A 6 (0,1). Let {y^}, {z^} be defined by model (1.1) and assume 
that {z^} is stationary and invertible. Then, 
and 
j= lk= l ' ^a - jV j l  
If {aj} is a sequence of real numbers satisfying | ajl < MA-^ then, 
j=l k=j+A-j^'=-l'j " "P'-'" 
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n n 
PioofL First we outline the proof. In the proof of i), using (2.6), we express S S j=l k=j 
I I terms of {| e. e.^|} and show that the coefGdent of | e^ e.^ | is 
exponentially declining in |sign(ii)ii-sign(i2)i3|, where sign(i) = 1 if i > 0 and —1 if 
i < 0. For il > 0 and i; > 0 apply Lenmia 3.9 and the strong law of large numbers 
to get the order of the corresponding terms. For ii < 0 or is < 0 apply the result of 
example A.5 given in Appendix A that states 
o d  o d  
if S |a^| < m then S a^e^ converges a.s. 
n=l n=l 
n n 
In the proof of iii) we express E E in terms of {cj The coefGcient 
of e^ e^^ has exponentially declining property as is given in (3.21). The resultant 
equation contains four terms for [1 < ii, is < n], [ij < 0 < ii < n], [ii < 0 < iz < n], [ii 
< 0 and i; < 0] respectively. Next we show that the expectations of the three term 
for pa < 0 < il < n], [ii < 0 < ij < n], [it < 0 and ij < 0] are all 0. Also the variances of 
the three terms are all 0(n). The case [1 < ii, i; < n] is partitioned into three cases 
[1 < ia < il < n],[l < ii < ij < n], and [1 < ii = ij < n]. The variances of the terms for 
[1 < ij < il], [1 < il < ia < n] are 0(1) and 0(n) respectively and the expectations for 
the terms are all 0. The term for [1 < ii = is < n] is 0^(1). In the proof of iv) we 
HI 
express E ^j-k^k-l^j t^rms of and {ygZj}. The dominating term is 
the term for [1 < ii, i; < n] and the coefQdent for e^ e.^ is bounded. From the 
n j 
boundedness of the cœffîdent of e, e, we deduce E £ i^yi, iz. = 0„(n). In j=l k=l J 
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the proof of v) we show that the dominating part in 
which is Op(n^/^). Also we show that the dominating part in 
which is Op(n®/^). We now give the details of proof, 
n n 
Proof of i). First we consider E 2 A, .& z.. Using z. = E v? .e. 
j=lk=j J J i<j 
(see Appendix 8.2.11), 
j!i kfj k=L(i,À.) A: 
+ i!<0 i?=l' A 
i m i  w o '  k = i .  j ?  
+ MO iW k=l W 
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We can find Aj e (A, 1) and M^, Mg, Mg, < m (see Appendix 8.2.12) such that 
and 
Therefore, 
n n 
Jl ^ f„ i,_ i, < 0. (3.20) 
j£l kîj'^k-jVjl 
^' ViJ - V-'I e,,J 
" ^ 3 i?=n!<0 V"'' ViJ +'«4 V^'|e,e,l 
Observe that, by Lemma 3.9 and by the strong law of large numbers, 
h=l il=l +i2i*i 
3 3 Ai 
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2 .ï_, V'"^' ! I%l -E|%l l[ 
1 1—1 lo —1 
+ 2E|ei| s 'é IV' ^MKJ  +  l e J ]  11=1 l2=l 
n n il—1 . . n m 
- 2 (E | e J rE  E +  E  e?  
^ i 1=113=1 ^ 1=1 ^ 
= 0^(n) + 0^(n) - 0(n) + O^p(n) = O^(ii), 
U=1 i2<0 l^ii%l = °wp(^) symmetry, 
and 
i i<0 i ,<0  
Therefore, 
j=l k=j = Owp(^)' 
Hence, 
jil k=l '^Ik-j| Vjl ^ 2 IA^_jZj^Zj| = O^p(n). 
Proof of ii). Next observe that 
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n n n n 
AkSl'ViVjl =OVn). 
n j n n 
Pioofofiii). Observe that E a^_jZj^Zj = Z E aj^_j^a!j^Zj is same as 
(3.19) if Aj^_j is replaced by a^_^. Therefore for, some M^, M^, M^, < œ and 
€ (A,l) (see Appendix 8.2.13), 
say n k 
I = 'kJaxOUO 
"y n k . . 
- 'w .?. ^n-k^k-^/Ha' ^ for ii< 0< ij <n, 
JC—12 
s a y  n  k  .  .  
~ .^i^-k^k-ii^Ha' for i2< 0< ii <n, 
K—li J—1 
s a y  n  k  
~ 'jj^lj^l^n-k^k-ii^j-ijl < for i2< 0< ig <n. 
(3.21) 
From (3.21) we have (see Appendix 8.2.14) 
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Therefore, we have (see Appendix 8.2.14) 
i?=l ®i2 i^<o i i^<o ®P^^ ^ 
The remaining thing is to show that 
However, this follows from the observations: 
=0(n). 
and 
I Jl S.i,ft^l ^ Mi Jj = Op(l)' (3.22) 
Therefore, 
j=l Ji ^ n-jVj - Op(»^^^)-
Also 
n n 
jfi Jj '«-«=j!i ii'-kVj=v''')-
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Proof of iv). Now we show E ^ ai_i,yi, iZj = 0_(n). By using z. = Ev^-e-j=l k=l J P J i<j ^ 
k—1 
and yj^_j = E Zj + yg, we have (see Appendix 8.2.15) 
jii il Wk-i'j=+j!i il Wo'j' (3.23) 
where 
n j k—1 
b  .  .  =  S  £  S  a .  ,  V V  .  .  
» 1' ' j=max(l,ii) k=max(l, i2+l) s=max(l, i3) ^  J '  '  
II II II II 
We can show that there are A e (0,1) and Mj, Mg, Mg, < cd such that (see 
Appendix 8.2.16) 
l\ii,ij -^1 l<ii, i2<n ,  
< Mg A~*' for iz < 0 < il < n, 
< Mg A""^' for il < 0 < ig < n, 
<M4A"^>"^2 for il < 0,12 < 0. 
i d i ,  
Observe that 
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^ .2 
and 
<''\U iW'"'=°W' 
VHS^O i j^i^n,i,,i2®i,®i2) = 0(n), by symmetry, 
'& ' < ;<n l%'W= (=> ") 
Hence, 
and 
Also 
'j!l il VkVjl ^ l/ol M aH- |Z.| = 0,(.). 
Therefore, from (3.23) and (3.25), we have 
j!i k=i =°pW 
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Next we show that 
n n 
Some algebra yields (see Appendix 8.2.17) 
j!l k=j+l 't-fk-l'j - i?<n + j£i k4+i Wo'j' 
(3.26) 
where 
n-1 n k—1 
c_. , = S E Z V . . 
' 1' : j=max(l,ii) k=max(j+l,i2+l) s=max(l,i2) J J ^ ^ 
We can find M^", My ^  My % My < m and Aj e (A, 1) such that (see 
Appendix 8.2.18) 
< Ml". My Aj-i', M4"A-^H! 
for each case of 
[1 < ii|i2 < n—1], p2< 0<Cii< n—1], [ii < 0 < i2 < n—1], [ii < 0, i2 < 0] 
respectively. 
n j 
By the same argument used to show S Zj = Op(n), we have 
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f!i k2j+i 4nFk-i=i 
Proof of v). Note that 
k-1 
It is easy to show that the second term in the right hand side of (3.27) is Op(n). 
Now note that 
k—1 k—1 k—1 
E z z. = z. S E v_ :e. = z. E E v°_.e. 
s=l J ^ s=l i<s J i<k—1 s=max(l,i) 
k—1 k—1 k—1 
i<o s=r=^^' 
k—1 k—1 CO k—1 
= Vj + V- i!i l<0 » = 
+' f -  i f 1 +i l  
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We know 
j!i kii ''-i' 'j i<o ' ° V"'-
and 
See Appendix 8.2.19. Therefore, if we show 
k—1 
we are done. Observe that, by the Holder inequality. 
Hence, with M = (cr^ E y02^1/2 the Caushy-Schwartz inequality, j=0 J 
E[S ] < M Ê I < M Ê A"~j(j î k)^/^ < M Ê = 0{r?l\ 
" j=l k=l j=l k=l j=l 
Therefore S^ = Op(n^/^) and hence E ^n-jl^k-l^jl ~ 
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Next we show 
n n 
j=l k2j+i^n-klyk-l^jl - (3.31) 
Note that 
j!l 5 jlj jj+A-kl'flvjl + "0 • 
(3.32) 
It is easy to show that the second term of the right hand side of (3.32) is Op(n). 
Now note that by (3.28), 
k—1 k—1 k—1 OD k—1 
JiVj=Vj JjWi) 
= -=0 iL'HA, + -=0 
We know 
n n k—1 m 
and 
n n k-1 „ 
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See Appendix 8.2.20. Therefore, if we show 
k-1 
% Â jj+i 
we are done. Observe that by the Holder inequality. 
< [a Ê vf k]^/2. j=0 J 
Hence with M = S y02^1/2 by the Gauchy—Schwartz inequality, j=0 J 
E[S'] < M Ê Z kl/2 
^ j=l k=j+l 
< M Ê [( Ê E k)]^/2 
j=l k=j+l k=j+l 
< M(1-aV1/2[ E (n-j)(n+j+l)/2]^/2 = 0(n^/\ (3.36) j=l 
Therefore S^ = Op(n®/^) and hence E E ^-klyk-l^jl ~ 
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3.5. Limiting Behavior of and Y^Y^ 
In Lemma 3.11, we establish the orders of sup| Y^r^^Z| and sup| Y^D^D^Zj 
6 0 
/r~lî both with probability one and in probability. The orders of sup | Y^F^ Z| and 
supl YiD'D„Z| are shown to be same as the order of E W. ,6;, where W, = e^ + g ' Inn' J-1 J' J 1 
• • • + ej, j = 1, 2, • • •. Applying Strassen's law of the iterated logarithm for 
Brownian motion (see Example A.13 in Appendix A), we obtain 
j?i^j-l®j ^  ^wp("^°Glogn), (3.37) 
which gives the order with probability one. Also, since 
and 
we have 
E( E W. ,e.) = 0 j=l •' 
Var( Ê W. ,e.) = A(n-l)/2 j=l •' J 
SjWj_jej = Oj,(ii) (3.38) 
which gives the order in probability. 
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Lemma 3.11. Let model (1.1) and Assumption 1.1 hold. Then 
sup |Y(r^^Z| = 0 (nloglogn) 
wp\ 
s«p lY^r^'zi = OpW, 
e 
and 
""P lYpiD^ZI = 0^(llIoglogll), 
8ÏP |YJD;D„Z| = 0 (n). Q 
PioofL First we show sup |Yj[D^D^Z| = O^(nloglogn). From (2.5) after a 
considerable algebra (see Appendix 8.2.21), 
YiD;D^Z - d2 
n n n n n-max(i,j) 
+ .!o WlHI+8' 
where 
d = (Jod^), 
co 00 
^n;k,j %,^_Q ]j^_o j+l+ki'^n—j+l+ki+k2~^ki'^j—k+ki+k2 
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^n-j+l+ki^n-k+l+ki+kj ^n-j+ki^n-j+l+ki+kj 
"^ki'^n-j+l+kj ^n-j+ki^n-j+l+k;)' 
and 
qd qd 
^n,k,j ]j^=o 1-j+k i+kg^^n—k+ki^n4- 1-j+k i+kg 
" ^ki<^n-j+l+k2 + (^n-k+ki'^n-j+l+kg)" 
Now note that by Theorem 2.6, we can find Mj^, Mg, Mg, M^, Mg < m and A € (0,1) 
such that 
o 
sup I d I < M, < OD, 
0 
'y|hn,kjl ^ + MjA-j. 
and 
9«p|\][ j| < A''-j + MjA"-'. (3.41) 
Also note that (see Appendix 8.2.22) 
n n n-max(i,j) 
T'iliili ^jViHi+si=%w 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.10, 
suplYpiD^ZI < Mil Y Vjl + 0„j,(n). 
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n j—1 
K we show that S E z, z. = 0 (nloglogn), we are done. After some algebra j=l k=l 
given in Appendix 8.2.23, 
n j—1 n n—1 n j—1 
E E Z.Z. = E E ( E E v.. v . ) e. e. 
j=l k=l J i 1=1 i 2=1 j=max(ii,i2+l) 8=i2 ^ * * 
n—1 n j—1 
+ E E ( E S v9_. v°. ) e. e. 
ii<0i2=l j=i2+l8=i2 J-*» «->2' "'2 
= Si + S2 + S3 + S4 , say. 
After some more algebra (see Appendix 8.2.24), 
" 'j=0 'j'" i!=l &1 + i!=l + it, 
(3.43) 
where 
m j—1 
®n,ii,i2 jfn+l 8=i2 
and 
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Fiomthefactthat < MqA"~*'and ICj^j^l < fotsomeMg My 
< m (see Appendix 8.2.25) and by Lemma 3.10, we have 
and 
By the Strassen's law of the iterated logarithm, we can show (see Example A. 13 in 
Appendix A) 
n i 1—1 
, .2 e. e. = 0 (nloglogn). (3.45) 
l l  =  ll3=l 
Consequently, Sj = O^(nloglogn). Now observe that, for some Mg, Mg, M^g < m, 
are less than Mg A"^^, respectively (see Appendix 8.2.26). 
Therefore, 
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For details see Appendix 8.2.27. Hence, 
Â I:! Vj=(j„ 'j) '  
O^(nloglogn) + 0^(n) = O^(nloglogn). (3.46) 
Next we show 
8«P|Yir~^Z| = O^(nloglogn). 
From (2.2) and Lemma 3.5, 
8«p|Yjr;'z| 
0 
< »y|Yp^D^Z| + suplYJD^M^I snplKA-l + 8up|M;D^Z| 
V 0 XL, 0 0 
= O^(nloglogn) + 0^(1) = O^(nloglogn). (3.47) 
Finally, following similar argmnents with O (nloglogn), 0 (n), and 0 (1) 
replaced by Op(n), Op(n), and 0^(1) respectively, we have 
8up| Y^r^'zl = 0 (n) 
0 
and 
suplYJD^D^ZI = OJ,(e). 
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We now consider the order of Y^Y^. Fuller (1976) showed that, for q =0, 
j/i- 'o = oy/:). (3.48) 
XL 1 
Since E W?/n^ converges in distribution to (a^)^[ W^(r)dr with W(*) the 
t=l * Jo 
n g 2 
standard Brownian motion on [0,1], S is Op(n ). However in order to verify 
the condition (3.1) for strong consistency we need the limiting behavior of liminf of 
n o 
S Wf. In Lemma 3.12, we show that 
t=l ^ 
1 wf =0 (n'/2(loglogn)l/2), (3.49) 
t—1 t—1 
" .0 where c» = S v.. By one version of the law of the iterated logarithm due to 
" j=0 J 
Donsker and Varadhan (1977), we also know (see also Lai and Wei (1982, p. 364)) 
liminf S W?n ^loglogn = <t®^/4 a.8. (3.50) 
n-tcD t=l 
Combining (3.49) and (3.50), 
liminf YJYjn~^oglogn = 
n-^oD 
2 In Appendix 8.2.33, we show that Cg is positive. Also by the Strassen's law of the 
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iterated logarithm (see Example A.13 in Appendix A), 
limsup E W^/n^oglogn = a.s. 
t—1 
Therefore, 
limsup Y^Yj/n^oglogn = 4c§(tT0)^/ir^. (3.51) 
n-*ao 
Lemma 3.12. We consider model (1.1) with Assumption 1.1. We have. 
i) liminf Y^Y^n ^loglogn = 1/4 Cq(o^)^ > 0 a.s. 
n-»od 
U) YJYj -c§  s wf = 0 (n' /2). 
t=l 
OD t 
where c« = E v; and W. = E e.. 
0 j=o J * j=l J 
Proof of 1). The proof is an adaptation of Fuller's (1976) proof of 
=0p(a'/2) 
to the proof of 
1 yj-cg S Wf =0 (n'/Wogii)V2). 
t=l ^ "t=l * ^ 
See Fuller (1976, pp. 374-377). We can write 
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t GO 
= J ; Î V j « + $1^ 1+xo 
= CqW^ + U^ + R^, (3.52) 
t OD OD j 4-t Q 
where "t =.^j6fH+r 8j= :^/i'»! = .f„«-j«t,j + ^0-""^8t,j= 
We know that, for some < od, A e (0,1), and for all t = 0,1, 2,..., 
|vj I < MjA\ i=0,l,..., |gj| < MjAJ, and Igtjl < M^A^ j = 0,1,... . 
We have 
= 2Cn Ê W.U, + S U? + 2Cn Z W,R, +2 2 U,R, + S RJ. (3.53) 
"t=l * * t=l * "t=l * * t=l * * t=l * 
We will show that (3.53) is 0^(n®/^(loglogn)^/^). After some algebra (see 
Appendix 8.2.28), 
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J!=1 j?=ji+/t=j,®'-j'+l'°j 
— 4" S2 4" Sg , say. 
Observe that, for some Mg, Mg < m, 
ISjl < Mj Ï ( s aH+1) «2 < M S = O (n), 
J=1 t=j •' J=1 •'  ^
= ( Z g:)( E ^2 e. e. ) + O (n) (Lemma 3.10) j=l J ji=l j2=l ^ 
= O^p(nloglogn) + 0^(n) (see Example A.13 in Appendix A) 
= O^(nloglogn), 
and 
|S«| <M„E E |e. e. | = 0 (n). (Lemma 3.10) 
' 3 '  ^U:=lj2=ji+1 J'J: 
Therefore, 
= O^(nloglogn). (3.55) 
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We know (see Appendix 8.2.29), 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.10, 
(3.56) 
We know, for some M. and M! < m (see Appendix 8.2.30), 
lJ^gt,jl<M4nAJ 
and 
Therefore, 
il ^ jî=o j!=o jiV-j+'^0=%w-
(3.57) 
We know, for some Mg < œ (see Appendix 8.2.31), 
Therefore (see Appendix 8.2.31), 
- iU j?=o + 0^ Jj". = OwpW- (3.58) 
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Finally, we have (see Appendix 8.2.32) 
n OD n 
^ h=l jj=0 ^ t=j t=l Wj. 
By Strassen's law of the iterated logarithm, we know that (see Example A.13 in 
Appendix A) 
J w, = O^tn'/Vglogn)^/^). (3.59) 
For some Mg < m, 
Therefore, 
J^=l j^=o = %<''• 
Thus, 
WjR, = 0^(n'/2(ioglogn)V2). (3.60) 
Hence, from (3.53) — (3.60), we have 
i/? - "O i, W? = 0 (n'/=(logIogn)V2). (3.61) 
t—1 t—1 
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Because the process {z^} is invertible and stationary, we have (see Appendix 8.2.33) 
Cq — S V • ^ 0. 
" j=0 J 
Consequently, by (3.50) and (3.61), 
liminfn ^oglogn 2 y^ = Cmliminf n ^oglogn E W? = 4 > 0 a.s. 
n->(D t=l n-*m t=l 
Proof of ii) can be obtained by following the same argument as i) if we replace 
by Op and loglogn by one. • 
Since 
2 wj/n^ => ((7°)^fV^(r)dr, 
t=l * Jo 
from (3.49), the limiting distribution of Y^Y^/n^ follows. 
Corollaiy 3.13. Consider model (1.1). Under Assumption 1.1, 
YJYj/n^ => V(r)di, 
OD 
where W(-) is the standard Brownian motion on [0,1], Cg = S v., and v- are j=o J J 
defined in (2.6) and evaluated ai 0= 
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3.6. Strong Consisten(7 
In Lemma 3.14, we use Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.12 to verify the condition 
(3.1) for the strong consistency of estimators for the parameters in model (1.1). 
Lemma 3.14. Consider model (1.1). Let Q^(^,/)) and S^(<7,p) be defined by (1.12) 
and (1.19). Suppose Assumption 1.1 holds. Let 
» l = { m  6 8 xOt :  IC-f) > <}• 
Then for any f > 0, 
i) liminf n~^ inf {Q (f,/?) - QJ^,P°)} > 0 a.s. 
n-»oo 
and 
ii) liminf n~^ inf {S^(^,/)) - S^(^,f°)} > 0 a.s. 
n-»od 0 ^ 
Proof of i). The function Q^(^,/>) — Q^(<f,/)°) increases in the p direction at a 
faster rate than in the directions associated with 0. Therefore it is necessary to 
recognize this fact in the proof. We do this by partitioning the parameter space. 
Given n = 1,2,..., partition the set 0^ into two sets and where 
A„ = {(MEexOI: >{, |f-/ |  <a-l/3} 
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and 
B. = (( W ( 8 X « : I (C ,f) - (f ' /) I > f, |f-/| >i|-l/'}. 
We show result i) by showing that 
liminf n ^ in{{QJ^$,p) - Q^(^,p°)} > 0 a.s. 
n-»m 
and 
liminf n~^ inf{Q - Q (^,p°)} > 0 a.s. 
n-»(D 
First consider a^ = inf{Q^(^,/)) — Note that if \{0',p) — ,/7°)| > 6 
and \p — p°\ < n~^/® then there is an n^ such that, for every n > n^ and (^, /?) 6 
An, \0—r\ > 5/2. Therefore, for n > n^, 
= inf {Z'(r-i- rj-i)z + 2(MYjr-iz + (i-,,)2Yjr;iYj} 
^n 
> inf {z'(r;>-r^i)z}-2n-i/®8up|Yji^iz| 
= int {z'(r;i-r^i)z} + 0 (n^/^iogiogii), (3.62) 
0 «..i 
where we have used nonnegativity of (1—p) Yj and Lemma 3.11. Therefore, 
by Lemma 3.6, 
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liminfn > liminf inf [n ^Z'(r^^-r^^)Z + 0^(n ^/^loglogn)] > 0 
>0 a.8. (3.63) 
Next we consider = inf{Q^(^,p) - Q^^(6^,P°)}. By Theorem 2.10, for u = inf 
^n 
||r~^(<^|| = [8up||r^(^||]'"^ > 0, all eigenvalues of r~^ are greater than i/q 
0,11 
uniformly in n and 0 E B. Thus, 
> "0 Y^Y^. (3,64) 
See Rao (1973, p. 74). Consequently, 
\  = igf Oz + 2(1 + (1 -^)2yjI^lYi} 
n 
> inf {(w)\Y^Y^-2|i-f| .up|Y;r;'z|)-«up|z'(r;i-r^i)z| 2,y_Y/V _9ll_/il aiinlVT"!"/.!! 
(3.65) 
2r» v'v /I _9li _ AI -l=«n IV/ r-l?: I / „ v/v y-h > inf |1 -H>oYiYi{l -2|1 -pr^supl Yir^^ZKi/oY^Yi)-^}] 
-sup|z'(i^i-r°-i)z| 
> a-2/%YiYj{i + 0^(1)} - sup I Z'(r-1_ r°->)z| 
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because | Yj^r~^Z| = O^p(iiloglogn) and (Y^Yj)~^ = 0^(n~^oglogn). Observe 
that, by Theorem 2.10, 
8«p|z'(i^i-rJ-i)z| i 2|z|:»up||r;i|| = o^(n). 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.12, 
liminf n"^b > liminf n"\n~2/^i/QYJY^){l + o (1)} + 0 (1) 
n-»œ n-toD u 1 1 wp wp 
_l/3 n 
= liminf loglogn + Owp(l)> + °wp(^) = " ^ -s. (3.66) 
Consequently, 
liminf inf n""^{Q^(^,/)) — Q^(^,p°) = liminf n"^min(a^, b^) > 0 a.s. 
n-KD 0 g n-+x 
Proof of ii). By (2.2), Lemma 2.8, and Lemma 3.5, 
sup |s^(M-Qn(MI = Owp(^)' 
o,p 
Result ii) then follows firom i). • 
We now give the main result of this chapter, the strong consistency of 
estimators (0, p , <r), (0, p , a), and (Û, p , <r) for model (1.1). 
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Theorem 3.15. Consider model (1.1). Suppose Assumption 1.1 holds. Let { 0 ,  p ) ,  
— a * 
{0, p), and {9 , p) be the values minimizing 
P) = (Y^/.Yj)'r-l(Y-*.Yj). 
S„(», f) = (Y-„Yj)'DiD^(Y-^Yj), 
and 
[detrjl/" (Y-fY;)'r-I(Y-fY^), 
respectively. Define and by n p), n p), and n p) 
respectively. Then 
(Ô, p, a), (0, p, a), and (Ô, p, a) converge to (^, p®, a°) a.s. 
Prool The strong consistency of {0, p) and {0, p) follows from Lemma 3.1 and 
Lemma 3.14. The proof of strong consistency for {0, p) is the same as the proof of 
r/r" strong consistency of ^in Theorem 3.8 except we use Q^(0, p) in place of Z'r~ Z 
and use Lemma 3.14 instead ( 
observe that, by Lemma 3.7, 
'2 
of Lemma 3.6. For the strong consistency of a , first 
?=n-\(i,p) < , /) = ' (/)^ a.». 
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On the other hand, with i/g = inf ||r~^(fl)|| > 0, (see Theorem 2.10), 
$,n 
, h > + 2(i-i)Yir-i(^z + (W)\YJYj} 
>n-'z'I^l(«)Z + ll-lilllI(l-/>)%YiYj-2|l-^|s»p|Yjr;lz|l 
p 0 
> ii-iz'r;Vi)z-n-i :y|Yir;'z|:/(y(,Y^Y^). (3.67) 
Observe that, by Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.12, 
Umsup n-^[sup|Y^r^^Z|2/Yjj^Yj 
n-toD 0 
limsup sup |Y{r^^Z|^/(nlogIogn)^. . x3 
<— 2 ,0 a.s. (3.68) 
liminf YiY. n loglogn 
n-»(D 
Also, by Lemma 3.7, 
limn"^Z'r"^(^Z a.s. (3.69) 
n-*m 
Therefore, 
= n~^Q^(tf,p) 1 (<r°)^ a.s. (3.70) 
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2 " 2  The proof of strong consistency of a is similar. To show the consistency of a 
observe that 
>ii-l{Z'I^l(«)Z-n-^up|Yjr;lz|2/„(,yjYj} a.s. (3.71) 
and 
< n-\(i,  pXdetr/d)]^/'  
< . (a°f a.s. (3.72) 
by Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 3.7. • 
In Lemma 3.16, we improve order of (p — 1), {p — 1), and (p — 1) up to 
0p(n"~^/^). At least Op(n""^/^) is necessary for establishing the limiting distribution 
of {p — 1), (p — 1), and (p — 1) by the Taylor expansion of derivatives of Qj^i0,p), 
and Lji, p, a). 
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Lemma 3.16. Let p, p, p be defined in Theorem 3.15. Suppose the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.15 hold. Then 
i) n^/^(p -1) = Op(l), 
ii) n^/^(p -1) = Op(l), 
iii) nV%_i) = Op(l). 
Proof of i). We have, with = inf||r^^(6)|| > 0, (see Theorem 2.10), 
0,n 
, p) > + 2(l-;)Yjr-l(^Z + (l-^)%YiVj}. (3.73) 
By Theorem 3.15 and Lemma 3.7 
n-l|(l-f)Y^I^:(«)Z| < IWI n-ljup |Yp-\QZ|=Op(l), 
irh'T~\f)Z 1 (<rV a.s., 
and 
' ("-V a.». 
Therefore, 
n~^(l-p)^fQYjYj » 0 in probability. 
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• 9 Therefore, n(l—p) = 0^(1) (see Appendix 8.2.34). 
Proof of ii) and iii). Observe that, as in the proof of Theorem 3.15, we can show 
n (0,/?)andn ^Q_(i,p) —>(<7°)^ a.8. 
The remainings steps are the same as those in the proof of i). 
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4. LIMITING DISTRIBUTION 
In this chapter, we derive the limiting distribution of the least squares 
estimator { 0 ,  p ) ,  the ordinary least squares estimator { 0 ,  p ) ,  and the maximum 
likelihood estimator {0, p) for model 1.1. The derivation of the limiting distribution 
of all the estimators is based on the limiting distribution of the least squares 
estimator (0, p). Recall that the least squares estimator {9, p) minimizes 
= (Y - pYj)' r;i(Y - pY{) (4.1) 
We derive Taylor expansions of the derivatives Q^, Q^of at the true value 
(^, p^) up to second order. The limiting distribution of ((7, p) is obtained by 
solving the expanded equation for (p — 1, 0 — ^). It will be shown that 
n{p -1) 
nl/2( j - fi) 
<>p( 1) -1 
(4.2) 
where (Q°, is the vector of first partial derivatives of and Q^^are 
matrices of second partial derivatives of evaluated at (^, p®). The partial 
derivatives will be defined below. Therefore by equation (4.2), the limiting 
distribution o{{p , ff) is established by considering the limiting distribution of (Q°, 
Qg.QLQgg). PR' 
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4.1. Derivatives of 
We define the partial derivatives of = Qj^{0,p) by letting 
% = -2Yir„-'(Y-pYi). 
«'qjm 
^Qr^i^ ,P)  
% = = (Y-^Yj)'G^,(Y-/,Yi). 
1 UP: 1 
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for 
^Qr,(M 
1 J K 
i, j, k = 1, 2,..., r, where G^, G^ g , G^ q a are the first, second, and third 
1 1 J 1 j a 
partial derivatives of ^ and r = p + q. Let 
Qg- (Qg^,-,Q^)% ^ppe~ 
Also let Qggand be the r xr matrices with (i,j) elements and , 
respectively. For each i = 1, 2,..., r, let g^be the rxr matrix with (j,k) 
element Qa a a • Also let 
^iTk 
q " = qjf, /), q*=qj«'.A 
Q = Qn(® • <>)• q = Qg(*, f), Q = Qg(*, f )> (4 5) 
• * 
where {0 , p ) is a vector to be defined later. We use similar notation for Q^, Q^, 
^pO '^00' ^ pOe ' ^ ppO ' evaluated at the different vectors {é^,p\ {0 ,/), 
{0, / ) ) ,  {0  ,p) ,  and {0 ,p) .  For example, Q^is the vector of first order partial 
derivatives of Q evaluated at (0, /?) = (^, p°). 
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In Lemma 4.1, we establish the orders in probability of the third order 
derivatives of 
Lemma 4.1. Let model (1.1) and Assumption 1.1 hold. Then îo i{0  ,  p ) E 6 x IR, 
') 9^,= 
") + (/ -1) Op(n2). 
•u) Q(j#=Op(®) +(c -1) + (*> — 1)^ Op(n^), 
* * * 
where Q^^^are defined in (4.5) and thereafter. 
iv) If p —1 = Op(n~^/^), then 
V= v^'- Qw = Op(B). 
Proot By (4.3) and (4.5), 
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By Theorem 2.14, 
sup IIGgJI < m ,8up IIG^^II < m, and sup l|G^i.^^^ll < ®-
n 
Therefore, 
I V f  l  1 ^ 1  « " S l I G f t o J I  +  s i i - "  I  l Y i l ^ o P l l G , , , , . ! !  
1 J n, 0 1 J n, 1 J 
and 
= Op(n'/^) + (1-/) Op(m^), 
IQiwJ ^IIZI^' + Zll-ZllYJIZI +(l-/f|Y^|:] 
I J K  l l | C r l j i C  
= OpW + (1 - p*)Op(>>'/^) + (1 -
In Lemma 4.2, we establish the orders of Q^^and 
Lemma 4.2. Let model (1.1) and Assumption 1.1 hold. Let and Q^^be given 
in (4.5) and after (4.5). Then 
i) <fp(, = OpW 
and 
ii) if p* -1 = Op(n"^/2), then Q*^ = Op(n^/^). 
Proof of i). Fix i. We first show that 
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DjrjDj D°Z = 0 (n). 
By (2.5) the ji-dement of Yj^D° D° and the ir-element of Z'D° D° are 
and 
Therefore, 
n n-max(i2,j2) jO ,o 
E z. S ' V|iH2|+k2-j2=l •'2 k2=l 
YlD^D^rgD^D^Z 
n n _ n n-max(ii,ji) „ „ 
j2=l k2=l 
n n n-max( i 2,j2) n n n-max(i i,ji) 
= S S S s s È 
12=1 j2=l k2=l i 1=1 ji=l ki=l 
where 
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n n-max(i3,j3) n n-max( i iji) 
a„. 5 = E E S È 
» 1»J2 i2=l k2=0 ji=l ki=l 
r^.(i2-ji;^) dj (4.9) 
Note that, for some M^, Mg, Mg < m and A, Aj e (0,1), we have (see Appendix 
8.3.1), 
la . . I < M. Z Ê EE ;^|i2-ji|+ki+|ii-ji|+ki+k3+|ir-j2|+k2 
n,it>j2 ijssl k2=0 ji=l ki=0 
<M« E E + + <M,Aj'»"j»l. (4.10) 
2ij=oj,=l • 3 1 
Now, ùom Lemma 3.10-iv), we conclude that (4.8) is Op(n) and hence we have 
(4.6). Therefore, by Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 2.8 result i) follows. See (4.35). 
Proof of it). Fix i. By Theorem 2.14, Lemma 3.16, and (4.3) we have 
IQf,.! = |-2Yi a*^Z-2(l-p')Yi G* Yjl 
<2{|Yj||Z| + |1-/||YI|''}sup||G^|| 
n, V 1 
Op(n^/^) + Op(n-l/2) Oj,(n2) = (4.11) 
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In Lemma 4.3, we establish the limiting distribution of (n"^Q°^ , , 
n~^/^Q^ ) and the probability limits of n~^Q^^, These limiting results 
for the derivatives evaluated at the true values form the foundation for the limiting 
distribution of the estimator. The limiting distribution of n"^Q°^ is 
2(<r°)^/Jw^(r)dr and the limiting distribution of is -(<7°)^{W^(1) — 1}. 
Lemma 4.3. Let model (1.1) and Assumption 1.1 hold. Let Q°^, Q°, 
be given by (4.5). Then, 
0 1 => W^(r)dr, -2-1(w2(1) -1)], 
ii) n^^Qgg » V(^) in probability, 
n-V^Q» => N^(0,V(^)), 
n~®/2Q0 —, 0 in probability, 
where V( ^  is an r x r matrix with (i,j) element 
[V(0L = (4xrir'^^^^d.. (4.12) 
"'i i-TT de. ae-
s(cj;Û) is the spectral density of the process {z^} given in (2.13), and => denotes 
convergence in distribution. 
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iii) The two limiting distributions of (n n ^Q°) and n 
in i) and ii) are independent. 
Proof of i). First we show that, 
where Wj = e^ + • • • +ej and Wq = 0. Combining (3.39) and (3.40) and applying 
Lemma 3.10-iii), we get 
£  v j  - g v j  
n n CO oD 
+ (4.13) 
After some algebra (see Appendix 8.3.2, 8.3.3, and 8.3.4 for (4.14), (4.15), and 
m n. 
Then (4.16) respectively) we can express (4.13) in terms of {e.}. Let Cq = ( S v.). 
A £ vj=4 k'+ 
00 j—1 
= Â I:, to (4.15) 
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and 
j=l k=j 'k'j k!=o 
Replacing terms in (4.13) by the terms in (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16), we have 
ViD°'»Oz = ( .... + 2->(o§ - J^vf ) I. 
® .02 S S ,0,0 
+ <k!.'k^ok:=,%.':+k,+k, 
+j!i !!>j k!=o kL':i'°+:-w,+k.},!,4+oyh 
O CD ^ m n i 1—1 
+''~\l - k!,'k') - Â S'M ,L 
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+À lo 1'!+ 
n 2 
Now observe that the coefficient of S e- is zero because of (4.17) — (4.20) below. 
i=l 
We have 
k!=0 k^V^.'^M+k.+kr k^.o''k,4-k+k. + k^.o'^k.dj+l-k+k.+k:-
(4.17) 
Also 
'Ok!o'k = (k!,'D(j/>j,j/' 'L = l. (4.1=) 
00 
because E v, d. .= 1 for k = 0, and is equal to 0 for k ^ 0. Also 
i=0 ^ 
klo kU-'i+k'+k, = '-'{(kEo'k)' - Jo"?'-
Finally, 
j!l So 'M to ':.4-k+k, = »-'P - J„ 'f J„ -f ]. (4,20) 
For the verification of (4.20), consider the stationary time series 
Ill 
where {è^} is an iid (0,1) sequence. Then 
è. = E v9z. . (4.21) 
t j=o J H 
and 
k^=0 ^ki4-k+ki = cov(Zj,Z]^). (4.22) 
Therefore, 
Â a 'M ,lo =j!, if ; 
=  2  ^ [ E  s  v 9 v ? c o v ( z . , z , ) -  E  v ? V a r ( z , ) ]  j=Ok=0 J * J * k=0 * 
2-^[Var( I v9z.) - Ê v?^ Ê df] = 2"^ - Ê v?^ Ê d?^]. (4.23) j=0 J J k=0 * k=0 * k=0 ^ k=0 * 
Therefore, 
= f ,  T \ %  +  (424 
1 1=1 l2=l 
The result (4.24) together with (2.2), Lemma 2.8, and Lemma 3.5 gives us 
Yjr^lz = V ^ e; + Op(n>/2) = J Wj_iej + 0,(.I/2). (4.25) 
1 
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Next we have, with d° = ( E d°)^, 
8=0 
Ypj'D°Yj = d°2 V Zj^yj_j + Op(n^/^) (see Appendix 8.3.5) (4.26) 
= c^d®^ + Op(n®/2) + Op(n®/^) (Lemma 3.12^i) 
= j!lW5_i + Op(n3/2). 
Therefore, 
= s W?_j + Op(n'/2). 
Consequently, by (4.3), 
(«"Xf '"X ) = îCn-^Yjr^iYj, -D-\r^'z). 
= 2(11-=' s _„-l Ï w. je.) + 0 (1). (4.27) 
J=1 J=1 ^ 
From (4.27) the result follows. See Example A.9 in Appendix A. 
Proof of ii). See Brockwell and Davis (1987, p. 376 and p. 380). 
Proof of iii). The independence of the two limiting distributions is a consequence of 
Theorem 2.2 of Chan and Wei (1988). • 
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4.2. Limiting Distribution of Estimatozs 
Now we give the main result of this section. The normalized estimators n(/7 — 
1), n(/7 — 1), and n(p — 1) have the same limiting distribution. This limiting 
distribution is shown to be the same as that of Dickey and Fuller (1979) given in 
(1.7). The limiting distributions of 6^), n^/^(Ô— ^), (P) are the 
same and the limiting distribution is a multivariate normal distribution. Moreover 
the limiting distribution of n(/? — 1) is independent of the limiting distribution of 
n V 2 ( - , _  f ) .  
Theorem 4.4. Let model (1.1) and Assumption 1.1 hold. Then, 
n(p - 1) => 2"^[w2(1) -1] / [^ W^(r)dr 
Jo 
and 
n^/^(g- f) => Nj.(0, 
where V(^) is defined in (4.12). The limiting distribution of n(p — 1) is independent 
of the limiting distribution of n^/^(tf — ^). The limiting distributions of n(p — 1) 
and xl{p —1 ) are the same as that of n(/? — 1). The limiting distributions of — 
and ($ — axe the same as that of ^). 
Proof. The second order Taylor expansion of (Q^,Qg) at (6^,/?°) is 
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0 = % Q? + 
p - 1  
Ml g - f  
+ 1/2 
^ppf f^P - 1) + ^pg(^P-^)  + 
p - i  
, (4.28) 
where the vector (/, p*) which defines , Q^gg, and Q^^^is between (^, p°) 
and ($, p), and 
(^^)^Qggg -
(«-
ee 
(4.29) 
is an r X r matrix. From Lemma 4.W), Qppg = Op(n ). From Theorem 3.15, {0 — 
= Op(l). Therefore, 
From Lemma 3.16, p-l  = Op(n ^/^). From Lemma 4.1-4v), Qppg = Op(n^), Q^gg 
= Op(n^/^), and Qggg= Op(n). From Theorem 3.15, (o— é^) = 0^(1). Therefore 
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and 
Qp^^P~l) + C^^)*^$g$ — OpW* (4.30) 
Also, from Lemma 4.2, 
= ®pW-
Therefore, 
n{p -1) 
1 II 
+ °p(') -1 n-'Q" 
nl/2(* _ ^) °p(l) «"V,, + 0.(1). . ''-1 / :Q«I. 
The result (4.31), together with Lemma 4.3, gives the limiting distribution of n{p — 
1) and é^). See Example A. 10 in Appendix A. 
Next we consider the limiting distribution of n(p — 1) and n^/^(^— 6^). 
From (1.15), differentiating L^^#, p, a) with respect to {p, 6), evaluating the 
derivatives at (0, p , a), and setting the derivatives equal to zero gives, 
a ^ - 2 0 q,<r , 
0 = —^—- = Qg <r^  + ^log detyg) 
do dO 
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= Qj + |-log detrjO + { ^ log detrj«*)}(»-^). 
where 0 is between and 0.  In the above equation, utilizing the second order 
Taylor expansion of (Q^ , Qg) at (^, p^),we have, 
(4.32) 
n(/? -1) 
nl/2(* - f ) ,  
1 II -"X+V" 
Op(l) » ^<3^+® *^"8 )+ Oj,(l), -1 
°p(l) -1 
n-^/^Qg + n"^/2 P ^ log detr^(^) 
d0 
By the result in Brockwell and Davis (1987, p. 383), 
n"^^logdety/) =Op(l) 
and 
n detr^(^) =0 (1). 
oO ^ 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
Hence by Lemma 4.3, we have the desired limiting distribution of n(/7 — 1) and 
n^/^(Ô-^). 
Finally, we derive the limiting distribution of n(/) — 1) and n^/^(^— fi). By 
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Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.13, the derivatives of A, D„, and have the same 
' n' n 
uniformly exponentially deding properties as A, D^,and respectively. Therefore, 
by the same argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.5, 
7" = V 
and 
T "  °  f o r  a U  i  =  1 ,  2  , r .  
Also, by the same argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.8, 
supll ^ (A M'M ) ^11 < OD, i = 1, 2,... r. 
0 dO-^ " " 
Hence, 
and 
»«Pl Z | = 0 (1), i=l r. (4.35) 
0 oO  ^  ^
Also, by Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 3.5, 
»up l&Y - fY;)' {D^M^( J(Y - fY^) | = 0(1). 
0 Op  ^
Consequently, the derivatives and S^of 8(0,/?) satisfy 
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0 = (S^ , = (Q^ , Qg) + Op(l). (4.36) 
The result (4.36), together with the argument applied to get the limiting 
distribution of [n(p — 1), n^/^(^— 6^)], yields the desired limiting distribution of 
[n(/j — 1), 11^/^(0— ^)], Independence of the two limiting distributions 2~^{W^(1) -
1}/ / J W^(r)dr and N^(0, V~\^)) is a consequence of Lemma 4.3-iii). • 
The limiting distribution of [n(/? — 1), n^/^(^— (P)] is completely analogous 
to that given by Fuller (1976, pp. 373 — 381) for the p-th order autoregressive 
process. The limiting distribution can be devided into two independent parts. The 
limiting distribution of n(p — 1) is the same as that of Dickey and Fuller (1979) as is 
given in (1.17) and independent of the limiting distribution of n^/^(<?— (P) which is 
multivariate normal. 
4.3. Limiting Distribution of the Regression t—statistics 
In this section we define the regression t-statistics and investigate their 
limiting distributions. To define the test statistics we first define the covariance 
matrix of the limiting distribution of the estimators. Consider e^(Y;0,p) defined in 
(1.18). Let 
W^(Y;9,rt =^e,(Y;M ' 
 ^ dp 
and 
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d 
W^.t(Y;M = — i = 1, 2,p+q. 
i Wj 
(4.37) 
Let W^(Y;^,p) be the (p+q)-diinen8ional column vector with i—th element 
W0 ^ {Y-,0,p). Also define 
1 
V(Y;M = 
£ W .(Y;MWft(Y;W S W(j(Y;MW^(Y;MJ 
t —1 t—1 
(4.38) 
The covariance matrix is estimated by replacing {$, p) of (4.38) with its estimator. 
The regression t-statistics are defined as 
r = (P -- 1)(CL<7 ) .2n-1/2 
T = (f --
(4.39) 
where Cj^, Cq, c^ are the upper left element of O '^Ap), V~ (Y\0,p), and 
(Y;0,/9), respectively. 
Next we define the t-statistics of 0^. Thinking of the testing : (I == 69, we 
define 
t. = (^. — ^)(d^ ^(7^^) ^ I 
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t. — (tfj — ) / , 
7 - -
where dj^dg j, and dj^ ^ are the (i+1, i+1) element of matrix (Y; 
and •\r"^(Y;tf,p) respectively. 
In Theorem 4.5, we establish the limiting distribution of r, r, r and t., t., t^ 
i = 1,..., p+q. 
Theorem 4.5. Let model (1.1) and Assumption 1.1 hold. Then 
r => 2~^{w2(1) - l}/[|V^(r)dr]^/2 (4.40) 
and t. => N(0,1), i = 1,..., p+q. The limiting distribution of r and {t tg, ., 
tp+q} independent. The limiting distribution of (r, tj,i = 1, 2,..., p+q) and (r, 
t., i = 1,..., p+q) is the same as that of (r, t., i == 1, 2,..., p+q). 
Proof. First we derive the limiting distribution of n ^ E W^j(Y; <>,/?). Note that 
a-' Ï (Y;M = 2-ln-2 - S ef(Y;i,p) = 2-^a-\ (i,p) + o (1) 
t=l ^ dpt=l * P 
by the similar argument used in getting (4.36). By Taylor expansion of Qpp{0,p) at 
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(^, p°) and Lemma 4.1, 
+ Op(i)-
Therefore, by Lemma 4.3-4), 
Next we show 
t=l 
Note that 
n-2 Ê Wj (Y;M => (<r°)2[V(r)dr. (4.41) 
t=l ^ •'0 
„-3/2 5 W^(Y;WW^(Y;W = Oj,(l), (4.42) 
n ^ n n 
W (Y;WW^(Y;W = 2"^—j W »(Y;We^(Y;W, 
t=l ^ opoO 1=1 t=l ^ 
where W^^(Y;Ô,/)) is the (p+q) dimensional column vector with i-th element 
e.(Y;tf,/)), t = 1,2 Observe that, by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, 
dpd\ * 
= (p -1)^0+(»- + o,,(i) = Op(i).  
where (p  ,0  )  which defines Q^^^and Q^^gis between and (p ,  ( f ) .  Now, for 
each i = 1, 2,..., (p+q). 
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" " " r /r_à^  
t=l 1 Op. 
D,(«)}'DJ^Z -  ( W)Y{{^ D^(Q}'D^(^Y; =  0 ( n )  (4.43) 
Q 
because, by Corollary 2.5, — D has the same uniformly exponentially declining 
d0. " 
property as D^. Therefore (4.42) holds. Finally, we show 
n-l S Wj,(Y;MWJ;(Y;«,rt -E- V(f), (4.44) 
where V(^) is defined in (4.12). Note that 
n ^ n n 
j W*(YiWW),(Y;W = 2-1^ Ï eJ(Y;M- S Wj^(Y;tf,rtet(Y;M, 
t—1 t—1 t—1 
(4.45) 
where W^^(Y;0,p) is the (p+q) x (p+q) matrix with (i,j) element e^(Y;^,/9). 
d0^ d0j 
Observe that by Lemma 4.1 and 4.3 
g2 ^ 
Qg/i,p) + Op(i) v(<P). 
Also it can be shown that 
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^lWgg^{Yi9j>)e^iYAp) = Op(n). (4.46) 
See Appendix 8.3.6. Therefore (4.44) holds. Now from (4.41), (4.42), and (4.44), 
diag(n~\n-l/2) V(Y;^,p) diag(n-\n-^/^) => diag{((r®)2F V(r)dr, V(^)}. 
JQ 
(4.47) 
Combining Lemma 4.3 and (4.47), we conclude (4.40). 
The limiting distribution of t., i = 1,..., p+q is obtained from Theorem 4.4 and 
(4.47). The independence of the limiting distributions of r and {t., i = 1,... p+q} is 
a consequence of Theorem 4.4. 
The limiting distribution of (r, t., i = 1,..., p+q) and (r, t., i = 1,..., p+q) can be 
obtained similarly. • 
* * * * 
In Corollary 4.6, we state the limiting behavior of V(Y;0 ,p ) for (0 , p ) = 
Co,p), {0,P), and(tf,p). 
Corollary 4.6. Let model (1.1) and Assumption 1.1 hold. Let V(Y;d,p) be defined in 
* * - - — — (4.39). Then, for all (0 , ) = (0, p), (0, p), and {$, p), we have 
diag(n-\n-^/^) V(Y;/,/) diag(n-\n-^/^) => diag{((T°)^l"V^(r)dr, V(f)}, 
Jn 
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where V(^) is defined in (4.12). 
Proof The limiting distribution of V(Y;0,p) is given in (4.47). The limiting 
distribution of V(Y; 0,p) and V(Y; 0,p) can be obtained analogously. • 
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5. MODEL WITH AN INTERCEPT 
5.1. Model Description 
In this chapter, we consider the model 
y^ = fi + py^_i + (5.1) 
h + "l Vl + • • • + Vt-P ^  ^l®t-l + • • • + Vt-q' * ^ 1.2,-.n. 
As in Chapter 1, let 
A(m) = m^ + CKjm^^ + • • • + + «p (5.2) 
and 
B(m) = m^ + ^^m^ ^ + • • • + + /^q (5 3) 
be the characteristic equations associated with {z^} in model (5.1). We investigate 
the limiting behavior of estimators under the stationarity and invertibility condition 
on {z^}, an identifiability condition of 0, and the assumption that (p,/i) = (1,0). 
When p=l, the process {y^} is nonstationary. See Section 1.1 for the definition of 
stationarity and invertibility. Dickey and Fuller (1979) considered the 
autoregressive model 
y^ = /i + + Cj, t = 1,2,...n, (5.4) 
n 
where yg = 0 and the {e^} is an iid (0,(7 ) sequence. When /? = 1, they derived the 
limiting distribution of the ordinary least squares estimator 
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where 
% = j/i/"- y(-i)=i!iW>'-
The limiting distribution of p is 
n(p-l) =>2~V-hVV^-1-2TH), (5.6) 
where => denote the convergence in distribution, 
r = 7-C?, T =2^2V\.(., H = J^2^/27?Z., 7. = 2(-l/+V(2i-l)vr, 
and {(.} is an iid N(0,1) sequence. 
Utilizing expression (5.6) for the limiting distribution, they prepared a set of tables 
of the percentiles of the distribution by Monte Carlo simulation. One version of the 
table can be found in Fuller (1976, p. 371). 
The formal assumptions about model (5.1) are given in Assumption 5.1. 
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Assumption 5.1. In model (5.1), {e^ is an iid (0, a^) sequence. The observations 
are We denote by (tP, (P, fP) the true value of (0, p, a, n). The true 
(P is assumed tobe 1 and true iP is assumed to be 0. Also (P is assumed to be 
positive. We assume that the parameter space is such that for all 0, the equations 
A(m) = 0 and B(m) =0 have roots vnth absolute value not greater than 1 - rj for 
some rj > 0 independent ofO. Also for any root m^ ofA(m) = 0 and any root m^ of 
B(m) = 0 we assume > 1 - tf. Denote the set of aU those 0 satisfying the 
above conditions by 0. 
We now define several types of estimators for model (5.1). Let Y, Y^, Z, 0, 
r^(6); and e be defined by (1.10) and 1 is the n-dimensional column vector of all 
I's. 
Definition 5.2. The least squares estimator (0, p, n) is defined to be the (0, p, fi) 
which minimizes 
Qn(W) = (Y-(lYj -Ml) (6.7) 
= z'T-\(f)z + 2(1 -f)Y^r;i(Qz + (i-f)\r;\«)Y; 
+ -2Mi-c)i'r;'(flYj - 2*<i'r;i(«)z 
2 ' s 2 
over 8 X R . The least squares estimator a of a is 
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7=(5.8) 
Definition 5.3. The maximum likelihood estimator (0, p, ft) is the (0, p, p.) which 
minimizes 
o 2 
over 0 X R . The maximum likelihood estimator a of a is 
1 a a 
Note that the maximum likelihood estimator is, in fact, conditional on Yq. 
For convenience, we use the terminology 'maximum likelihood estimator' instead of 
the terminology 'conditional maximum likelihood estimator'. 
Finally, we define the ordinary least squares estimator (Û, p, p, a). Since in 
(5.1) the process {z^} is invertible, we can find a sequence {dj(fl)} such that 
oo 
e^ = 2 z^_j for all t = ...,—1,0,1,.... (5.9) 
Given (y^, y^,..., yj, let 
t—1 t—1 
Q^{Y\e,p,p) = ^E^dj(6) Zj_j = ^E^dj(^ (y^_j - p7^_^_^p), t=l,2,...,n. (5.10) 
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The e^{Y]0,p,fi) are obtained from (5.9) by truncating the series at t—1. 
Definition 5.4- The ordinary least squares estimator (0, p, fi) is the (0, p, ft) which 
2 
minimizes, over 8 x R , 
A n) = £ eJ(Y;«,^,/l). (5.11) 
~2 2 The ordinary least squares of estimator a of a is 
= n~^S^(tf, p, fi). 
5.2. Weak Consistency 
First we establish weak consistency of the three estimators by checking a 
sufGdent condition for weak consistency given by Wu (1981). 
Lemma 5.5. (Wu) Let be an n-dimensional random vector whose distribution 
is indexed by some parameter ( e for fixed k. Let E^(() be a function of and 
Assume ^  is  a  minimizing value  of  H^(() .  Suppose  for  any 6  >  0 ,  
1 im P[ iDf (H„({) - > 0) = 1. 
n-» oD IÇ—Ç I > à 
Then 
3^ in probability. 
(5.12) 
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Proot If in probability is not true, there is a 5 > 0 such that 
P[Ûn — ^1 > f ] does not converge to 0. 
Therefore, there is a subsequence {nj^} and 6 > 0 such that 
P[| ^1 > ] > e for all k = 1,2,... 
Since [| \ > f] impUes [ inf (H (() - H ( f)) < 0], we have 
K Iv Ç 1^® k k 
,(H. (Ô-H (0)<0]>P[|f. -f| >;]>efor k = 1,2,.. 
k k k 
Therefore, 
limsup P[ inf m (£) - < 0] > 0 
n-*m |ç~Ç 1^® 
i.e. 
liminfP[iDf m&-\(f))>0]<l, 
n-»oD |ç~ç 1^® 
contradicting (5.12). 
We establish weak consistency of the three estimators defined in Definition 
5.2 — Definition 5.4 by checking (5.12). First we summarize approximations of 
z'r-i(flz, Y{r-i(flYj. i'r-:(4i, Y{r-'(flz. i'r;\«)z. 
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Theorem 5.6. Consider model (5.1). Under Assumption 5.1, the followings are true 
i) 8up|Z'r-l(«)Z-b(^ S e?| = 0  (n). 
9 j=l J ^ 
ii) «up |Yjr;l(^Yj-c2d'(«) s W^jl =0|,(nV2), 
iii) sup |I'I^l((01-nd^(fl| = Op(l), 
iT) sup |Y^r;\^Z| = Oj,(n), 
T) sup |i'r;i(«)Yi -c/(^ ? Wj_j| = Op(ii), 
vi) .up I l'r-l(«)Z-c„d2(fl S ejl =0 (1), 
0 j=l *' ^ 
where 
= ifo A"''? s^'^IHI+s' 
° =0"^' 
Wj = ei + ... + ej, j = 1, 2,..., Wq = 0, 
for {Vj} and {dj} defined in (2.6). Note that v?, j = 0,1,... are the values of Vj in 
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(2.6) evaluated dX 0= é^. 
vii) The result i) — vi) are also true if is used in place of r~^( S). 
Proof. Since, if we show i) — vi) for in place of r^(^ results i) — vi) follow 
from Lemma (3.5) and Lemma (2.8), we give only a proof for D^D^. 
Proof of i). This is a consequence of (3.12). 
Proof of ii). Following the argument applied to (3.39), 
Vj-1 + J ''n.kjVM + j£i kij WkJ'M 
n n n-max(i,j) 
+ .=0 
2 
where d , b_ , ., and c_ , , are defined in (3.40). Recall that b_ % , and c„ , . are 
n,k,j' n,k,j ^ ' n,lc,j n,k,j 
uniformly exponentially declining as are shown in (3.41). Observe that, by Lemma 
3.10-v), 
s VA''-j|z^y. il =0 (1,3/2) (5.13) 
j=l k=l * P 
and 
j!i Jj ^""''1 Vj-il = («•") 
Also 
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n n n-max(i,j) 
^®i=lj=l sfo ^j-lV|i-j|+s = (5.15) 
Now let 
If we show 
'j " kmO k!=0 ''k.Vk.+k, 
T '"j=l + jfi Jj»k+l-jVj-ll= (516) 
we can conclude, from (3.41) and (5.13) — (5.16) that 
sap lYp^D^Yj -d  ^ ^£jVhI = °pW' (517) 
Now let's consider (5.16). We have 
- !i Î Wj-i+j!i 
= " + k!i + "«)' 
We can easily show (see Appendix 8.4.1) 
and 
7 C f !j!k+iVkvoi=opW (5.18) 
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00 00 
^ n k s ~ .  ^  ~  ^  
' ' j=n—k+1 ^ j=k-fl+l ^ 
and 
n—1 k 
s=iA+A+'-j 
Observe that, for some M < o and A E (0,1), 
sup I a' , I < M(A^-^ + A^-^). (5.22) Q u,iw,o 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.10-i) and Lemma 3.10-41), 
T' kll j=i'i.k.8Vsl = OpW-
Also note that 
sjp|R,| = supl Y < M Y 
<M(l-Arl|zJ°Ëjz,|=Oj,(i). 
Therefore, 
Sg = Op(n). (5.24) 
From (5.18), (5.19), and (5.24), we conclude (5.16) and hence (5.17). Finally, 
observe that, by Lemma 3.12-ii) and Appendix 8.4.2, 
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n j—1 
j!i k!i Vj-i =yj_i = 4 j + oy/:). (6.25) 
A 
Therefore from (5.17), (5.25), and boundedness of d (ff), we conclude ii). 
Proof of iii). Note that 
0 1 n—1 
I'D' = ( S d., E d.,..., E d.). (5.26) 
^ j=0 J j=0 J j=0 J 
Therefore, 
n—1 k « n—1 n n „ 
l'D'D„l= E ( E dy = E (Ed.- E d.)^ 
k=0 j=0 ^ k=0 j=0 ^ j=k+l ^ 
n—1 n „ n—1 n n n—1 n „ 
=  E  ( E d . ) ^ - 2 E  ( E d . ) (  E  d . ) +  E  (  E  d . ) ^  
k=0 j=0 ^ k=0 j=0 j=k+l J k=0 j=k+l ^ 
= — 2S2 + Sg, say. (5,27) 
Now note that 
8up|S, -nd I = sup I n(d- E d.) -nd | = 0 $ ^ e j=n+l J 2 ..2, _ (1)^ 
and 
Therefore, 
sup ISgl =0(1), 
sup |Sg| = 0(1). 
sup|l'D^D^l-nd^| = 0(1). 
Proof of iv). This is proved in Lemma 3.11. 
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Proof of v). Note that 
^1% ° jlo'*"-!-// 
Therefore, combining (5.26) and (5.28), 
Note that 
n—1 k n—1 oD n—1 m 
S S d^ . dj = S S d% ' d; •— E S d^ • d-
k=ji j2=0 k=jij2=0 k=jij2=k+l J' 
gd go gd cd h—1 go 
E E d, . d. — S S d^ 'd. — S S d, . d. 
k=ji j2=0 k=n j2=0 k=jij2=k+l 
= say. 
Now, letting M and A be the coefGdents of uniformly exponential decline of {dj}, 
sup |a . I < M^[ Ê S A^"j»+j2+V I A^"j'+j2] 
0 k=nj2=0 k=jij2=k+l 
< M^(l-A)-^[ Ë A^-j» + Aj'(l-A^)-^] 
k=n 
< M2(1-A)-^[(I-A)-1 A^-ji + Aj)(l-A^)-^]. (5.30) 
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From (5.30), we conclude that 
See Appendix 8.4.3 for details. Therefore, 
n-1 
sup I l'DiD„Yj - Ï y.| = 0 (n). (5.32) 
9 j=0 ^ 
Now it is easy to show (see Appendix 8.4.2) 
n—1 n—1 
E y. — Cq s W. j + 0 (n). (5.33) j=l •• j=l ^ 
Therefore, from (5.32) and (5.33), result v) follows. 
n-1 
Proof of vi). By the same argument applied to get (5.32) and by using 2 a . z. j 1=1 
= Op(l) instead of using (5.31), we get 
n n—1 
sup 11'D^D^Z - d^ _ E^Zjl = Op(l). (5.34) 
We have 
n n 
S z. = Co E e. + 0 fl). (5.35) j=lJ Uj=lJ P 
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See (8.16) in 8.3.2. Therefore the result follows from (5.34), (5.35), and the 
boundedness of d = d(<^ in 0E 8. • 
In Lemma 5.7, utilizing Theorem 5.6, we verify condition (5.12) in Lemma 
5.5 for Q^{0,p,fi) and S^(0,p,/i) defined in Definition 5.2 and Definition 5.4. Lemma 
5.7, combined with Lemma 5.5, gives us the weak consistency of the least squares 
estimator and the ordinary least squares estimator of the parameters in model (5.1) 
under Assumption 5.1. 
Lemma 5.7. Consider model (5.1). Suppose that Assumption 5.1 holds. Let 
Qj^{0,p,n) and be defined in Definition 5.2 and Definition 5.4. Given f > 0, 
let 
8 ( = { ( W )  e B x f  :  >  S } .  
Then, for any f > 0, 
i) 1 im P[iiif{ qjW) - >01 = 1 
n-»(D 6 g 
and 
ii) lim P[«f{ S (W) - >01 = 1. 
n-»œ 8 g 
Proot We give only a proof of i) because once one of i) or ii) established, the other 
follows directly from Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 3.5. We can write 
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+ (WlRgg + (5.36) 
where 
oo ® 0 0 œ 
(D m o 
R 
and 
d = d(^ = E d.((^, Cq = S v., j=0 ^ j=0 ^ 
i„ = Yir;i(^Yi-c5d2j w2_j. 
«2n = 2Yir;l(«)Z, 
Wj_i. 
R^^ = sum of all remaining terms. (5.37) 
Note that terms in R^ correspond to terms i), iii), vi) in Theorem 5.6 without 
sup I • I. Observe that 
inf{Q^(»,^,*.)-Q„(^,)>V)} 
^6 
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> inf {b(Q - b(^)} .S e? + inf ( Ï wL -JjJ 
j-1 8^ j-1 
- 21 /i(l-p)cQV^ ( I j£j^^j-11 ~ ^ 3n' ^ - I l-P I ^2^ - , (5-38) 
where 
'la = »71 '4ii I • '2a = 'JPI "2111 > V = »JP I ®3n I • '4n = »JPI »4ii I • 
and 
V = inf |d(^|. 
Q 
By Theorem 5.6, 
'in = '2n ~ 'Sn ~ '4n ~ 
Also, by an argument similar to that used in Appendix 8.2.33, 
d= [(l-mj^)'"(l-mq)] ^[(1-mj^)» • *(1-m^)], 
* * 
where (m^,..., m^) and (m^^ m^) are the roots of characteristic equations (5.2) 
and (5.3). Therefore, with ri defined in Assumption 1.1, 
V > r P > 0 .  
Now let 
^ ^/3}, 
^ 2 S ~  n {1/9 ~P^I ^ ^/3}» 
and 
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- ^ /^}' 
Then 
0^C Bi^U 02^0 Bg^ (5.40) 
Also let 
CJ«) = (l>(fl-l>(^)lS e? 
J=1 J 
and 
D.w = (1-f . z _ - Il J - 21X W)C|, I T^'d .% W. + n„2,2 
J=1 •' J=1 "' 
Since b(^ > b(^) for all B, we have 
n"^ inf C Jfl) —E-» inf (b(6) - b(^))((T°)^ = 0. (5.41) 
We have 
P[n ^ inf {D^(^,/i) - | l-p| ^ 2^ - > 0] -• 1. (5.42) 
See Appendix 8.4.4. Since b(^ > b((P) for 0i^ (/'(see Appendix 8.2.9) 
lim P[n ^ inf C^(^ > 0] = 1. (5.43) 
n-» oD BI ^  
Observe that 
|l-/)|r2n-'4n 
> (1 - { . y W j _ i - W ) = ' } - ( 1  - 1 , ) \ ^ - l l - f i r ; , -
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Since n ^ E^(Wj_j-W)^ converges in distribution to Jg {W(r) -/J W(t)dt}^dr 
which is positive a.e. we get, by (5.39), 
1 i m P[n ^ i nf {D^(/?,/i) - |l-f| - r^} > 0] = 1. (5.44) 
n-»aD 02^ 
Next we show 
1 im P[n ^ inf {Dj^(p,^) - | l-p|> 0} = 1. (5.45) 
n-»(D 8gg 
Let 6 = 1/10 and define 
and 
Ba=83{n{|p-l|>n"'/^+'}-
Also let 
and 
If we show 
= {DJM- |l-^|r2n-W- (5 46) 
n 
limP[n ^ a > 0] = 1 and limP[n ^ b > 0] = 1 (5.47) 
n-^oD n-*oB 
then we can say (5.45). Due to (5.39) we have 
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sup[|l-p| r2^-r4n]=0pW 
n 
and there is Bq such that 
|/i| > f/4, for all n > and {6,p,n) € A^. (5.49) 
Therefore, by (5.48), 
i J f {Dj^(p,/i) - 11-pI Tjn -r^} = i J f Dj^{p,fi) + 0p(n). (5.50) 
Since ( E Wj_^)"^r^^ = 0^(1) and ( E Wj_^)"^rg^ = 0^(1), the terms r^^ and 
J—1 J—1 
rg^ have no effect on the limiting behavior of D^{p,n). Hence we can set r^^ = r^^ 
= 0 for the simplicity of algebra. Setting r^^ = r^^ = 0, we have 
r' V''') = -2|mMc„ 
= .2 wL IKwXol - If .£,w. j|/( s w2 )i2 
J—1 J—1 J—i 
+  Ê  W : / / (  s  W ? _ i ) ]  
J=1 "" J=1 •' 
> .% ||(W)Cg| - W. J/( Ê )]' 
J=1 •' J=1 •• J=1 
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+ n/( ï W. , - W )^/ S wL. (6.51) j=l j=l •" 
Therefore, combining (5.49) and (5.51), for n > ng 
> ( w V( ? Wj_i - W )^/+ Op(l) (5.52) 
=> («/4)V [ /J{w(i) - ;iw(i)di)^di]/;^w:(r)di. (5.53) 
Since the distribution in (5.53) is positive a.e., 
lim P[n""^a^ > 0] = 1. (5.54) 
n-)(D 
Next, on setting r^^ = rg^ = 0, 
s W2_j-2b-1/4+^|^j,|,2| i Wj_i|-{(l+fj:2. + r^,} 
J—1 J—1 
> n-l/2+2Cj.y Ê w? .+np?V^-2\fic\ E W. 4- 0 (n-^/^+^"+^) 
0 j_| j-1 ° j=l P 
> n'^/^+^^c^V^ Ê^(Wj_i - W)^ + Op(n^/2+^^). (5.55) 
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Since 
we have 
n~2 Ê (W. 1- Wf => r\w(r) - fV(t)dt}2(ir (5.56) j=i Jq Jq 
1 
P[n~^ > 0] = P[n"^/^"2\ > 0] -• P[(a°)^j W^(r)dr > 0] = 1. (5.57) 
Therefore, combining (5.38)-(5.45), 
1 Im P[ta£{ QJW) - > 0 ] 
n-»oD 6 g 
> lim P[inf + D^(/?,;f) - I l-pIr2n -14^} > 0 ] by (5.38) 
n-*tD 8 g 
> 1 im P[ inf n"^{C ( ff) + B {p,n) - 11-p| r^ - } > 0 ] by (5.40) 
n.œ 
> lim P[n ^ inf{inf C^(^, inf{D^(/),/f) - |l-p|r2n-r4^}. 
n-»oD ^26 
inf{D^(/,,/f) - 11-/?Ix^rT '4n^^ > ^y (5.41), (5.42) 
= 1 by (5.43), (5.44), and (5.45). [ 
In Theorem 5.8, we show the weak consistency of the three estimators of {0, 
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p, fi, a) in model (5.1). The weak consistency of estimators of {$, p, n) is a 
consequence of Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.7. 
Theorem 5.8. Consider model (5.1). Suppose Assumption 5.1 holds. Then 
( 9 ,  p  ,  f i ,  o r ) ,  ( 0 ,  p  ,  f i ,  a ) ,  a n d  { 0 ,  p  ,  f i ,  <r) converge to (^, p ,  f i  ,  a  )  
in probability. 
PiooL The weak consistency of { 0 ,  p  ,  f i ) ,  { 0 ,  p ,  f i )  i b  &  consequence of Lemma 
5.5 and Lemma 5.7. We give a proof of weak consistency of a. The proof of weak 
consistency of <t is similar. The weak consistency of a follows from the observations 
? = n-\Co^ .k < zr\{lPA)C) -E- wf (5.58) 
and 
? = rr\Ci,p'ii) = n-i[z'r-\4z + 
-2XW)l'r;l(«)Y^ + + 2(1 
(5.59) 
> m-'r-'(QZ 
+ ll-lillf[(W)\YJYj+ 21WI ,up I Y^r-1( 0Z - I Ml' r-'(^ Y^ I ] + 0 ( 1 )  
p 0 
> - «-i»up| Yjr;i(oz - ii'r;\«)Yi | ^/(•'oYiYj) 
0 
= .-%'(#-Op(l)-E-. (crV. 
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where i/« = inf ||r^(Ô)|| > 0. See Theorem 2.10. The weak convergence of 
n , 0  
n~^r~^(^Z to {(P)^ is a consequence of Lemma 3.7-iii). A proof of weak 
consistency of {9,p,fjL) can be obtained by the same argument given in the proof of 
Theorem 3.8. A proof of weak consistency of a can be obtained by the same 
argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.15. • 
In Lemma 5.9, we improve the order of (p — 1), (p — 1) and (p — 1) to 
Op(n~^/^). An order of Op(n~^/^) for (p — 1), (p — 1) and (p — 1) is necessary for 
the expansion used in establishing the limiting distribution of (p — 1), {p — 1) and (p 
-1). 
Lemma 5.9. Consider model (5.1). Let Assumption 5.2 hold. Then 
i) -1) = Op(l), 
ii) -1) = Op(l), 
iii) nl/%_l) = Op(l). 
Proof. Since the proofs of ii) and iii) are similar to the proof of i), we give only a 
proof of i). From (5.59) and the consistency of ip,fi,<T)y and using n {S)Z -£-» 
= Oj,(n). and I p-'MZ = we have 
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+ ?i'r-:(^i] -£-. o. 
Therefore, from Theorem 5.6, 
Sa'=^ i|-'[(l-p)''{c§,ï W' + RJ - ZXWCgZ W.J + ni?]d\0) -E-. 0, j—1 j—1 
where = d"^(Â)Yjr^\^Yj - Cq . Therefore, 
S„= {i-n-\l-p)Co Ê^Wj_i}2+ n-\w)2c2 {S{w^j-wf+ -2. 0. 
(5.60) 
Consequently, 
m-\l-f)^cg {IKWj_j - Wf + c-\} —E-. 0. (5.61) 
By Theorem 5.6, = 0 (n^/^) and hence 
n-^{il(Wj_j - W)^ + Cg\} => ('Yj\w(r) - J V(t)dt} V. (5.62) 
Therefore, 
= Op(i) 
by the argument used in Appendix 8.2.34. • 
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5.3. Derivatives of 
We define the partial derivatives of = Q^(^,We use the same 
notation for derivatives that was used in Chapter 4 because no confusion will result. 
The partial derivatives of 
q,(W) = -2Mi-/>)i'r^'(flYi 
are 
dQ 1 1 1  Q 2(l-p)Yir-\(^Yj + 2imVT-\0)Y^ - 2Y{T-\0)Z, 
^ Op 
a q  1 1 1  Q^ = — = -2(1-t,)1'I^^(«Y j + 2(1 VT-\ff)l-2-l'T-\e)Z, 
dQ 
Q* —=(Y-fY; -fl)'G,(Y-fY^ -Al), 
1 off- 1  
â^Q 
1^ ' 
d^q. 
d^q 
d p d f i  
V = ^  =2-i'r;i(9)Yi. 
%e.= ^  = - 2(l-P)YiG^ Y, + 2^1'G^ Y, - 2Y/G^^Z, 
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%% = ^ = - 2(W)rGgY, + 2M lGg,l - 2. rGgZ, 
= (Y-/»Y^ -Ml)'G^^(Y-pYi -Ml), 
rj de.^do^ '• 
^ppp - %pii - %tiiJL - Q/imm -
Vr^.=^*iV»' 
Ô^Q 
° Vi' 
= -2(W)Y/Gg_gYi + 2m1'G^,^Y^ -2Y{G^_gZ, dpdo^de^ ' 1 1 - e^i»j 1 1 t'jj/j 
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and 
a^Q 
VA= (5.63) 
1 J A 
for i, j, k = 1, 2,..., r, where G^, G^ ^, Gg ^ a are the partial derivatives of 
1 1 J 1 J * 
^(fl) and r = p + q. As in Chapter 4, let 
Qff- Qpg- (Qpg^'-,Qpg^)% Qjiff-
(5.64) 
Also let Qgg, Q^gg be the r x r matrices with (i,j) elements Qg g , Qp0,g> 
^H0.6. '^Gspectively. For each i = 1, 2,..., r, let be the r x r matrix with (j,k) 
element Let Qgg0 = (Qg^gff>—>Qg^g^- Also let 
Q° = P°, A, Q* = P*, A 
Q = > p I /^)> Q = > p I /*)» Q = QjiC^ > P »/^)» (5.65) 
* * * 
where (^ , p , ) is a vector to be defined. We use similar notation for Qg, Q^, 
Q /i' ^pp> ^pfj,' Q /i/i' ^pg> '^00' ^p00 ' ^ ii00 ' ^ pp0 ' Qp/fg ' Q /i/fg ' ^000 
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evaluated at the different vectors. For example Qg is the vector of first order partial 
derivatives of evaluated at (0, /?, /f) = (éP, , fP). 
5.4. Umiting Distribution of Estimators 
In Lemma 5.10, we establish the orders in probability of the third order 
derivatives of 
* 
Lemma 5.10. Consider model 5.1. Suppose Assumption 5.2 holds. If (p — 1) = 
0p(n~^/^), n* = Op(l), and (/ - ^ ) = 0^(1), then 
%pe = Op(:^^). = OpW, 
^p00 ~ ^fi00 = ^000 = G6) 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 5.6, (5.63)—(5.65), and Theorem 2.14. • 
By Lemma 5.9, {p — 1), (p — 1), and {p — 1) are Op(n~^/^). Therefore, any 
{p , fi , 0 ) between {p°, fP, ^) and ( p ,  f i ,  f f ) ,  between {p^, fP, ^) and { p ,  /z, 0 )  or 
between (p°, fP,é^) and (/>, fi, satisfy (5.66). 
In Lemma 5.11, we establish the orders of Q°^and 
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Lemma 5.11. Consider model 5.1. Suppose Assumption 5.2 holds. Then 
Proof of 1). This is shown in Lemma 4.2 — i). 
Proof of ii). From (5.63), we have 
Therefore it suffices to show 
By the same argument applied to (4.8), 
where a^ is defined in (4.9). From (4.10), a^ is exponentially declining in 
[ii-jzl. Therefore = Op(n^/^). See Appendix 8.4.5 for details. • 
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In Lemma 5.12, we establish the limiting distribution of (n~^Q°^, 
n""^Q°, n~^/^Q°, and probability limits of vT^Q^g and n""^ Q^. In 
Theorem 5.13, by the second order Taylor expansion of Q^, Q^, we derive an 
expression of [n(/) — 1), n^/^ ft, n^/^ ($— ^)] which is essentially function of 
Lemma 5.12. Consider model 5.1. Suppose Assumption 5.2 holds. Then 
=> [j V(r)dr, d/wWdr, -2->(W^(l) -1). -d(,W(l)l 
ii) d-VSqO => N,(0, V(f)), 
n * V(^), 
cd 
where V(^) is defined in Lemma 4.12 and dg = E d.(^). j=0 J 
Proof of i). From Theorem 5.6, 
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2-l(n-»Q», n-l/2Q» R-IQ^' 
= (-«"'.S Wj_iej. -n-1/2 d„W„, .Ï^w5_i. dg)' + 0^(1). 
Therefore, by Donsker's invariance principle (Theorem A.8 in Appendix A), and 
continuous mapping Theorem (Theorem A.9 in Appendix A) the result i) holds. 
Proof of ii). This is done in Lemma 4.3-ii). • 
We now give the main result of this section. The limiting distribution of 
n(p -1), n(p -1), and'n(^— 1) 
is shown to be the same as that of Dickey and Fuller (1979). The limiting 
distribution of 
f ) ,  n^/^(g- ^), f )  
is a multivariate normal distribution. Moreover the two limiting distributions are 
independent. 
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Theorem 5.13. Let model (5.1) and Assumption 5.1 hold. Then 
(n(/ï-l),n^/V)' => 
2"^[W^ ( 1) -1- W( 1 ) fV( r ) dr] / [ ^  {W(r)-fV(t ) dt}^dr 
Jo J 0 Jo 
,Co[-2" ^ {W^(l)-1} j ^W(r)  d r+w( l)j^w2 ( r)dr] / J ^{W(r)-j^W(t)dt}^dr 
and 
nl/2(i_ f) => N,(0,V-1(^)), 
GO 1 
where dg = E dj(6r) and V" [fi) is defined in (4.12), Moreover the two limiting 
distributions are independent. The limiting distribution of 
and 
is the same as the limiting distribution of 
(n(p -1), O). 
Proot The second order Tylor expansion of (Q^, Q^, Qg) at (0°, iP) is 
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0 = 
aV 
Qw 9%, 
Qpj Q^f Qw 
+ 1/2 
) 'Qff, Qg/'^i) + Qg^,4+(<^f)'Q.m 
(^ ''i'n.i Qg;«(M) + + (f-''')'Qjw 
symmetric 
-1 /7-1 
/i 
* * •. 
where ( I . P . H  ) wMch defines ( i  g , , Q ^fg, Q f g g i s  between 
(^, /f^) and (f, /?, /f), and (^^)*Qggg is deOned in (4.29). From Theorem 5.8, 
Lemma 5.9, Lemma 5.10, and Lemma 5.11, 
(^A'q^w=Op(m=/^), 
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Op(n), 
and 
+ C^^)^^gg0 - °pW' (5.69) 
Also, from Lemma 5.11 
and 
<5?, = OpW 
Q%, = 
Therefore, 
n(M) 
.1/2; . 
+0p(l).-»%+0p(l) 
+V" W 
Op( l )  
",(1) 
O p ( l )  O p ( l )  0  ' Q j ( r f O p ( l )  
""'q; 
n-l/2Q° 
(5.70) 
The result (5.70), together with Lemma 5.12, gives the limiting distribution of n { p  —  
1), v}f^fi and ib}'I\o— é^). The limiting distribution of n{p — 1), n^/^((? — 
^) and n(/? — 1), n^/^/T, n^/^(^— ^) can be obtained by the same method used in 
the proof of Theorem 4.4. The independence of the two limiting distributions is a 
consequence of Theorem 2.2 of Chan and Wei (1988). • 
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5.5. Limiting Distribution of Regression t-statistics 
In this section, we define the regression t-statistics and investigate their 
limiting distributions. To define the test statistics we first define the covariance 
matrix of the limiting distribution of the estimators. Consider e^{Y',0,p,fi) defined in 
(5.10). Let 
d 
^ dp 
d 
W t(Y;^,M = — e^{Y\e,p,fi), 
^ on 
and 
d 
i  =  1 ,  2 , p + q .  ( 5 . 7 1 )  
i Op. 
Let Wg^iY-,0,p,fi) be the (p+q)-dimensional column vector with i—th element 
Wg ^ {Y-,0,p,fi). Also define 
y{Y-Ap,fi) = 
n 2 » n 
• i W'(Y-, s W ^(Y;»,f,f)W_(Y;W) S W ,(Y;9,ftrtW^(Yi«,p,,j) 
t—1 t-*-l t™1 
J J w2j(Y; W) WJ((Y; 0,p,l,) 
symmetric g^(YAp.^)W'^(Y-Ap.l') 
(5.72) 
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The covariance matrix is estimated by replacing (Û, p, /i) of (5.72) with its 
estimator. The regression t-statistics are defined as 
T= (*>-l)(Coa^)~'/^, 
(5.73) 
where Cj^, Cq, Cj^  are be the upper left elements of V~ (Y;0,p,/i), and 
V~\Y;û,p,fi) respectively, and Ar"^(Y;tf,/5,/i) is defined in (5.72). 
Next we define t-statistics of Thinking the test : ^ = we define 
ti = (^. — ^)(dQ jtr^) 
= (^ ~ ^ 1» *••> P+1> (5.74) 
where d^ j, dg ., and dj^ j are the (i+2, i+2) elements of matrices V~ (Y;û,p,fi), 
V~\Y;0,p,fi), and V~\Y;0,p,p), respectively. 
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In Theorem 5.14, we establish the limiting distribution of r, r, r, t., t., and 
t j ,  i  =  1 , p + q .  
Theorem 5.14. Let model (5.1) and Assumption 5.1 hold. Then 
r => 2-^{W^(l) -1 - W(l)J^W(r)dr}/[J^{W(r) - j^W(t)dt}^dr]^/^ (5.75) 
and tj => N(0,1), i = 1,..., p+q. The limiting distributions of r and {t., i = 1,..., 
p+q} are independent. The limiting distribution of (r, tj = 1,..., p+q) and (r, t., i 
= 1,..., p+q) is the same as that of (r, tj, i = 1,..., p+q). 
PFOOI Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5. • 
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6. SIMULATION STUDY 
A Monte Carlo experiment was run to investigate the empirical size of the 
test of the null hypothesis p = 1. The test was based on the three estimators: 
the least squares estimator, the ordinary least squares estimator, and the maximum 
likelihood estimator. Also the empirical sizes of the unit root test based on the 
regression statistics and the empirical sizes of the test of a hypothesis about the 
moving average parameter are investigated. Data are generated from the model 
y^ = y^_2 + e^ + t = 1, 2,..., n, (6.1) 
where yg = 0, {e^}^_Q is an iid N(0,1) sequence. We considered n = 100, 500 and /? 
= —0.8, —0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.8. For each of the 2x5 combinations of (n, 0), one thousand 
samples of {e^}^_Q were generated by RNNOA in IMSL package. We used 14367 as 
a seed. The same (n + 1) values of e^'s are used for all /? = —0.8, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.8. 
Yt = At-l + ®t + A-1' (6 2) 
and 
** ** ** 
y t = M  + / '  y t _ i  +  e ^ + ^  ( 6 . 3 )  
* * 
where (p , /? ) is the least squares estimator, the ordinary least squares estimator, 
** ** 
or the maximum likelihood estimator in the model without intercept and {p , fi , 
** 
P ) is the least squares estimator, the ordinary least squares estimator, or the 
maximum likelihood estimator in the model with intercept. Minimizations are 
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performed by BCONG in IMSL package. In the minimization steps, we restricted p 
to [—2, 2], /3 to [-0.999, 0.999], and fi to [—2, 2]. The initial values for the 
minimization were set to the true values. 
6.1. Unit Root Test in a Modd without Intercept 
We consider the test of the null hypothesis that the data are generated by 
model (6.1) against the alternative hypothesis that the data are generated by the 
stationary model 
yt = fiVt-i + «t #1-1' t = 1. 2,..., n. (6.4) 
For each combination of (n, 0),  we fitted model (6.2) one thousand times. The test 
is based on the estimator (p , /? ) in the fitted model (6.2). For each fitted model 
the unit root test : p = 1 against : /? < 1 with size a = 0.05 and a = 0.01 is 
done. The critical values of the test can be obtained from Fuller (1976, p.371 and p. 
373). The test statistics are n(/? — 1) and the corresponding t—statistics. The 
* * 
t-statistic is (p — 1) divided by estimated standard error of p and is defined in 
(4.39). It should be mentioned that, in the calculation of (4.39), <t = 
Qn('^»^)/(^~2), = Sj^(/3,p)/(n-2), and = Q^(^,/))/(n-2) are used instead of 
Qn(Âp)/n. S J/5,/9)/n, and Q^(Â/))/n respectively. 
* 
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 contain the fractions of estimated values of n(p — 1) 
less than the a = 0.05 and a = 0.01 critical values. The critical values obtained 
from Fuller (1976) are-7.9, -8.0, -13.3, and -13.7 for (n,a) = (100, 0.05), (500, 
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0.05), (100, 0,01), and (500, 0.01) respectively. We can see that for size a — 0.05 the 
empirical sizes of the tests agree well with the theoretical values 0.05 for values of 
= -0.5, 0, 0.5, and 0.8. However, for a = 0.01 and n = 100, the empirical sizes 
depend on the values of /?. When /? = 0, the empirical sizes (0.012, 0.012, 0.012) 
agree with the theoretical value of 0.01 quite well. As 0 moves away from 0, the 
empirical sizes deviate from 0.01 moderately. When n = 500, the empirical sizes are 
close to the theoretical value of 0.01 for all value of /?. In the tables we do not see 
any difference among the empirical sizes of the three estimators, except for = -0.8 
and n = 100. For P = —0.8 and n = 100, it seems that the least squares estimator 
has better size than the ordinary least squares estimator and the maximum 
* 
likelihood estimator. In general, we can say that n(/7 — 1) converges in distribution 
to its limit quite well in the sense of size. 
Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 contain the fractions of the regression t-statistics in 
the fitted model (6.2) less than the critical values for size a = 0.05 and a = 0.01. 
The critical values of the regression t-statistics are —1.95, —1.95, —2.60, and —2.58 
for (n, £k) = (100, 0.05), (500, 0.05), (100, 0.01), and (500, 0.01) respectively. For n 
= 100, we observe that the t—statistics for P = -0.8 have better better sizes than 
the t-statistics for other /^s. For n = 100 and a = 0.05, and for ^ = 0.8 the sizes of 
the t-statistics differ from 0.05. For n = 500, the t-statistics îot 0=0 have better 
sizes than the t-statistics for other ^'s. For n = 500 and a = 0.05, the sizes for 0 = 
—0.8 and /? = 0.8 seems to be far from 0.05. For n = 500 and a = 0.01, the 
t-statistics seem to have empirical sizes close to 0.01. Except for n = 100 and 0 = 
-0.8, the three t-statistics have similar empirical sizes. It seems that the least 
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squares estimator has better size than the ordinary least squares estimator and the 
maximum likelihood estimator for n = 100 and 0  = —0.8. Comparing Table 6.3 
* 
with Table 6.1 and Table 6.4 with Table 6.2, we see that p has better empirical 
sizes than that of the t—statistics except for n = 100 and 0 = -0.8. 
* 
We conclude that tests based on n(p — 1) have quite good empirical sizes for 
all value of n and /? considered. The test based on the regression t-statistics seems 
* 
to have reasonable empirical sizes but does not have as good empirical sizes as n(/7 — 
1), especially when ^ 0 and n = 500. Also we can say that the least squares 
estimator offers better size than the ordinary least squares estimator and the 
maximum likelihood estimator for 0 dose to —1 and n small. 
6.2. Unit Root Test in a Model with Intercept 
We consider the test of the null hypothesis that the data are generated by 
model (6.5) with p = 1 against the alternative hypothesis that the data are 
generated by model (6.5) with p <1, where model (6.5) is 
~ A' PY^ 2 ^t 1' ^ ~ (6 5) 
Schwert(1989) performed a comprehensive Monte Carlo study for model 
(6.5). He considered the procedures proposed by Dickey and Fuller (1979), Phillips 
(1987), Said and Dickey (1984,1985). He calculated empirical sizes of tests of Hq.* p 
= 1 with a — 0.01 and a — 0.05. 
For each of the 2x5 combinations of (n, /?), we fitted model (6.3) 1000 
** ** ** 
times. The test is based on the estimator {p , (i , 0 ) in the fitted model (6.3). 
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For each fitted model the unit root test ; p = 1 against : p < 1 with size a = 
** 
0.05 and a = 0.01 is done. The test statistics are n{p —1) and the corresponding 
** 
t-statistics. The t-statistics are {p — 1) divided by the estimated standard error 
** 
of p and are defined in (5.73). It should be mentioned that, in the calculation of 
(5.73), (T^ = Qn(Â/?,/i)/(n-3), = Sj^(^,/7,At)/(n-3), and = Qj^(Âp,//)/(n-3) are 
used instead of S^()9,/9,/z)/n, and Qj^(/9,/9,/i)/n respectively. 
** 
Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 contain the fractions of estimated values of n(/7 — 
1) less than the critical values for sizes a = 0.05 and a = 0.01. The critical values 
obtained from Fuller (1976) are —13.7, —14.0, —19.8, and —20.5 for (n,») = (100, 
0.05), (500, 0.05), (100, 0.01), and (500, 0.01) respectively. First consider the case of 
** 
n = 100. When /? = —0.8, the empirical sizes of the test based on n(/7 — 1) differ 
from the theoretical values. The least squares estimator shows less deviation from 
the theoretical size than does the ordinary least squares estimator and the maximum 
likelihood estimator. As 0 increases to —0.5, the empirical sizes improve to (0.078, 
0.084, 0.088) and (0.028, 0.029, 0.028). For /? = 0, 0.5, 0.8, the empirical sizes are 
reasonable. For n = 500, the empirical sizes for P = —0.5, 0, 0.5, and 0.05 are 
reasonable. For P = -0.8, the empirical sizes are much better at n = 500 than at n 
= 100. 
Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 contain the fractions of the regression t-statistics 
less than the critical values for sizes a = 0.05 and a = 0.01. The critical values 
obtained from Fuller (1976) are —2.89, —2.87, -3.51, and —3.44 for (n, a) = (100, 
0.05), (500, 0.05), (100, 0.01), and (500, 0.01) respectively. When n = 100, the 
regression t—statistics have poor empirical sizes both for a = 0.05 and a = 0.01. 
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When n = 500 and 0 = 0 ,  0.5, 0.8, the regression t-statistics have empirical sizes 
dose to the theoretical values both for a = 0.05 and a = 0.01. When n = 500 and /? 
-0.8, -0.5, the empirical sizes are a little bit away from the theoretical values. 
** 
We conclude that the tests based on n(p — 1) have reasonable sizes when n 
** 
is as large as 500. When n = 100, the n { p  —1) tests also have reasonable sizes 
** 
except for 0 = -0.8. It seems that p has better size than the regression t—statistic. 
There is no difference in the sizes of the three type estimators except for 0 = -0.8 
and n = 100. When 0 = —0.8 and n = 100, the least squares estimator has better 
size than the ordinary least squares estimator and the maximum likelihood 
estimator. 
6.3. A Test for the Moving Average Parameter 
In this section we investigate the empirical sizes of the one sided test : 0  
= ^ against 0< jP. Table 6.9 - Table 6.12 contain the fractions of the 
t-statistics for 0  less than the critical values for size a = 0.05 and a  = 0.01. In the 
• ** 
fitted model (6.2) and (6.3), t—values for 0  and 0  defined in the equation 
-2 —2 "2 
between (4.39) and (4.40) and equation (5.74) with modified (r , a , and a as in 
section 6.1 and section 6.2 are calculated. The critical values for tests of size a = 
0.05 and a = 0.01 are obtained ùom the standard normal distribution and are 
—1.645 and —2.326 respectively. The results in Table 6.9 and Table 6.10 for the 
model without intercept and the results in Table 6.11 and Table 6.12 for the model 
with intercept show similar patterns. Therefore statements from this point on are 
relevant to both set of tables. For 0=0, the empirical sizes are close to the 
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corresponding theoretical sizes. For not equal to 0, the empirical sizes differ 
considerably from the theoretical values. As n increases from 100 to 500, the gap 
between empirical sizes and theoretical sizes decreases. It is interesting to observe 
that the ordinary least squares estimator has better empirical sizes than the least 
squares estimator and the maximum likelihood estimator, especially for n = 100 and 
/? = -0.8, -0.5 and n = 500 and P = -0.8. Recall that the least squares tests for p 
has better empirical size than the other two estimators for = —0.8 and n small. 
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Table 6.1. Fraction of n(p — 1) in fitted model (6.2) without intercept less than 
the 0.05 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
/?= 
—0.8 0.056 0.068 0.081 0.044 0.043 0.046 
-0.5 0.049 0.056 0.057 0.050 0.050 0.050 
+0.0 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.055 0.055 0.054 
0= +0.5 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.056 0.056 0.057 
+0.8 0.045 0.043 0.042 0.057 0.057 0.057 
Table 6.2. Fraction of n(p — 1) in fitted model (6.2) without intercept less than 
the 0.01 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
—0.8 0.028 0.037 0.036 0.012 0.012 0.012 
/? = 
-0.5 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.011 0.012 0.012 
/? = +0.0 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.012 
/? = +0.5 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.010 0.010 0.010 
P = +0.8 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.012 0.012 0.012 
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Table 6.3. Fraction of regresstion t-statistics in fitted model (6.2) without 
intercept less than the 0.05 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
0 =  —0.8 0.051 0.053 0.060 0.038 0.037 0.042 
0 =  -0.5 0.041 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.044 
0 =  +0.0 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.053 0.053 0.054 
0 =  +0.5 0.043 0.041 0.043 0.059 0.059 0.059 
0 =  +0.8 0.038 0.037 0.038 0.061 0.061 0.061 
Table 6.4. Fraction of regresstion t-statistics in fitted model (6.2) without 
intercept less than the 0.01 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLB 
0 = 
—0.8 0.012 0.021 0.023 0.009 0.009 0.009 
0 = 
-0.5 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.011 
0 = +0.0 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.011 0.011 0.012 
0 = +0.5 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.010 0.010 0.010 
0 = +0.8 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.011 0.011 0.011 
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Table 6.5. Fraction of n(^ — 1) in fitted model (6.3) with intercept less than 
the 0.05 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
/?= 
—0.8 0.154 0.217 0.206 0.064 0.076 0.069 
/?= 
-0.5 0.078 0.084 0.088 0.052 0.054 0.052 
+0.0 0.056 0.057 0.057 0.048 0.048 0.048 
0 =  +0.5 0.043 0.045 0.039 0.047 0.048 0.047 
0 =  +0.8 0.045 0.043 0.043 0.047 0.042 0.046 
Table 6.6. Fraction of n(p — 1) in fitted model (6.3) with intercept less than 
the 0.01 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
0 = 
—0.8 0.080 0.143 0.122 0.017 0.021 0.017 
0 = 
-0.5 0.028 0.029 0.028 0.010 0.010 0.010 
0 = +0.0 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.009 0.009 0.009 
0 = +0.5 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.009 
0 = +0.8 0.008 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.009 0.009 
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Table 6.7 Fraction of regresstion t-statistics for p in fitted model (6.3) with 
intercept less than the 0.05 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
—0.8 0.053 0.046 0.078 0.019 0.022 0.019 
p= 
-0.5 0.010 0.009 0.011 0.039 0.038 0.039 
0= +0.0 0.025 0.025 0.024 0.051 0.051 0.051 
p= +0.5 0.039 0.036 0.038 0.051 0.050 0.052 
p= +0.8 0.057 0.054 0.055 0.054 0.048 0.052 
Table 6.8. Fraction of regresstion t-statistics for p in fitted model (6.3) with 
intercept less than the 0.01 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
/? = -0.8 0.033 0.036 
P  = -0.5 0.002 0.002 
0 = +0.0 0.001 0.000 
P = +0.5 0.006 0.005 
/J =+0.8 0.013 0.013 
0.052 0.006 0.006 0.005 
0.001 0.008 0.009 0.008 
0.001 0.009 0.009 0.009 
0.006 0.008 0.009 0.009 
0.012 0.010 0.008 0.010 
Table 6.9. Fraction of t-statistics for P in fitted model (6.2) without intercept of /? 
less than the 0.05 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
p= 
—0.8 0.221 0.112 0.167 0.091 0.063 0.076 
p= 
-0.5 0.094 0.065 0.073 0.069 0.062 0.066 
p= +0.0 0.061 0.057 0.058 0.057 0.057 0.057 
p= +0.5 0.036 0.039 0.036 0.041 0.044 0.043 
p= +0.8 0.018 0.033 0.024 0.022 0.030 0.025 
Table 6.10. Fraction of t-statistics for P in fitted model (6.2) without intercept 
less than the 0.01 critical value (1000 samples) 
n= 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
/? = 
—0.8 0.189 0.070 0.134 0.037 0.022 0.030 
P = 
-0.5 0.041 0.026 0.032 0.021 0.022 0.018 
P = +0.0 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.016 0.016 0.016 
P = +0.5 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.012 0.013 0.010 
P = +0.8 0.003 0.007 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.002 
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Table 6.11. Fraction of t-statistics for /? in fitted model (6.3) with intercept 
less than the 0.05 critical value 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
/3 = 
—0.8 0.251 0.159 0.212 0.081 0.059 0.068 
0 = 
-0.5 0.085 0.059 0.072 0.060 0.056 0.054 
P = +0.0 0.052 0.050 0.049 0.055 0.054 0.054 
/3 = +0.5 0.030 0.031 0.033 0.041 0.043 0.042 
P = +0.8 0.015 0.027 0.022 0.020 0.029 0.023 
Table 6.12. Fraction of t—statistics for 0 in fitted model (6.3) with intercept 
less than the 0.01 critical value (1000 samples) 
n = 100 n = 500 
LSE OLS MLE LSE OLS MLE 
/? = 
—0.8 0.223 0.139 0.197 0.031 0.020 0.028 
13 = 
-0.5 0.037 0.025 0.033 0.019 0.019 0.019 
P = +0.0 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.014 0.014 0.014 
/? = +0.5 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.009 0.009 0.009 
P = +0.8 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.002 
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6.4. Computational Aspect 
In this section, we describe a computational aspect obtaining QjJiP,p), 
SnCAp), S^(Ap,m) and derivatives of Q^(Ap), SJAp), Qjyi0,P,fi), 
S^{P,p,n) for the simulation model (6.4) and model (6.5). 
First consider model (6.4). Observe that e^(Y;/?,/7) in (1.18) can be obtained 
recursively. The recursion is 
^^i^'Ap) = 7%-PJt-l ~ t = 1,..., n, (6.6) 
where eQ(Y;/î,/?) = 0. Therefore 
s.W = s «.(%) 
can be obtained from (6.6). For Qg(A^) we need to calculate 
(Y - *lY,)'DiM^(A-l+ - pYj), (6.7) 
For model (6.4) and (6.5) we have, by (2.1), 
= (-A (V. M")' and A = 1. 
Therefore 
(A-1+ M^MJ = (1 -/) (6.8) 
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and 
\(M = { i - ^ )/(l - (6.8) 
t—1 
Therefore we can obtain 
QhCAp) = s 
The determinant of r^(^) is 
For the derivatives of Qj^{0,p), Sj^{0,p), and Vj^iPtP) in (4.39), we need to calculate 
the derivatives W^{Y\P,p) and W^(Y;j9,/)) of e^{Y;P,p). From (6.6), W^j(Y;/?,/>) 
and W^(Y;/S,/>) can be obtained recursively 
W^(Y;Art = 
and 
W^(Y; Art = -et_i - Y;Art. (6.9) 
where W^(Y;/î,/?) = W^(Y;/3,p) = 0. From (6.9) we can calculate derivatives of 
Sj^{P,p) and V(Y;/?,p). The derivatives of Sj^{0,p) are 
2 ^^W^{Y-Ap)e^iY-M 
and 
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dS (P,p) n 
s 2 Ï W.(Y;Me.(Y;Af). (6.10) 
dp t=l ' 
Derivatives of term (6.8) can be obtained by calculating derivatives of U^(Y;/3,/)) = 
(-/9)^ej(Y;)S,/>) recursively 
(Y-M 
op ^ 
and 
dUAY-,p,0) . ^ . 
_L_ = + (-/?) *W^(Y;M. (6.11) 
From (6.11) and derivatives (6.10) of Sj^(/S,p) we can calculate the derivatives 
^n(M 9SJ,M dR.^(M 
and 
dp dp dp 
aQn(A/)) as^(Af) 
dp dp dp 
of Qn(Ap). 
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7. APPENDIX A 
PRELIMINARY PROBABILITY THEORY 
We summarize several probability laws which are used in this research. Let 
{e^} be a sequence of iid (0,1) random variables. Define 
Wj = ei + eg + • • • + e. , i = 1, 2,... Wq = 0. (7.1) 
In Theorem A.l — A.3, the well known strong law of large numbers, central 
limit theorem, and law of the iterated logaritm are given. 
Theorem A.I. (The strong law of large number) Let {W^} be defined in (7.1), then 
limW /n -» 1 a.s. 
n-»(D 
Theorem A.2. (The central limit theorem) Let {W^} be defined in (7.1), then 
nl/2w^ => N(0,1). 
Theorem A.3. (The law of the iterated logarithm) Let {W^} be defined in (7.1), 
then 
limsup (2nloglogn)~^/^ W = 1 a.s., 
n-*œ 
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and 
liminf (2nloglogn)~^/^ W = —1 as. 
n-»oD 
The following theorem can be found in Chung (1968, p. 122, exercise 7). 
Theorem A.4. For arbitrary sequence of random variable {X^}, if 
S E1X„| <00 
n=l ^ 
od 
then S X converges a.s. 
n=l 
Example A.5. Let the process {z^} be defined by the model (1.1) with assumption 
od 
1.1. Let {a^} be a absolutely summable sequence, that is S |a^| < m. Then 
n=l 
od 
S a^z^ converges a.s. 
n=l 
Proof. This follows from the stationarity of the process {z^} and Theorem A.4. • 
Now we give the martingale convergence theorem (see Ash 1972, p. 292). 
Definition A.6. Let (il, G, P) be a probability space, {X^ be a sequence of 
integrable random variables on (tt, G, P), and c Gg c ... an increaing sequence of 
sub a-fields of G, is assumed G^- measurable. The sequence {is said to 
b e  a  m a r t i n g a l e  i f f  f o r  a l l n  =  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  E ( X ^ ^ ^ \ G ^  =  X ^  a . e . ,  a  s u b m a r t i n g a l e  i f f  
^(^n+1^ - ^ n ® ^"^P^rmartingale iffE(X^^j\ G J < a.e. 
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Theorem A.7. ((Sab)Maitiiigale convergence theorem) Let {X^, n = 1, 2,...} 
be a submartingale. If sup E|X | < m, there is an integrable random variable X 
n 
such that X„ -« X a.s. n 
For an example, see Lemma 3.9. 
Next we give the Donsker's invariance principle. Let C[0,1] be the space of all 
continuous functions on [0,1] with uniform metric | • | defined by 
|x| = sup |x(t)|. (7.2) 
l<t<l 
Let Cbe the a — algebra generated by the open sets in C[0,1]. Define 
Wn(r) = n~^/^ {W._^ + (nr - (i-l))e.}, if r 6 [(i-l)/n, i/n], i = 1, 2,., n 
(7.3) 
where [nt] is the smallest integer not grater than nt. Then W^( • ) is the connected 
lines at points (0,0), (1/n, W^/n^/^), (2/n, W^/n^/^),..., (n/n, W^/n^/^). Hence 
W^(') E C[0,1]. The Donsker's theorem tells us that the limiting distribution of 
W^(') is the standard Brownian motion on [0,1]. See Billingsley (1968, p. 68). 
Theorem A.8. Let W^( • ) be defined in (7.3). Then we have 
w„(.) => W(.) 
where W(*) is the standard Brownian motion on [0,1]. 
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Now we state the continuous mapping theorem. See Billingsley (1968, p. 31). 
Theorem A.9. Let S and S' be two metric spaces. Assimie (S , 5, P) and { S ' ,  S ' ,  
P')be probability spaces and {X^} and X be random elements defined of (S , 5, 
P). Suppose X^ -> X. Let 9 be a continuous mapping of (S , 5) into (S', 5'). 
Then 
We give one application of Donsker's invariance principle and continuous 
mapping theorem. Consider the probability space (C[0,1], C, P), where P is the 
Wiener measure. The Wiener measure is the probability measure induced by the 
standard Brownian motion on [0,1]. 
Example A. 10. Let {W.} be defined in (7.1). Then we have 
$(X.) => *(X). 
(n-2 Ê W?_j, n-1 S Wi_iej) => (f W^Wdr, -1)). (7.4) 
1=1 1=1 Jo 
Proof. Observe that 
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+ 2 e? f (nr-i+l)2dr 
i==l 1 J (i-l)/i 
and 
n"^ S W? 1 + n"2 Ê W. ,e. + S e? 
i=l i=l : i=l ' 
2"\XB(1) -1) = Jj W._iei - 2-1(1 
n n 2 
Hence observing that S Wj_j^ej = Op(n), E e. = 1 + o^(l), we have 
=|^x2(t)dr + 0j(n-l) 
i!i *i-l'i = -1) + 
o 
Now consider the function $ : C[0,1] -• IR defined by 
1 
«rCX) = (f x2(r)dr, 2-\x^(l) -1)) X € C[0,1] 
JQ 
We show that $ is continuous with respect to the supremum metric defined in (7.2). 
For this note that if X -» 0, that is, sup | X(t) | -* 0 then 
0<t<l 
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|$(X)-$(0)| <[ sup X^(t) + X^(l)]^/^ -.0 
0<t<l 
Therefore by the Donsker's invariance principle (Theorem A.8) and continuous 
mapping theorem (Theorem A.9) the result follows. • 
Now we turn to the Strassen's law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian 
motion. Let 
Ujj(r) = (2nloglogn)~^/%j^j.j, 0 < r < 1. (7.5) 
Let 
K = {x € C[0,1] ; X is absolutely continuous,x(0) = 0, and J (^)^ dr < 1 } 
(7.6) 
The following Theorem A.ll and Corollary A.ll can be found in Stout (1974 
p. 284). 
Theorem A.11. (Strassen) Let U^(*) be defined in (7.5). Then with probability 
one, {U^('), n > 3} has the set K in (7.6) as the set of limit points. 
CoroUaty A.12. Let $ : C[0,1] -» R be continuous, then 
limsup $(U^) = sup $(^) a.s. 
n-a, ^ <t>A 
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Example A.13. Let {W } be defined in (7.1), then 
i) limsupl E W._,e-1/(2nloglogn) =1/2, 
n-4m i=l 
ii) limsupl E W- , |/(2n^oglogn)^/^ =3 
n-*oD i=l 
iii) limsupl S W?, |/(2n^loglogn) = 4/7r^. 
n-*m i=l 
Proof of i). 
limsupl E W._jejI/(2idoglogn) = limsup 2 ^(W^ - E e? )/(2nloglogn) 
n-»(D i=l n-»(D i=l 
= limsiip 2-1{u2(1) -O ((loglogn)-!)} = 2"' sup ^^(l) 
n-*oD ^ 
= 2 ^ s u p  ([ ^ (r)dr)^ < 2 ^ s u p  ( f  (r)}^dr) < 1/2 (Holder inequality). 
^eK JQ ^6K JQ 
Note that for ^(r) = r the equality holds. Therefore the result follows. 
Proof of 11). 
limsupl E W.J/(2n^oglogn)^/^ = limsup |[ U (r)dr| 
n-»a) i=l n-+m "'0 
rl rl 
= [j^{j dt}^dr]^/^ (See Stout 1974, p. 294) 
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= [f\l-r)W/' =3-1/^. 
Jo 
Proof of iii). This is done by Stiassen (1964). • 
Now we define the strong à-mixing process (see Stout 1974, p. 212). 
Définition A.14- Let {X^ ,i> 1} bea sequence of random variables. Define = 
^ - algebra generated by X^i<k<j, l<i<j<a). Then {X^, i 
> 1} is said to be strong a-mixing if there exists a function a for which a(m) -* 0 as 
m-*x and A e B 6 ^ implies 
\P(A^B) - P(A)P(B)\ < a(m) for allm> 1 and n> 1. 
In Lemma A.15, Kronecker's lemma is given (see Chung 1974, p. 123). 
Lemma A. 15. (Kronecker lemma) Let {x^} be a sequence of real numbers, {a^^} be 
a sequence of real numbers > 0 and | oo, then 
oD 1 n 
S x_/a„ < CD implies a„ S x, —> 0. 
n=l " j=l J 
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8. APPENDIX B 
TECHNICAL DETAILS 
8.1. Appendix for Chapter 2 
8.1.1. Justification of (2.5). 
Let i > j. The i-th row, the j-th row of D^, and the j-th row of are 
(0, 0,..., 0, dg, dj^,...., dj_^,..., d^_j) 
(0, 0,..., 0, 0, 0 0, dg , ..;d^_j) 
(™lj' ' ™i-l,j ™j-l,j'-'™np-
Therefore we get (2.5). 
8.1.2. Justification of (2.14) — (2.16). 
Let A(') be defined by (1.2). Let s^, Sg, {a^(^, k = -Sj,..., Sj} be given in the 
proof of Theorem 2.13. Then as is given in the proof of Theorem 2.13, gg (w), 
following form 
<T  ^ I* a,(fl)e'^'^/|A(e''^|2®' 
k=-8i 
(8 
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Note that 
|A(e"^| = I n (e'^-mJI 
J=1 J 
> n (i-|m.|) 
J=1 J 
> n (1 -1 + e) = cP. j=l 
Thefore if we let M be the bound of {a^(^; k = -s^,s^, 0 6 8}, then the 
expression (8.1) is bounded by 
a^M(28^ + l)/c^P®2 
Fix i. Now we give a justification of 
I g (h) = f e'^'^g^ (w)dw, h = -1, 0,1,... 
i J—TT i 
Let fl°(i) = {0^,..., Note that for fixed integer h, 
rg.(h;g=(i)) 
r(h;6) - r(h;tf°(i)) 
= lim 
g. - go 
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= (8.3) 
A - g? 0^0^—JT 9^ — 6^ 
Now by the mean value theorem, 
g(w;0)- g(w;g°(i)) • 
e.-q 
* 
where 0 (i) is between 9 and ^(i). Therefore for all 
g(^>^)- g(t^^(0) 
= |gg.(^ 0 (i))| 
< (27rrl A(28i + l)/e^P=2. 
Hence we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to make the limit 
operation in (8.3) go into the integral sign and get result (8.2). 
Next fix j. Starting with (h) and gg (w) instead of r(h;^ and g{ur,ff) and letting 0. 
i i ^ 
-* 0j and following the same line used in getting (8.2) we can justify (2.15). 
Similarly we have (2.16). n 
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8.2. Appendix for Chapter 3 
8.2.1. (T^, G^, n > 1) is a submartingale. 
Clealy E|T^| < m for all n. Next by the conditional Jenson's inequality, 
E(Tn+llGj 
E[A 1%+...+ en-l^n+%+11 + I ejCg + • • • + I 
+ • • • + ^|e^e^ + ®2®n+l I + I ®l®n+l ' ' ®1 "®J 
> A|E{(eje2 + • • • + e^.i^n+^n^n+l)! ®1-®JI 
+ ^^|B{(e^eg +..•+ e^_2e^ + en-l®n+l)l ®1-®JI 
+ ...+ A^ ^|E{(e^e^ + e2e^^l)| e^...ej| = T^. 
8.2.2. From 
Tn+i = '\|®i®2 + • • • + ®n_i®n + ®n®n+ll + ^^I®1®3 +""+ ®n-2®n+ ®n-l®n+ 
+ ."+A^ ^le^e^ + ®2®n+ll +'^"l®l®n+ll 
we have 
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E[A^(eje2+- • '+ ®ii-l®n+Vn+l)^+* * '+ ^^^"~^^(®l®n+®2®n+l)^+'^^"(®l®n+l)^ 
- A'(eie2+- • .+e^_,ej2 + 
2E[X^{ I e^ej + • • • + 11 e^63 + • • • + e^.^Gn+l I 
-1%+"'+ ®ii-l®nl l®l®3+"'+ ®n-2®nl^ 
+ I e^eg + • • • + 11 + • • • + I 
- le^eg +•..+ e^_^e^| 16^64+...+ e^_ge^|} 
+ A^+^ile^eg +• • • + e^_ie^ + le^e^^.!! - 16^62+. • |0l}] + 
2E[A®{ 1 e^eg + • • • + 11 + • • • + e^.ge^+i I 
- lejCg +• • •+ 6^.26^116164+...+ e^_g6^|} 
+ A"+2{16163+... + e^_2e^+ 11ei^n+l 1-1%+...+ e^_2e^1101}] 
+ + 
2E[A^" \ I + 626^^^ 11 I - 0} ] 
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< the expression in (3.3). 
For the justification of the inequality look, for example, 
E[ I e^eg + •.. + e^_^e^ + 11%+'"+ ®n-l®n+l ' 
- 1% +• • •+ e^_^e^| le^eg +• • •+ e^_2e^| 
< Ele^ej +. •.+ e^_^e^ | + [e^eg +• • •+ e^_2e^| |e^e^^^ 
by Cauchy —Schwartz inequality. 
+ '®n®n+l®n-l®n+ll 
8.2.3. 
n n n-max (i,j) 
= V1HI+» 
n n n-max (i,j) . 
n n n-max (i,j) 
ii<ni2<n i=max(l,ii) j=max(l,i3) 8=0 1 J 2 I j|+ 12 
8.2.4. Let M < o and A € (0,1) be the maximums of the coefficients of uniformly 
exponential decline of the sequence {dj} and coefficients of exponential decline of 
the sequence {vj}. 
1) For 1 < il < i2 < n ; 
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n n n-max(i,j) 
<M^ E E E V-ii+Ha+s+lHl+s 
i=ii j=i2 8=0 
<M^ E E (8.4) 
i=ii j=i2 
•  • • •  »  *  i  4  *  *  1=11 J=l2 1=12+1 J=l2 
i=i2+l j=i+l 
<M%iHi+l)(l-AV^V^»+ Ë (i-ig+l) 
i=i2+l 
+ (1-A2)-2 A'^1](1-A2)-1 < X [ ^ \  
where A^ is a number in (A,l) and 
Mj = M^[(l-AV^sup(i+1)(A/Aj/ + Ê (i+l)A^' + (l-A^r^Kl-A^)"^ (8.5) 
' i i=0 
2) For 1 < i2 < il < n, it follows from 1) and symmetry. 
3) For il < 1 < i2 < n; 
n n n-max(i,j) 
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<M^ S S Ë y-4i+j-ia+8+|i-j|+s 
i=l j=i2 8=0 
i=iij=i2 
The remainings are the same as 1) after (8.4). 
4) For i] < 1 < n, it follows from 3) and symmetry. 
5) For il < 1 and ia < 1; 
n n n-max(i,j) 
<M^ E E E y-ii+Ha+s+IHl+s 
i=0 j=0 8=0 
< S Ë Ë y^i+H2+2s 
i=0 j=0 s=0 
= m^(I-A)"2(I-A2)-^ 
8.2.5. 
h • • a " • a* 
n;ll,l2 n,li,l2 1M2 
n n n-max(i,j) „ 
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= M^(l-A^r^[ S E + g s y-ii+Hz+H] 
i=n+l j=i2 i=n+l j=i+l 
= M^(l-A^r^[ I (m2+1)A^"»"*' + (1-A^r^A^ s 
i=ii+l i=n+l 
< for some < od and Aj c (A,l). 
See 8.2.4 for a way of choosing Mg and A^. Also 
supltgl < ^2n-4i-i2 |jy, gyjnj^etry. 
0 
Also 
s u p | r „ | < M ^ E  S  E  ; ^ i - i i + j - i 2 + 8 + | i - j | + 8  
9 i=ii j=i2 s>n-max(ij) 
< M^(l-A^)~^ S Ê A^"* i+'H2+ I i-j I +2n-2max(i,j) 
i=ii j=i2 
= M^(l-A^r^ S S < 4M^(l-A^)-\n-ii)(n-i2) 
i=ii j=i2 
Also 
8 u p | r . | < M ^ E  Ë  S  ; ^ i - i i + j - i 2 + 8 + | i - j | + s  
0 i=n+l j=n+l 8=0 
= mV-aV^Ê Ê ;^i-ii+H2+|i-j| 
i=n+l j=n+l 
< Ê Ë {l-Xyh^ ;^2n-4i-i2 
i=n+l j=n+l 
Also 
sup|r,| < 2 Z £ ;^Mi+H2+8+|HI+8 
$ i=n+l j=i2 s=0 
< M^(l-A^)"^ S S ^ M^(l-AV^(n-i2+l) 
i=n+l j=i2 
< 2M^(l-A^r^(n-i2) . 
Also 
supjrgl < 2M^(1—A^) ^(11-42) by symmetry. 
Finally 
8up|ry| < M^(l—A^) ^ (1—A) ^A^ ^Zn-ii-ij the same method for r^. 
Therefore 
=yi\ii,i2i - i^ii + 1^2! + 1^3! + ^4! + 1^5! 
+ sup IrgI + sup |ry| < Mg (n-i,)(n-i2) 
0 0 
for some A^ c (A,l) and Mg < m. 
/ 
8.2.6. Let il > i2; For some Mg < m and A^ € (A , 1), we have 
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Ê Ê y-ii+j-ia+lHl _ g g y-ii+j-ia+H + g j y-ii+j-ig+j-i 
•  • • •  • • • •  l=llj=l2 l=ll j=l2 l=lij=l+l 
= l (W;+l)A^^'^r42 + Ë 
i=ii i=ii 
< Ê + Ë < M^[(1-A2)-1 + (l-A2)-2]Aji-^2 
8.2.7. Continnity of dj(^. 
From the difference equation (2.11), dj(^, j=0,l,...,can be obtained recusively. The 
recursion yields a polynomial of 6, that is, d^{0) is a polynomial in Owith degree j. 
Therefore dj( 0) is continuous in 0. 
8.2.8. Continuity of Vai(e(0 ; ^)) 
Note that, by the dominated convergence theorem, 
Vai(ê f«,^)) = E[lim S 1 v? v? 
n-»aD i=l j=l •• •' 
= lim E[Z E V? v9 z.(^ 
n-*m i=l j=l •' 
Observe that 
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< M ^ Ê  S  Ê  ; ^ i + j + 8 + | i - j | + 8  
i=l j=l 8='m+l 
< M ^ Ê  Ë  S  A ^ + j + 2 8  =  M ^ ( 1 - A ) - ^ ( 1 - A ^ ) - ^ A ^ ™ .  
i=l j=l 8=m+l 
Thus f (') is continuous in 9 because it is a uniform limit of continuous function. 
Therefore Var(eQ(0,^)), which is again a uniform limit of continuous function 
is continuous. 
8.2.9. inf{Var(eQ((? ;^)) — Var(eQ(d°;fl°)) } > 0 for all f > 0. 
Assume not. There is a sequence {6^} and 5 > 0 such that | 6^ — ^| > f for all n 
and 
Var(eQ(^;g°))-Var(eQ(g°;g°)) -*0 as n-*oo. 
* 
Since the set {^€ 8 ; \0—ff^\ > f } is compact we can find a limit point 0 of {6^} 
* 
in that set. Hence there is a subsequence {n, } such that 9 = lim 0 . Therefore 
k-*m k 
by the dominated convergence theorem, 
V a r ( è „ ( / =  M m  V a r ( ê „ ( »  ; « » ) )  =  V a r ( ê „ ( » ' ; » > ) ) .  
* 
Hence we have 0 = BP. However this contradicts 
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= lim Id -goI > S. 
k-a. \ 
8.2.10. For the continuity of d (6) see Appendix 8.2.7. 
In 8.2.11 — 8.2.20, without loss of generality we can assume that M and A 
the coefficients of exponential decline of the sequence {v?}. Let A^ E (A,l). 
8.2.11. 
jh iijVjVj = j!, Wj 
n k _ _ 
=  E  E  S  E  A .  .  V ,  .  v . .  e .  e .  
ii<n i2<n k=max(l,ii,i3) j=max(l,i2) ^ J-12 h 12 
= right side of (3.19) 
8.2.12. 
1) I S |At_:V? .v9 . I <m3 Ê ^ ^k-j+k-ii+j-iz 
k=max(ii,i3) j=i3 ^ 1 J 2 k=max(ii,ij) j=i2 
< M® E (k-ig+l) <U. Ê ;^2k-iH2 
k=max(ii,i3) k=max(ii,i3) 
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(foi some < m by the same method for (8.2.4)). 
where M^= ^(l-A^)-!. 
2) Z E I A, jV? . v9 . I <M^ Ê E ^2k-4r42 g ^2k-4i-i2 
'k=i2j=ii J-"» k=iaj=i3 ^=i2 ^ 
3) E E |A, ,.v?_jv9 . |<M^ B E Ê (k-ij+l) 
k=iij=l ^-'1 J^2 k=iij=l k=ii 
< ^E = 15Ij(1-a2)-1A^'»-^2 
< ]Sli E (1-A5)-^A^I-'2. 
8.2.13. 
1) For 1 < il, i2 < n; Note that for some Nj < oo, 
|a„. . I <m3 Ê E < M^(l-A)-^ E A^"^» 
» •» ' k=max(ii,i2) j=i2 k=max(ii,i2) 
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< M3(l-Ar\n-max(ii,ij)+l) < 2M^(l-Ar\n-4i)A^-^i < N^AJ"^!. 
2) For il < 0 < is < n ; Note that for some Ng, < o, 
l a  .  .  I  < M ®  S  E  A i ^ + H H 2 < M ^ ( 1 - A r ^  E  
k=i,j=i2 k=i2 
< M^(l-Ar\n-i2+l)A^-^i < 2M®(1-Ar^ (n-ii)A^-^» < X^-^K 
3) For ij < 0 < il < n ; Note that for some Ng, Mg < m, 
| a „ .  .  I  < M ®  Ê  E  A " + j ^ » - ^ 2 < M 3 ( i _ A ) - l  Ê  
k=iij=l k=i, 
< M3(l-Ar\n-4,+l)A^-^»-^' < 2M3(l-Ar\ii-4i-i2)A^"^i'^2 
< M ^  A ^ - " ' .  
4) For il < 1 and ij < 1 ; Note that for some N^, < œ, 
|a„. . I <m3 E E A^+j^'^2<M3(l-Ar^ Ê 
"'^«'^2' k=lj=l ' k=l 
< M^(l-Ar^nA^-^i-^2 < M3(l-Ar\n-i,-i2)A^~^i"^2 < 
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8.2.14. Let 
h=l  ®2 -  i^<0 i f=i®3-  n,i . , i> ' iA= 
Clealy E(S^) = £(82) = 0. Note that, 
Var(S,)=Ê E aj. . <7^<Mi2Ê E = 0(n) 
^ ^ ii=li2<0 2 i,=lij<0 2 
and 
Var(S2) = 0(n) by symmetry. 
Therefore 8^= 0 (n^/^) and $2=0 Next observe that, 
Therefore 8j^ + 82 + 8g = 0 (n^/^). 
8.2.15. 
^ a? i.fyi. i~yn)z; — S ^ a* 0 o j=l k:iW''k-mh - jf 1 k:i'j-k .£1 i^<j i^<, 
" ' k-l 
= S s Ï i s 
ii< n i 2 <n-l j=max(l,ii) k=max(l,i2+l) 8=max(l,i2) ^ ^ 1 8-12 U 2 
— S s b_ • • G" G' * 
ii< n i 2 <n-l ma 
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8.2.16. 
1) For 1 < il, i] < n ; Note that for some < m, 
|b . . I < Z i AWj-i 1+8^2 
'1''  j=ii  k=i3+l s=i3 
< M® Ê i ;^2j-k-4i (l-A)"^ < M". 
j=iik=i2+l j=ii  
2) For ij < 0 < il < n; Note that for some Mg < m, 
|b . . I < S i ;^i-k+Hi+8-i2 
IX,ll,l2 - j=i,k=l8=l 
< M ^ E  i  E  ( 1 - A ) " ^  <  M "  
j=iik=l " j=ii  ^ 
3) For il < 0 < ij < n ; Note that for some Mg 
| b  .  .  I  < M ^ E  i  A j - k + H i + 8 - 4 2  <  ^ 3  J  ^  ; ^ 2 j - k - ^ i  
' ^ j=l k=i2+l s=i2 j=l k=i2+l 
< E A-Hi (l-A)"^ <M" A"^L 
j=l ^ 
4) For il < 0, i2 < 0 ; Note that for some < m, 
s» M 
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Now note that for some ' < m, 
i) for il < ij ; 
m i 2 n % . n—1 n ^ • -, |c  .  .  I <M^[ g S A*"^'+ E E A^~*'](1-A) 
n,ii , i2 j=iik=i2+l j=i2+lk=j+l 
< M3[ (iHi+l)y=^» (l-A)-^ + (l-A)-^ Kl-A)"^ < M [ " ,  
ii) for il > 12 ; 
2) For i2 < 0 < il < n—1 ; Note that for some My ' < m, 
k n i  i  I  Ê  S  ; ^ k M H 2  ( i _ A ) - l  
'  2 j=iik=j-H 8=1 j=iik=j+l 
< A-HHz (i-A)"^ < MX" A"^' 
•  j=ii  ^ 
3) For il < 0 < i2 < n—1; Note that for My < m and A^ E (A, 1), 
I C n i i U M ^ " " ^ ^  S  A ^ + s - i H 2  
'  '  j=l k=max(j+l,i2+l) s=i2 
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j = l  k = m a x ( j + l , i 2 + l )  
Q i 2 n 1, i n—1 n 1. : 1 
< M ^ [ E  S  S  S  A ^ ' ^ ' K l - A P  
j = l k = i 2 + l  j = i 2 + l  k = j + l  
< M^(ij A^2-ii ^ ,, ;^iHi < My A^' 
4) For il < 0 and is < 0 ; Note that for some M^" < m, 
|c i i I < I < M® 2 (i_a)-1 
n,ii,i2 j=l k=j+l 8=1 " j=lk=j+l 
< V (l-A)"^ < ' A"*»""» 
J=1 
8.2.19. 
n j _ k-1 „ n j _ . î_. k-1 
E E  E  a  . |  E  v 9 . e .  E  e .  |  <  E  E  A° ~ Je  A- ^ ^ ^ E  E l e .  e .  
j=l k=l J ii<k •' '  M 2=1 '  j=l k=l ii<k i 2=1 ' ^ 
< m V ) ^ S  i  A ^ ~ j E  A ^ ^ k  <  M ^ ( a « ) ^ ( l - A r ^  E  î  A ^ " j  ^  A j " ^ k  
j=l k=l ii<k j=l k=l k=l 
< M^(<7C)^(l-Ar^ E A""j j = 0(n). 
j=l 
For some Mj < m, 
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k—1 
j = l k = l  J  1 = 1  *  "  ^  j = l k = l  
m. < M, Ê A^"j (j i k)^/2 < M, Ê A^-j = 0(i 
^ j=l k=l ^ j=l 
For some Mg < m, 
EE i a„ .|z. E ^Ë%LeJ < M ^  Ê  1  A ^ ^ E  Va®^[E(z.)V2] 
j = l  k = l  ^ - J  J i < 0  s = l  '  j = l  k = l  i < 0  8 = 1  J  
< M„ E i A^"j = M, E jA*^"j = 0(a). 
^ j=l k=l 2 
2,1/2 
8.2.20. For some Mg < OD, 
< M E Ê A^"^ [ Ê vy^k]^/2 < M„ Ê E A^"^ k^^ 
j=l k=j+l j=0 J j=l k=j+l 
= M„ Ê k^/2 < M, Ê A*^"^ k^/2 = 0(n^/^). 
^ k=2 j=l ^k=2 
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00  00  o  od  
S 2 d d + 21 S d d 
81=0 S2=n—j+1 ' ' 8i=n—k 83=11—j+1 ' ' 
od  cd  0 0  
k^=0 " k^=0 
k^=0 k2=0^^i^^"j+^+^' ^ k^=0 
and 
kmO k^V'-'^k.+k, + if=„''k.''l+k.+k, = „«k)' (8»«) 
From (8.6) — (8.10), we get (3.39). 
8.2.22. 
n n n-max(i,j) « n n ,. ., „ -
7 \l^ j!i ,lo WiHi+,i ^ 
< M» 
< 2m2(1-A)-»JJz.|(1-AV = 0^(n). 
8.2.23. It is similar to the justification of (3.19) in Lemma 3.10 if we replace A, ' . 
* J 
by 1. 
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In 8.2.25 and 8.2.26, let M and A be the coefficients of the exponential 
decline of the sequence {vj}. 
8.2.25. 
I ; ; I < Ë V < M2 S Aj^»(l-Ar^< MV-^>(1-Ar j=n+ls=i2 j=n+l 
For 1 < ij < il < n; 
|c. . I < 1 Ë Ê (l-A)"! 
- j=ii8=j " j=i. 
<MV^'(l-Ar\l-AV^. 
For 1 < il < ij < n; 
|c. . I < Ê 1+8-42 < m2 J 
j=i2+l8=i2 j=i2+l 
8.2.26. 
I. ? v9_. v° . I < Ê y ;^j-ii+8-i2 < j^2^ (l-A)" 
j=i2+ls=i2 ^ ^ '  j=i2+l8=i2 j=i2+l  
< (l-A)"^. 
I Ï »i_i 'L I < s s (l-A)"^  j=i,s=l j=i,8=l - j=i, 
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n (D n n 
8.2.33. If {z.} is stationary and invertible then c» = S v. #0 j=0 ^ 
* * 
Let be the roots of A(m)=0 in (1.2) and be the roots of B(m)= 
0 in (1.47). Then |m.| < 1 for i=l...p and |m. | < 1 for i=l...q. Let B be the back 
shift operator, that is Bz^ = Then 
2 , 1 ^ -oPn- It I a T) I a T)2 (1 + CKjB + OgB +• • •+ ût BP)Z^ = (1 + /Sj^B + +• • •+ /) B^)e^ 
or 
(1 -m^B)(l — mgB)'• -(1 — m B)z^ = (1 -m^B)(l — m^B)- • -(1 — m B)e^. 
Therefore 
z^ = [(1—nijB)(l—ni2B) • • • (1—m^B)] ^[(1—nijB)(l—ni2B) • • • (1—niqB)]e^ 
co  co  ;  
= E V. e .  •= E V. B^e. .  j=o J *-J j=0 J * 
Hence 
E Vj B^ = [(1—nijB)(l—ni2B)* • •(!—nipB)] [(1—nijB)(l—in2B)* • •(!—m^B)] 
Letting B=l, we have 
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cd  
Cq = = [(1 -m^)(l - mg) - • •(! -m^)] (1 -m^)(l - mj) - • •(! - m^) # 0 
• 2 8.2.34. Assume that n(l — p) does not converge to 0 in probability. There is a 
subsequence {n^} and c> 0, f > 0 such that 
P(njj(l -  >  t ) >  6  for every k = 1, 2, 
Since, by Corollary 3.13 Y^Y^/n^ converges in distribution to CQ(a°)^/Q W^(r)dr, 
œ o  
Cg = S V • which is absolutely continuous and positive a.s. we can find a positive j=0 J 
integer K and > 0 such that 
P(Y^Yi/n^ < Cj) < f/2 for every k > K. 
Then, for k > K, 
> «!> > YiYj/n^ > ej) 
= 1 - P(n^(l - f < £, or YJYj/a^ < Cj) 
> 1 - P(n^(l - < £) - PCY^Yj/n® < «^) 
= p(ii^(i-; )2 > e) -p(YiYi/ii^ < £i) > « - m = m. 
contradicting n^^(l — ^ )^Y^Y^ -t 0 in probability. 
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8.3. Appendix for Chapter 4 
8.3.1. Veiificatioii of (4.10) 
Assume ii > ig. Note that 
2 Ï Ï s jir-jil +ki+k24- [irjal fkaf [ir-jil ^ 
i2=l  k2=0 j i=l  ki=0 
< (1-A^)~^ 2 E I i Hi I +1 ir-ja I +1 iHi I 
12=1 j i=l  
= (1 - A^)~^[ E S ' Hi+1 iHa 1 +i2-ji 
i2=l  j i=l  
+ E E ^ yi-ji+|ir-j2|-i2+ji _|_ g g ;^ji-ii+|i2-j2|-i2+jij 
12=1 j 1=12+1 12=1 jl=il4-l 
= (1 - A V^[ S AI'Hal +ii-i2(i_A2)-l 
i2=l 
+ Ê (ii-i2)A''"^2+|i2-j2| + I ;^|i2-j2|+iH2(i_;^2j-lj 
i2=l i2=l 
< Mg E ^2^r-i2+|i2-j2l £qj Mg < m and Ag 6 (A,l). 
Therefore, in general, (8.13) is less than or equal to 
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M„ S + (8.14) 
^i2=l ^ 
for some Mg < m. By the same argument (8.14) is less than or equal to 
Mg Al'Hzl 
for some Mg < m and 6 (Ag, 1). 
8.3.2. Verification of (4.14) 
We have 
n j—1 1 n « n , 
E E Vi = 2 K Z \) - S 4] (8.15) j=l k=l ^ J k=l ^ k=l ^ 
Here note that 
" ° .0 
k!A - k=l i<k " j=l ill + V') = + OpW (8 ") 
Therefore 
(Jl^k)' = cSÇïjei)' + Op(='/') = 4^/i + + Op(n'/2) n i 1—1 ,2 S 
"i 1=112= 
(8.17) 
and 
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<ï s ï 
i 1=112=1 k=max(ii42) 
= 2S + J.v°?.ef + Op(l), say. 
Now we know that S = Op(n^/2) because 
E(S) = 0, 
Var(S) = Ê E \ Z v?. v?. )V < I S~^ (M^ E ;^2k-iH2^2^4 
i 1=112=1 k=ii ^ ^ ii=li2=l k=ii 
< I E~^ A20r^2)(l-AV^ < Ê (l-A^)"^ = 0(n), 
i 1=112=1 ii=l 
where M and A are the coefficients of exponential decline of sequence {v^}. Also 
i!l = I + 0,(1) = j^e? + 0,(1). 
Therefore, 
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S z?= Ë vf  S e? + 0 (8.18) 
£=1 ^ k=0 ^ i=l ^ P 
HO HO 
Substituting the terms ( S z. ) and S zf in (8.15) by the terms (8.17) and (8.18), 
i=l ^ k=l " 
we have 
Ê = 2-\(2c^ E E %.e. +c^Z e?) - S v?^ Ê e?] + O (n^/^) j=lk=l  i i=l i2=l  i=l  ^ k=0 ^ i=l  ^ P 
2 S ^ 1—1 
— C/> S Ê e. e? 4" 2 
° i l  = l i2=l  ' ' '2  
8.3.3. Verification of (4.15) 
n j—1 m m 
j=l k=l Wk iV"kmO k!=0 ^k.dj-k+ki+k, 
n-1 j-1 
= E 2 E E 
ii<n—1 i2<n j=max(l,i2) k=max(l,i|) 
OD m 
J_/Mli-i,''k,^j-k+k,+k; + °pM ki=0 k2=0 
s OP 
V 
7i 
M 
Il MP H-» 
Il M P  
I CO O 
i 
M MP 
¥ 
•?* M8 
rM= 
o 
to 
r 
î: 
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I 
+ t>r 
-  M P  
- Il 
— t-» 
15:^. M M 
Il M P  
H  M P  
ï 
4 
M  M P  
V 
+ 
r«.  
> 
1 
>o 
r pï* 
+ If 
"w J!> 
> 
I 
î 
I 
Il M B  
LT 0 h-» 
1 
Tl M B  
O 
? pç-
+ 
Il M P  
t-' 
1-9*to 
oo 
ks 
o 
II 
N  M P  CA 
i M. B T .  M  I  
-H-
M M* 
Il M P  
H  M B  
cr 
Il M  I I-4* I-* 
g 
7l M B  O 
. M B  
O 
pPÔ 
r 
+ 
m M. to 
Il M P  
Il M P  
i'ï 
o 
J" 
>!• 
7 l  M B  
?-• O 
A 
"Q' (-1. o 
t 
+ Pï* 
m 
•— (O 
II 
en I-» 
+ 
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M 
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Il M  I 
r«8 
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x* 
ï° 
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? PC 
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w. P 
7i 
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7i 
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Ti 
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h = (8.22) 
Hence from (8.19), (8.20), and (8.22) we have the desired result (4.15). 
8.3.4. Verification of (4.16) 
j=l k2j 'k'j k^=o k!=0 '^ki^k+l-j+ki+k, 
" k2l j!l 'k'j k^=o k!=0 dk+l_j+k.+k: 
k2l j=l 'k'j k^=0 k!=0 ^k^k+H+ki+k, + k!l'k k!=0 k!Vk"l+k.+k, 
— ^3 ^4' (8.23) 
By the same argument applied to (4.15), we have 
®3 lia 'M k!=0 k?=0 ^k.''j+l-k+k.+k. if 
Now, from (8.18), 
'4 = âo< & kL 'k/l+k,#, + OpC'/') («'»=) 
Combining (8.23), (8.24), and (8.25), we have the desired result (4.16). 
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8.3.5. Verification of (4.26) 
By the same argument applied to (3.39), 
Y i D ° ' D ° Y i  =  ( d / +  J ,  Vm  
n n n n n-max(i,j) 
where ^ j and ^ j are defined in (3.40) and evaluated at ^ = fl°. By (3.41) and 
Lemma 3.10-iv), and Lemma 3.10—v), we get (4.26). 
8.3.6. Venfication of (4.46). 
First we show that for all k, h = 1 (p+q), 
Z'(-^ D°)'D°Z=0„(nl/2). 
Vh """ '' 
«2 
Fix k and h in {1, 2,..., p+q}. Let g.(fl) = d.(^ and g? = g.(6^), j = 0,1, 
J ei^d\ J J J 
«2 
Then gg = 0 because dg = 1. Since gg = 0, the t-th element of {—— D°)Z 
^^k^^h 
t—1 t 
is E g. .z.. Also the t-th element of D°Z is E d? .z.. Also observing j=l *-J J " j=l t-J J 
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we have 
= Sj — Sg, say. 
It is easy to show 
E(Sj^) = 0 and Var(Sj) = 0(n). 
Therefore = Op(n^/^). Also it is easy to show Sg = Op(n^/^). Hence we 
conclude (8.26). Next if we show 
we can say (4.46) 
because 
= OpW°p(l) + Op(n>/2) = Op(n). 
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a2 
Now we show (8.27). Let g.. = g..(^ be the (i,j) element of (—— D )'D_ and 
g^ij be the first order partial derivative of g.j with respect to 0. Then 
% " r\ 
for $ between 0 and r. Since, by Corollary 2.5, the derivatives of enjoy the 
same uniformly exponentially declining property as D^, the derivative of 
ê ( D )'D has uniformly exponentially declining off diagonal element. 
Therefore, for some M < œ and A 6(0,1), 
Let V be any eigenvalue of ^7 
Gershgorin's theorem (Theorem 2.9), for some j. 
I "I < 2 Ï |gij(«)-gij(^)| < 2M(l-ArV»- ^|. 
Hence 
= Op(i) 
establishing (8.27). 
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8.4. Appendix foi Chapter 5 
8.4.1. Verification of (5.18) and (5.19) 
We get (5.18) from the following observation 
n—1 n n—1 n • ^ 
Esupl E S a. i_z. I < M £ S E|z. | = 0(n). 
0 k=l j=k+l ^ k=l j=k+l * 
We get (5.19) from the following observation 
n—1 k n—1 k , ,, • 
Esupl E E a. ,1 : Z , | < M  E  E  E | z ,  |  =  0 ( n ) .  
B k=l j=l * k=l j=l * 
n—1 Ur—1 
8.4.2. Verification of 
/ j = j î S  + A  i l  I , ' » - ' ' '  
n-l n-1 I ^0 _ 
i<n-l j=i j=max(l,i) 8=max(l,i) ^ (n-i)yo + S S E e. 
n—1 n—1 00 n—1 n—1 m n—1 j 
=(n—l)y« + E EE v le. — E E E v -e. + E E E \ 
i=l j=i 8=i i=l j=i s=j+l i<0 j=l 8=1 
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= (n—l)yg + Sj^ — S2 + Sg, say. (8.28) 
Note that 
n—1 n—1 n—1 j n 
S-i = C» S S e. = C/> S £ e- = Cn £ W. (8.29) 
1 ^ ° j=l 1=1^ °j=l 
n—1 n—1 oD n—1 n—1 o . 
E|S,| < SEE |v°_i| E|eJ <ME|eJ S E E 
^ i=l  j=i  s=j+l  8-4 1  1 i=l j  = is=j+l  
<MB|eJ ( i_A)-l  = 0(n),  (8.30) 
i=l  j=i  
and 
n—1 j . 
EjSgl  <M E E E A^E|eJ =0(n).  (8.31) 
i<0 j=l 8=1 
Therefore, from (8.28) — (8.31), we get (5.33). 
8.4.3. Verification of (5.31) 
Note that 
E |yA' ' - jyj |<E[°iV-j( |y„ |+ i |z  | ) ]  
J=1 •• J=1 8=1 
< E 1701 + E I Z J V JA^~J = 0(n). (8.32) j=l  j=l  
Also by (3.5) 
= 0(1). (8.33) 
J=1 ""  ^
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® -i ,!i j!=i Vi.j> 
n n-1 _ 
= E Z E a Î ' V « lr®Ir 
k<n j2=max(k,I) i i=l ' J'" 
k<0 j2=k 1^=1 ^j2-k®k •*• i^=i \ii,j2 ^ j2-k®k 
— ®2' (8.34) 
Without loss of generality we can assume that M and A are the coefficients of 
exponential decline of {v?}. Therefore, 
<M^[ 2 i ' A jHi+jr-k + g 2 ;^iH2+j2-k < gome M, < m. 
j2=kii=l j2=kii=j2+l 
Therefore 
E(Sj) = 0 
and 
Var(S^) < mJ ^E^E(e^) = 0(n). 
k=l 
Hence 
h = . (835) 
Also 
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n n-1 
(l-A)"^ E S AlWzl+iiEje I 
j2=lii=l ^ 
<M2(1-A)-1 Ê { I '  V  yrWi) Ele, 
j2=l i.=l i 1=12+1 1 
= m2(1-A)-1 { g jzAJ» + (1-A V S A^ EI e J = 0(1). 
j2=l j2=l 
Therefore 
®2 ~ %(^)' 
Hence, from (8.34) — (8.36), we conclude 
s = Op(nl/2). 
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